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The Institute of Ismaili Studies

The Institute of Ismaili Studies was established in 1977 with the
object of promoting scholarship and learning on Islam, in the
historical as well as contemporary contexts, and a better under-
standing of its relationship with other societies and faiths.

The Institute’s programmes encourage a perspective which is
not confined to the theological and religious heritage of Islam,
but seek to explore the relationship of religious ideas to broader
dimensions of society and culture. The programmes thus encour-
age an interdisciplinary approach to the materials of Islamic history
and thought. Particular attention is also given to issues of moder-
nity that arise as Muslims seek to relate their heritage to the
contemporary situation.

Within the Islamic tradition, the Institute’s programmes pro-
mote research on those areas which have, to date, received
relatively little attention from scholars. These include the intel-
lectual and literary expressions of Shi™ism in general, and Ismailism
in particular.

In the context of Islamic societies, the Institute’s programmes
are informed by the full range and diversity of cultures in which
Islam is practised today, from the Middle East, South and Central
Asia and Africa to the industrialised societies of the West, thus
taking into consideration the variety of contexts which shape the
ideals, beliefs and practices of the faith.
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These objectives are realised through concrete programmes
and activities organised and implemented by various departments
of the Institute. The Institute also collaborates periodically, on a
programme-specific basis, with other institutions of learning in
the United Kingdom and abroad.

The Institute’s academic publications fall into a number of in-
terrelated categories:

1. Occasional papers or essays addressing broad themes of the
relationship between religion and society, with special refer-
ence to Islam.

2. Monographs exploring specific aspects of Islamic faith and
culture, or the contributions of individual Muslim figures or
writers.

3. Editions or translations of significant primary or secondary
texts.

4. Translations of poetic or literary texts which illustrate the rich
heritage of spiritual, devotional and symbolic expressions in
Muslim history.

5. Works on Ismaili history and thought, and the relationship of
the Ismailis to other traditions, communities and schools of
thought in Islam.

6. Proceedings of conferences and seminars sponsored by the
Institute.

7. Bibliographical works and catalogues which document
manuscripts, printed texts and other source materials.

This book falls into category five listed above.
In facilitating these and other publications, the Institute’s sole

aim is to encourage original research and analysis of relevant is-
sues. While every effort is made to ensure that the publications
are of a high academic standard, there is naturally bound to be a
diversity of views, ideas and interpretations. As such, the opinions
expressed in these publications are to be understood as belong-
ing to their authors alone.
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Ismaili Heritage Series

A major Shi™i Muslim community, the Ismailis have had a long
and eventful history. Scattered in many regions of the world, in
Asia, Africa, Europe and North America, the Ismailis have elabo-
rated diverse intellectual and literary traditions in different
languages. On two occasions they had states of their own, the Fa-
timid caliphate and the Nizari State of Iran and Syria during the
Alamut period. While pursuing particular religio-political aims,
the leaders of these Ismaili states also variously encouraged intel-
lectual, scientific, artistic and commercial activities.

Until recently, the Ismailis were studied and judged almost ex-
clusively on the basis of the evidence collected or fabricated by
their enemies, including the bulk of the medieval heresiographers
and polemicists who were hostile towards the Shi™a in general and
the Ismailis among them in particular. These authors in fact treated
the Shi™i interpretations of Islam as expressions of heterodoxy or
even heresy. As a result, a ‘black legend’ was gradually developed
and put into circulation in the Muslim world to discredit the Is-
mailis and their interpretation of Islam. The Christian Crusaders
and their occidental chroniclers, who remained almost completely
ignorant of Islam and its internal divisions, disseminated their
own myths of the Ismailis, which came to be accepted in Europe
as true descriptions of Ismaili teachings and practices. Modern
orientalists, too, have studied the Ismailis on the basis of these
hostile sources and fanciful accounts of medieval times. Thus,
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legends and misconceptions have continued to surround the Is-
mailis through the twentieth century.

In more recent decades, however, the field of Ismaili studies
has been revolutionised due to the recovery and study of genuine
Ismaili sources on a large scale – manuscript materials which in
different ways survived the destruction of the Fatimid and Nizari
Ismaili libraries. These sources, representing diverse literary tra-
ditions produced in Arabic, Persian and Indic languages, had
hitherto been secretly preserved in private collections in India,
Central Asia, Iran, Afghanistan, Syria and the Yemen.

Modern progress in Ismaili studies has already necessitated a
complete re-writing of the history of the Ismailis and their contri-
butions to Islamic civilisation. It has now become clear that the
Ismailis founded important libraries and institutions of learning
such as al-Azhar and the Dar al-™Ilm in Cairo, while some of their
learned da™is or missionaries developed unique intellectual tradi-
tions amalgamating their theological doctrine with a diversity of
philosophical traditions in complex metaphysical systems. The
Ismaili patronage of learning and extension of hospitality to non-
Ismaili scholars was maintained even in such difficult times as the
Alamut period, when the community was preoccupied with its
survival in an extremely hostile milieu.

The Ismaili Heritage Series, published under the auspices of
the Department of Academic Research and Publications of The
Institute of Ismaili Studies, aims to make available to wide audi-
ences the results of modern scholarship on the Ismailis and their
rich intellectual and cultural heritage, as well as certain aspects of
their more recent history and achievements.
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Foreword

In the course of their long history, the Ismailis have elaborated a
diversity of literary and intellectual traditions and made impor-
tant contributions to Islamic thought and culture. A distinct Nizårí
religious tradition, based on the Persian language, developed
during the Alamït period (483–654/1090–1256) when the Is-
mailis of Persia had a state of their own centred on the stronghold
of Alamït. The Nizårís lost their state and political prominence
as a result of the Mongol invasions of Persia in 654/1256. But, in
spite of the claims of the historian ™A†å¢ Malik Juwayní, who was in
the service of the Mongol conqueror Hülegü, the Persian Nizårí
community was not totally extirpated by the Mongols. Countless
numbers were massacred and the bulk of the Nizårí literature was
destroyed . However, the all-important Nizårí imamate continued
in the progeny of Imam Rukn al-Dín Khurshåh (d. 655/1257),
the last ruler of Alamït, while certain aspects of the Nizårí da™wa
institution also survived.

With the fall of Alamït, the Persian Nizårís entered an obscure
period of their history which lasted some two centuries until their
Imams emerged at the village of Anjudån in central Persia, around
the middle of the 9th/15th century, and initiated a revival in Nizårí
da™wa and literary activities. Many aspects of Nizårí Ismaili history
during this interim period are still shrouded in mystery due to a
lack of reliable sources. The Persian Nizårís did not produce any
doctrinal works in this period, and they observed taqiyya,
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dissimulating their beliefs and adopting Sufism and other forms
of disguises to protect themselves against rampant persecution.
As a result, many scattered Nizårí groups either disintegrated or
fully assimilated themselves into other, dominant religious com-
munities. Be that as it may, it is only in the last few decades that
progress in Ismaili studies has enabled scholars to acquire a bet-
ter understanding of at least the main trends in the history of
Persian Nizårí Ismailism of the early post-Alamït centuries. It is
in such a context that the present book should be read and ap-
preciated.

Óakím Sa™d al-Dín b. Shams al-Dín Nizårí Quhiståní (645–720/
1247–1320), who hailed from the region of Quhistån in south-
eastern Khuråsån and as a boy witnessed the Mongol ravages in
his native land, is the major Persian Ismaili poet of the early post-
Alamït period. He was perhaps also the first author to have
adopted poetic forms of expression and Sufi idioms to convey his
Ismaili ideas, which are in essence resonant with the teachings of
the Alamït period. In fact, Nizårí Quhiståní’s writings reflect the
earliest instance of a literary coalescence between Nizårí Ismailism
and Sufism in Persia and as such, they represent the opening phase
of a new Nizårí tradition which was fully developed by the time
the Safawids established their rule over Persia in 907/1501.

By drawing extensively on Nizårí Quhiståní’s unpublished col-
lected works, the Kulliyyåt, particularly his versified Safar-nåma,
and the findings of modern scholarship in the field, Dr Nadia
Eboo Jamal has produced here the first thorough study of this
poet in English as well as an important contribution to the history
of the Persian Nizårí Ismailis in the aftermath of the Mongol de-
bacle. She provides ample documentation of the way the Nizårís
of Persia succeeded, against all odds, not only to retain their dis-
tinct religious identity but to initiate yet another tradition which
brought their community closer to Persian Sufism and enabled it
to survive under highly adverse circumstances in post-Mongol
Persia.

Farhad Daftary
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Preface

This work was prepared originally for a doctoral thesis at the De-
partment of Near Eastern languages and Literatures at New York
University in 1996 and has been revised extensively for publica-
tion. Its main purpose is to examine the circumstances of the
Ismaili community in the aftermath of the Mongol conquest of
Persia in the mid–7th/13th century. Due to the tremendous up-
heaval caused in the community by this event, there is almost a
complete lack of Ismaili sources for the next two centuries or so.

The only major Ismaili source material to have survived from
the period of Mongol rule consists of the poetical works of Nizårí
Quhiståní, who served as a local government official and court
poet in the north-eastern Persian provinces of Khuråsån and
Quhistån. These writings, in particular the poet’s travelogue, the
Safar-nåma, have been used in this study to explore the survival of
the Ismaili community and the continuity of their traditions dur-
ing the Mongol era. They also provide a unique insight into the
interface between Ismailism and Sufism that emerged at this time.
Since the works of Nizårí Quhiståní are largely unknown to the
English-speaking world, this publication serves the additional
purpose of introducing the reader to his life and poetry.

When undertaking the journey of writing a book, there are
many friends and colleagues who hold one’s hand along the way.
Among these, I take great pleasure in recording my deep grati-
tude to the following in particular: Dr Robert McChesney who
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patiently supported me on my quest: Ghulam Abbas Hunzai and
Dr Faquir Hunzai, true mentors and lasting friends; Dr Charles
Melville, whose comments on the first draft of this book were in-
valuable; Mrs Zinat Safarha, a pure Sufi who shared her wisdom
with me tirelessly; Dr Arzina Lalani, for her constant support,
encouragement and advice; Dr Jalal Badakhchani, who not only
assisted me in acquiring manuscripts for this work but has also
helped me in numerous other ways; Dr Leonard Lewisohn for
sharing his insightful comments, poetic skills and sense of hu-
mour; Dr Farhad Daftary, for believing in me and my work, and
contributing a Foreword to this book; Kutub Kassam, who has
painstakingly walked the journey with me; as well as all the other
supporters I have encountered at The Institute of Ismaili Studies.

I would also like to recognise my wonderful friends who tire-
lessly supported me through good and bad times, and in particular
my husband, a gem, and my amazing children, Nijhad and Shazia,
who have watched me burn the midnight oil on many occasions
without complaint.

Finally, it should be noted that the transliteration system
adopted in this book is that of the new edition of The Encyclopae-
dia of Islam, with the usual modifications. Arabic and Persian terms
common in English, such as Ismaili and Sufi, have not been trans-
literated. The following abbreviations have been used for sources:

EI2 Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed.
JAOS Journal of the American Oriental Society
JBBRAS Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic

Society
JRAS Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society
NS New Series

NEJ
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           It is well that you should follow the Imamate,
           For the Light of God is within his pure heart.

Through that Light you will be freed from darkness.
           Follow that Light and may peace be with you!

                                         Nizårí Quhiståní, Dastïr-nåma
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Chapter 1

Introduction

I say, therefore, that this thing involves the description of the
greatest catastrophe and the most dire calamity (of the like of
which days and nights are innocent) which befell all men gener-
ally, and the Muslims in particular; so that, should one say that
the world, since God Almighty created Adam until now, hath not
been afflicted with the like thereof, he would but speak the truth.
For indeed history does not contain anything which approaches
or comes near to it … Nay, it is unlikely that mankind will see the
like of this calamity until the world comes to an end and per-
ishes, except for the final outbreak of Gog and Magog.1

These foreboding remarks of the Arab historian Ibn al-Athír (d.
630/1233) vividly capture his impressions of one of the most cata-
strophic events to befall the Muslim world, constituted by the series
of Mongol incursions which swept across a large part of Central
Asia and the Middle East during the 7th/13th century. Ibn al-
Athír’s words acquire particular poignancy when it is realised that
he died in 630/1233, many years before the full onslaught of the
Mongols actually materialised upon the largely Persian-speaking
region from the Oxus to the Euphrates rivers,2  culminating in
the sack of Baghdad and destruction of the Abbasid caliphate in
656/1258. For the peoples of this region especially, the period of
Mongol incursions was one of enormous human suffering and
far-reaching social changes. The devastation of many towns and
cities, the slaughter, enslavement and displacement of millions of
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people, and the subsequent death of countless others from war,
famine or disease resulted in a marked decrease of population in
the region. Economically, there was a rapid decline in agriculture
as large areas of previously cultivated land reverted to nomadic
pastoralism. Politically and religiously, by destroying the central
caliphal state based in Baghdad and introducing their own laws
and standards of politics, the Mongols challenged the established
norms and practices of Muslim societies – thus disrupting the emer-
gence of new patterns of thought and social organisation in the
Muslim world at a time when Western Europe was making a his-
torically decisive transition from feudalism to the construction of
a new social, economic and political order.

The Mongol conquest of Persia was destructive to all its inhab-
itants, especially those communities who happened to offer any
resistance to the conquerors. For the Nizårí Ismailis of Persia in
particular, it was the single-most disastrous event in their history.
It caused, within a short span of five or six years, a total upheaval
of this Shi™i community which, in the previous century, had suc-
ceeded in carving out its own autonomous territorial state of
fortresses and citadels in parts of Persia and Syria. The capture
and dismantling of many of these strongholds by the Mongols
put a permanent end to the political aspirations and prominence
of the Ismailis in the region. According to the sources which have
come down to us, a large proportion of the Ismaili population
was exterminated by the invaders, the Ismaili Imam of the time
was taken into custody and later murdered, and the community
ceased to exercise any influence, or even make its physical pres-
ence known publicly, for several centuries to come.

In view of these cataclysmic events, it is not surprising that the
Persian Ismailis were unable to maintain any historical record of
their own from the era of Mongol domination (654–754/1256–
1353). Much of the Ismaili literature of the Alamït period was
destroyed with the collapse of their state and very little was writ-
ten or preserved by the community in the following two centuries.
Hence, what we know about the Ismailis is largely derived from
non-Ismaili historians and chroniclers of the time, who were for
the most part hostile to the Ismailis and whose accounts were
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written after the fall of the central Ismaili fortress of Alamït in
654/1256.3  The most famous of these historians, ™Alå¢ al-Dín ™A†å
Målik b. Mu˙ammad Juwayní (d. 682/1283), was in fact present
in the entourage of the Mongol ruler Hülegü at the capture of
Alamït. In his Ta¢ríkh-i jahån gushåy,4  he describes how he in-
spected the contents of its famed library, took a few texts and
astronomical instruments which interested him, and consigned
the rest to the flames.

Another major source is Rashíd al-Dín Fa{l Allåh (d. 718/
1318), who served as a physician, historian and chief minister to
the Mongol ruler Ghåzån. He included a lengthy account of the
Ismailis in his universal history, Jåmi™ al-tawåríkh.5  Rashíd al-Dín
appears to have had more information available to him than what
we find in the extant text of Juwayní and he preserves many de-
tails not previously recorded, possibly because he may have had
independent access to other Ismaili sources. He also attempts to
put forward a summary of the Ismaili doctrines of the time. Un-
like Juwayní whose narrative is distorted by his antipathy towards
the Ismailis, Rashíd al-Dín’s account is somewhat more impartial;
he is often reluctant to pass judgement and occasionally corrects
Juwayní where necessary.

In 1964, a third source came to light from a contemporary and
collaborator of Rashíd al-Dín called Jamål al-Dín Abu’l-Qåsim ™Abd
Allåh b. ™Alí Kåshåní (al-Kåshåní) entitled Zubdat al-tawåríkh.6  He
was a relatively unknown chronicler, also in the employment of
the Mongols, who collaborated with Rashíd al-Dín in the compi-
lation of the Jåmi™ al-tawåríkh. There is much in common between
Kåshåní’s account of the Ismailis and that of Rashíd al-Dín, indi-
cating that both writers relied on the same sources, but Kåshåní
also provides certain details not reported by the latter. Another
account of the Ismailis is provided by the historian Shihåb al-Dín
™Abd Allåh b. Fa{l Allåh of Shíråz, also known as Wa˚˚åf or Wa˚˚åf-
i Ha{rat, in his well-known history, Tajziyat al-am˚år wa tajziyat
al-a™˚år (also called Ta¢ríkh-i Wa˚˚åf).7

Perhaps the most comprehensive chronicler of the time to give
attention to the Ismailis was Ibn al-Athír (d. 630/1233) cited at
the beginning of this chapter. In his work al-Kåmil fi’l-ta¢ríkh,8  this
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Arab historian records much information about the Persian and
Syrian Ismailis which is not found in other sources. He also re-
ports many ‘newsworthy’ incidents involving skirmishes, massacres
and other military engagements between the Mongols and the
Ismailis; but he gives only sketchy information about these events,
not going into the details of the circumstances surrounding them.
Furthermore, his chronicle ends in the year 628/1230–31, two
years before his death, so that he was unable to report the fall of
Alamït or the subsequent capture of Baghdad by the Mongols.

It is impossible to verify the accounts of these non-Ismaili his-
torians and chroniclers against works by Ismaili authors since the
bulk of their literature perished during the invasions. The few
books that did survive were not easily accessible, being preserved
until recently in private collections. In any case, since these are
largely doctrinal in content they provide little historical informa-
tion. The extreme scarcity of Persian Ismaili sources is a problem
not confined to the period of Mongol rule; it extends, in fact,
over four centuries until the rise of the Íafawids in the 10th/16th
century. The decline in literary activity among the Ismailis may
indeed reflect their disintegration as an organised community,
but it is also likely to have been a result of the traditional Ismaili
practice of taqiyya, ‘protection’ or precautionary dissimulation of
belief, by which means individuals tried to conceal their religious
identity in order to escape political and religious persecution.

In the absence of Ismaili sources, a number of orientalist schol-
ars of the late 19th and early 20th centuries, relying largely on
the histories and chronicles mentioned above, came to the con-
clusion that the Persian Ismailis had been totally exterminated by
the Mongols. This was the view, for instance, of the distinguished
French scholar Silvestre de Sacy (1758–1838), who was one of
the earliest Europeans to study the Ismailis and also offer a satis-
factory theory of the etymology of the term ‘assassin’.9  The same
theory was advocated by the Austrian diplomat and historian
Joseph von Hammer-Purgstall (1774–1856), the first Western
author to devote an entire book to the Ismailis. But unlike de
Sacy’s sober and discriminating scholarship, von Hammer’s work
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is marred by his uncritical acceptance of the anti-Ismaili preju-
dices of the sources he consulted.10

Among other scholars, however, it became increasingly clear
that the old received image of a decimated Ismaili community
was indefensible. Wladimir Ivanow (1886–1970), one of the pio-
neers of modern Ismaili studies, was the first to recognise that
even though the political power of the Ismailis came to an end
and the community was considerably diminished, a small minor-
ity did survive the massacres, as did also the Ismaili line of Imams.11

His view was supported by Marshall G.S. Hodgson (1922–1968),
the author of the most comprehensive study of the Ismailis of the
Alamït period to date,12  and confirmed more recently by Farhad
Daftary who writes:

The Nizårís of Persia, contrary to the declarations of Juwayní and
later historians, did in fact survive the destruction of their state
and strongholds at the hands of the Mongols. Despite the Mon-
gol massacres, the Persian Nizårí community was not totally
extirpated ... and significant numbers survived the debacle in
both Rïdbår and Quhistån.13

In spite of these corrections, the post-Alamït period of Ismaili
history remains extremely obscure and problematic, and there
are many questions which remain unanswered. If, as seems to be
the case, a large proportion of the Persian Ismailis were killed or
displaced during the Mongol incursions of 651–654/1253–1256,
what evidence is there of their continuity as an organised com-
munity in the second half of the 7th/13th century? What
happened to the Ismaili da™wa, the central religious and cultural
organisation of the community? Did it collapse and disintegrate
following the Mongol conquest or survive in a much diminished
form? How did the Ismailis maintain their religious ethos and
identity over long periods during which they were obliged to con-
ceal their beliefs and practices? Where did the Ismaili Imams reside
after the fall of Alamït and how did they relate with their follow-
ers? What was the connection between the Ismailis and the Sufi
fraternities which began to exercise increasing influence in the
religious life of Persians during this period?
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One of the few Ismaili authors who survived the Mongol con-
quest and whose works are accessible to us is the poet Sa™d al-Dín
b. Shams al-Dín b. Mu˙ammad, more commonly known as Nizårí
Quhiståní. Nizårí was born in 645/1247 in Bírjand, a small town
located south of Mashhad in the highlands of Quhistån in south-
eastern Khuråsån, alongside the present border of Iran with
Afghanistan. His poetical writings and links with Ismailism were
discussed at length by medieval Persian authors,14  and they have
also attracted the attention of recent scholars in Iran, Russia and
the West.15  Both W. Ivanow and Jan Rypka regarded Nizårí as a
much talented and underestimated poet, whose works deserve
more examination.16  The most comprehensive account of Nizårí
Quhiståní is that by the Central Asian scholar Baiburdi, whose
works have been an invaluable source of information for this
study.17

Nizårí was about ten years old when the Mongols overwhelmed
the Ismaili fortresses in Quhistån and massacred large numbers
of Ismailis in the region, before proceeding to subjugate the rest
of Persia under their rule. Hence, the major portion of Nizårí’s
life was spent in a political and social milieu dominated by the ìl-
Khånid dynasty. After acquiring his education and developing the
skills of a poet, he pursued administrative and poetic careers in
the service of the local Sunni dynasties of the Karts and the
Mihrabånids who ruled Khuråsån and Quhistån under Mongol
patronage. Although the difficult circumstances of the time pre-
cluded Nizårí from expressing his Ismaili beliefs openly in his
works, it is possible through an analysis of his poetical works to
discern some information about the Persian Ismailis after the
destruction of their political power. This evidence has often been
overlooked or underestimated by historians, probably because of
the poetic and mystical character of his works which have often
been associated in Persian literary history with Sufism rather than
as an expression of Ismaili religiosity. In fact, it is arguable that
Nizårí Quhiståní provides a more accurate and reliable account
of Ismaili activities during this period than any other contempo-
rary Persian source.
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This work represents the first study in English of Nizårí
Quhiståní as an Ismaili poet in the social, cultural and political
context of his time. It will focus, more specifically, on the poet’s
Safar-nåma (Travelogue) in which he describes his two-year jour-
ney from Quhistån to the Transcaucasian region, ostensibly for
the purpose of supervising government revenue and expenditure,
but perhaps to meet with leaders of the Ismaili community, in-
cluding the Ismaili Imam of the time who was then residing in the
Ådharbåyjån region. Through this exploration, an attempt will
also be made to establish Nizårí’s religious identity, his associa-
tion with the Ismailis of his time, and to evaluate the evidence in
his writings for the continuity of the Ismaili da™wa through the
period of Mongol rule. Nizårí’s poetical works will also be scruti-
nised for their reflection of the Ismaili doctrines of his time and
the emergence of a close relationship between Persian Ismailism
and Sufism.

The overall perspective of this work is both collective and indi-
vidual, in that it is concerned with the fate of the Ismaili community
on the one hand, as well as with the fortunes of a highly talented,
individual Ismaili poet on the other, in their respective efforts to
survive the calamity of the Mongol invasion. This dual focus is
reflected in the structure of the book, which is divided into two
parts: the first dealing with the historical evolution of the Ismaili
community and, in particular, its da™wa; the second part is con-
cerned chiefly with Nizårí Quhiståní and his efforts to make a
living in a political and religious environment that was inimical to
the Ismailis. As will become clear to the reader, the struggles of
both the community and the individual to endure in a period of
profound social change are very much interconnected. The his-
torical experiences of one are often mirrored in the face of the
other; and after an interval of disengagement and separation, the
two eventually come together to confirm their common destiny
and to reaffirm the same spiritual vision which has inspired this
Muslim community from the beginning of its history.
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Chapter 2

The Early Ismaili and Fatimid Da™was

For the most part, the modern study of Ismaili history has been
divided into a number of broad phases, such as the early Shi™i,
pre-Fatimid, Fatimid, Musta™lian and Nizårí periods, the last being
further sub-divided into its Alamït, post-Alamït and other peri-
ods down to the contemporary era.1  Such categorisations, usually
based upon a combination of chronological, doctrinal, geographi-
cal and other factors, are conceived essentially on a linear
conception of time progressing irreversibly from the past to the
future. As such, it is in sharp contrast to the cyclical view of time
and history in early Ismaili thought that presents a series of cosmic
cycles which, in their turn, engender the configurations of terres-
trial time and history. In its most developed form, the early Ismaili
concept of cyclical time became the framework of a highly com-
plex meta-historical system, integrating cosmology, prophetology,
soteriology and eschatology within the perspectives of Shi™i theol-
ogy. A significant portion of this system of thought is clearly derived
from the Qur¢an, Prophetic Traditions and teachings of the early
Shi™i Imams, but it also consists of certain Gnostic and Neopla-
tonic ideas current among Muslims in the early centuries of Islam.

The Ismaili Vision of Time and History

In the Qur¢an there are several verses relating to the notion of
time (dahr), such as 7:54 which refers to God having created the
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heavens and the earth in ‘six Days,’ and 76:1 which raises the
question whether there ever was a time in which man was ‘a thing
unremembered’.2  On the subject of history, however, there are
many Qur¢anic verses which, taken together, represent a distinc-
tive perspective of the historical process, encompassing the whole
of humanity as well as all events of the past and the future. Ac-
cording to this view, history is not a neutral or random occurrence
of events but a divinely ordered scheme of things, subject to the
intervention of God in human affairs. Central to the divine pur-
pose is the guidance of mankind, which is communicated through
a long series of prophets and messengers, beginning with Adam
and culminating with the Prophet Mu˙ammad. The message of
Islam is accordingly conceived as the natural continuation and
fulfilment of all preceding revelations and religions founded by
the prophets. There are many passages in the Qur¢an which re-
hearse the stories of these prophets and invite the faithful to learn
from history the terrible end of those peoples and nations who
failed to heed their divinely-inspired message.3

The Qur¢an also warns of an all-consuming event to come in
the future, the qiyåma or ‘Resurrection,’ when the souls of all
human beings will be summoned before God to receive just rec-
ompense for their deeds on earth (3:185; 22:100–112; 39:67–75,
etc.). The word qiyåma comes from the Arabic q-w-m, meaning ‘to
stand upright’ or ‘to rise’. Other synonymous terms used in the
Qur¢an for this eschatological event are yawm al-qiyåma (the Day
of Judgement), yawm al-™aúím (the Great Day), yawm al-hashr (the
Day of Gathering) and al-så™a (the Hour).4  In the Qur¢anic per-
spective, the qiyåma represents the final goal and consummation
of history, the Last Day towards which the lives of all human be-
ings are purposefully directed.

These scriptural perspectives on history and the decisive role
of Islam in its unfolding exercised a strong influence on the tradi-
tion of Muslim historiography, and it also contributed to the
development of a strong sense of historical and cultural identity
which has persisted to this day in all Muslim societies. The emer-
gence of this historical consciousness was particularly marked
among the early Shi™i groups in the second century of the Islamic
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era. The teachings of the Imams Mu˙ammad al-Båqir (d.ca.121/
738) and Ja™far al-Íådiq (d.148/765), in particular, appear to have
inspired in their followers an intellectual ferment that was char-
acterised by discussions of a variety of theological, philosophical,
spiritual and esoteric issues.5  These Imams were especially instru-
mental in establishing the principles of Shi™i theology and
jurisprudence, particularly the central doctrine of the Imamate
(imåma) which, in its insistence on the historical necessity and
continuity of divine guidance at all times, expresses both the spir-
itual and temporal aspirations of Shi™i Islam.

While admitting with other Muslims the historical finality of
the Qur¢anic revelation and the prophethood of Mu˙ammad, the
Shi™is maintain that divine guidance is an ongoing process that
continues to reach mankind through the Prophet’s descendants.
Whereas the purpose of nubuwwa (prophecy) is to deliver a rev-
elation to mankind in its external, exoteric (úåhir) form, the
function of imåma (vicegerency) is to convey its inner, esoteric
(bå†in) understanding to successive generations of mankind to
the end of time. Accordingly, the Shi™is regard their Imams as the
true successors of the Prophet of Islam, the inheritors of his spir-
itual knowledge (™ilm), the bearers of the light (nïr) of God and
His living proof (˙ujja) on earth. Hence, allegiance to these Im-
ams becomes a fundamental requirement of Shi™i Islam, for it is
only through their mediation (shafå™a) that believers can attain
knowledge of God and salvation on the Last Day. More than any
factor, it is this belief in a universal, divinely-ordained mission of
their Imams that has imparted to the Shi™i community a pro-
nounced sense of historical purpose.

The religious and political implications of this historical out-
look of early Shi™ism were worked out in their most comprehensive
form by the emergent Ismailis of the 3rd/9th century and elabo-
rated further under the Fatimids in the 4th/10th century. Building
on the teachings of the Imams al-Båqir and al-Íådiq, the early
Ismaili thinkers developed a theory of universal history consist-
ing of seven cycles of temporal time. Each cycle was inaugurated
by a prophet-messenger called nå†iq (literally, ‘speaker’)
mentioned in the Qur¢an (Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus
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and Mu˙ammad), whose mission was to enunciate a revealed scrip-
ture with a new religious law (sharí™a).6  Each of these
prophet-messengers was assisted by a deputy (Seth, Shem, Ishmael,
Aaron, Simon and ™Alí b. Abí ®ålib respectively) called wa˚í (‘lega-
tee’), with the mandate of safeguarding the divine message from
corruption and conveying its esoteric interpretation (ta¢wíl) to
the faithful. The wa˚í is also called asås (‘foundation’), being the
first of a series of Imams in each cycle of prophethood who in-
herit his spiritual knowledge and initiatory functions. The last
Imam of the sixth cycle has the special status of mahdí, the
messianic ‘Saviour’ of the Last Day, also called qå¢im or
‘Resurrector’. Combining in himself the offices of both Prophet
and Imam, the qå¢im-mahdí figure presides over the conclusive,
seventh era leading to the end of time and history. One of the
crucial roles of the qå¢im is to bring the great cycle of prophetic
religions to a close and to reveal their inner truth to mankind as a
whole.

The cyclical view of prophetic history was a much more elabo-
rate system of thought than what is outlined above, since it was
correlated with a variety of metaphysical, cosmological, eschato-
logical and other ideas which cannot be examined here.7  The
important point to note is that it was the Ismaili belief in a di-
vinely-ordained mission of their Imams, inherited from the
Prophet Mu˙ammad, which became embodied in their central
religious organisation of the da™wa. In light of the importance of
the Ismaili da™wa for our study, it will be useful to examine briefly
the development of this institution in the early centuries of Islam.

The Da™wa in Early Islam

The term da™wa is derived from the Arabic da™å, which means ‘to
call,’ ‘to summon’ or ‘to invite.’ It is used in the Qur¢an in multi-
ple ways (8:21; 14:44; 30:25), but the verse which came to be
understood to express the concept of da™wa in its most emphatic
sense is the one addressed to the Prophet: ‘Call unto the way of
thy Lord with wisdom and fair exhortation, and reason with them
in the best of ways’ (16:125). The religious usage of da™wa denotes
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an invitation to mankind by God and His messengers to believe in
the true religion.8  As such the mission of each prophet is consid-
ered to be the da™wat al-Islåm, ‘the call to the submission of God’
(3:19). The Prophet Mu˙ammad was said to have been aided by
twelve companions who assisted him in his work and helped to
spread the divine message, just as Moses was supported by twelve
‘chiefs’ (nuqabå, sing. naqíb), and Jesus by his twelve disciples. In
this general sense, the da™wa may be understood as the responsi-
bility of all prophets and messengers to disseminate the message
of God and to call people to the true path.

In the early part of the 2nd/8th century, the term da™wa began
to acquire a distinct political colouring when it was employed by
various movements championing the cause of an individual or
family claiming descent from the Prophet’s family (ahl al-bayt) and
their right to leadership of the Muslim community. It was in this
religio-political sense that the term da™wa and då™í (‘caller’ or ‘sum-
moner’) came to be utilised commonly by some Shi™i groups,
united in their opposition to the Umayyad dynasty. There is no
need for us to review the social, economic, political and religious
circumstances which contributed to the rise of these early Shi™i
movements.9  Suffice it to note that the massacre by Umayyad
troops in 681/680 of the Prophet’s grandson, al-Óusayn, together
with many of his family and followers, at Karbalå¢ in Iraq was an
important factor in the consolidation of Shi™i Islam. In addition
to inspiring a series of uprisings against the Umayyads, it also gen-
erated a strong current of messianic expectations in the general
public, focusing on a mahdí to come from the Prophet’s family
who would deliver them from their oppressors and establish a
new era of peace and justice.

One of the earliest da™wa movements to emerge was that of the
Håshimids led by the Abbasid family who claimed descent from
an uncle of the Prophet Mu˙ammad. The Abbasid da™wa was able
to attract mass popular support, especially among the Shi™a of
Persia and Iraq, which led eventually to the overthrow of the
Umayyad state in 132/750. Upon seizing power, however, the
Abbasids disassociated themselves from their Shi™i supporters and
began to regard them with open hostility which soon turned to
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persecution. In contrast to such Shi™i groups as the Tawwåbïn,
Kaysåniyya and Zaydiyya who advocated armed revolt against the
Abbasids, the Óusaynids who descended from the Prophet’s grand-
son al-Óusayn refrained from supporting any overt political activity.
By disengaging themselves from politics, the Óusaynid Imams were
able to devote themselves to intellectual and spiritual matters.
Thus, al-Óusayn’s son, Zayn al-™Åbidín (d. 95/714), one of the
few survivors of the massacre at Karbalå¢, retired to Medina where
he devoted himself to a life of piety and teaching. His eldest son,
Mu˙ammad al-Båqir, articulated the principles of Shi™i theology
and law,10  which were later consolidated and systematised by his
successor, Ja™far al-Íådiq. Through their engagement with the criti-
cal intellectual issues facing the early Muslim community, these
Óusaynid Imams laid the foundations of a distinctive Shi™i legal
and theological system.

Early Shi™i sources convey the picture of a wide and knowledge-
able circle of Imam al-Båqir’s adherents, clearly illustrating the
existence of a rudimentary organisation that enabled him to com-
municate with his followers.11  The emergence of a distinctive da™wa
organisation of the Shi™a, however, is first recorded to have oc-
curred under the Imam Ja™far al-Íådiq. With the growing number
of his disciples and followers, the need arose apparently for him
to introduce some form of internal organisation to his commu-
nity. This became necessary not merely to facilitate the Imam’s
communication with his followers from his residence in Medina
but also to maintain consistency in the dissemination of his teach-
ings. Accordingly, Ja™far al-Íådiq is known to have appointed a
number of his close disciples, including Abu’l-Kha††åb and al-
Mufa{{al b. ™Umar, as då™ís to guide his followers in Kïfa and
other places. We are also told by the North African Fatimid jurist
al-Qå{í al-Nu™mån in his book, Iftitå˙ al-da™wa, that the Imam al-
Íådiq despatched two då™ís, Abï Sufyån and al-Hulwåní, as far as
the Maghrib.12  But at this early stage of Shi™ism the organisation
of the da™wa appears to have been limited in scope and only later
did it evolve into the elaborate system of the Ismailis. It is with the
Ismailis that the term da™wa has become most closely associated
historically, and it is to this organisation that we must now turn
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our attention. As the early history of the Ismailis has been the
subject of many studies, the following discussion will be confined
mainly to those aspects which have a bearing on their da™wa.13

The Emergence of the Ismaili Da™wa

Following the death of the Imam Ja™far al-Íådiq in 148/765, there
occurred a major schism among his followers regarding his suc-
cession. Most Shi™i sources agree that al-Íådiq had earlier
appointed by na˚˚ (designation) his eldest son Ismå™íl to succeed
him. Some sources maintain that Ismå™íl predeceased his father
by a few years, while according to others Ja™far arranged a mock-
funeral to conceal his son’s whereabouts from the Abbasids and
that Ismå™íl was later seen in Ba˚ra. There was also considerable
confusion as to whether or not the late Imam had made a second
na˚˚ in favour of any of his surviving three sons, ™Abd Allåh al-
Af†a˙, Mïså al-Kåúim and Mu˙ammad b. Ja™far. Consequently, a
number of rival groups emerged supporting or disputing the
claims of the brothers to the Imamate. Eventually a majority came
to acknowledge Ismå™íl’s younger half-brother, Mïså al-Kåúim, as
their next Imam. He became the forebear of several generations
of Imams until the twelfth in the series, Mu˙ammad b. al-Óasan,
who disappeared in mysterious circumstances in 260/873–4. The
Ithnå™ashariyya (literally ‘Twelvers’), as this community of Shi™is
came to be known, believe that their last Imam is living in occulta-
tion (ghayba) and will return at the end of time as the mahdí, the
messianic saviour of mankind.14  The Ithnå™asharís constitute the
largest Shi™i Muslim community today, concentrated mainly in
Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Pakistan and India.

In contrast to those Shi™is who supported the claim of one or
another of Ja™far al-Íådiq’s surviving sons to the Imamate, there
were other smaller groups of his disciples residing mostly in the
city of Kïfa, who had been especially close to Ismå™íl during his
lifetime and held fast to al-Íådiq’s designation of him as his suc-
cessor. Initially some of them refused to acknowledge Ismå™íl’s
death before his father, arguing that the late Imam’s na˚˚, being
divinely-guided, could not be revoked or altered in any way.
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Another group, having accepted the fact of Ismå™íl’s untimely
death, maintained that al-Íådiq had subsequently appointed his
grandson, Mu˙ammad b. Ismå™íl, to succeed him. They asserted
further that after al-Óusayn, the Imamate could only be passed in
direct succession from father to son. Although the origins of the
Ismaili movement remain extremely complex and obscure, there
is general agreement among scholars that it was from a coales-
cence of these minor groups, adhering to the Imamate of Ismå™íl
and his son, that Ismaili Shi™ism took root and began to flourish
in the course of the next century.15

There is little information available on the activities of
Mu˙ammad b. Ismå™íl following the recognition of Mïså al-Kåúim
as Imam by the majority of his grandfather’s followers. In Ismaili
sources, he is reported to have left Medina to visit his supporters
in Iraq and Persia. Thereafter, he is believed to have gone into
concealment, his whereabouts known to only a few trusted disci-
ples, on account of which he came to be known among his
followers as al-maktïm, ‘the hidden’. His successors are reported
to have continued to live in anonymity for the next century and a
half, disguising their true identity under various pseudonyms and
personae of wealthy merchants or landowners so that their activi-
ties could go undetected by Abbasids agents who were constantly
in search of them. This policy of secrecy and concealment un-
doubtedly enabled the Ismaili Imams to escape the fate of their
relatives in the Ithnå™asharí line of Imams of whom several are
known to have been murdered by the Abbasid authorities.

It is with the ‘disappearance’ of Mu˙ammad b. Ismå™íl that later
Ismaili writers begin their reckoning of the dawr al-satr or ‘cycle
of concealment,’ during which there was little direct contact with
their Imams. Although very little is known about the biographies
of these early Ismaili Imams, there is a good deal of circumstan-
tial evidence to show their active involvement in organising and
directing the Ismaili da™wa. According to the sources, Mu˙ammad
b. Ismå™íl is known to have despatched a number of his då™ís to
preach in Khïzistån and surrounding areas of Persia in the name
of the hidden Imam. But it was in the time of his son and succes-
sor, ™Abd Allåh (also known as al-Wafí A˙mad), that the då™ís began
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to achieve a measure of success. This appears to have aroused the
hostility of local authorities and attempts by the Abbasids to have
him arrested, causing the Imam to move to Iraq. Subsequently he
migrated to Syria where, around 257/870, he settled in the town
of Salamiyya. The choice of this small and relatively unknown lo-
cation for his residence appears to have been determined by ™Abd
Allåh’s need for anonymity and security in a place far from the
major urban centres where the visits of his leading då™ís could not
be easily noticed by the authorities. It was from here that ™Abd
Allah and his successors, A˙mad (al-Taqí Mu˙ammad), al-Óusayn
(Ra{í al-Dín) and ™Abd Allåh al-Mahdí (known as ™Ubayd Allåh in
non-Ismaili sources), were able to establish the headquarters of
the Ismaili da™wa.16

Thus it was that in the second half of the 3rd/9th century the
Ismaili da™wa emerged in the Muslim world in its characteristic
form of an organised movement of religious, political and social
reform. From the few sources which have survived from this pe-
riod of Ismaili history (such as the works of al-Sijiståní, Abï Óåtim
al-Råzí and Ja™far b. Man˚ïr al-Yaman) it is evident that the Is-
maili da™wa was consciously structured upon the paradigmatic
image of a spiritual hierarchy (˙udïd al-dín) of angelic and hu-
man intermediaries (waså¢i†) between God and humans.17

Extending from the heavens to the mundane world, the ˙udïd
consisted of parallel cosmic and terrestial hierarchies, acting in
concert to fulfil the Word of God on earth. Each earthly rank
(˙add), from the Prophet and Imam down to the chief då™í, was
believed to be supported by their angelic counterparts in the ce-
lestial world.

Such was the vision of a universal, divinely-ordained mission,
at once anchored in and transcending the passage of historical
time, which the Ismaili da™wa attempted to embody and translate
into social reality. This it did principally by summoning people to
the knowledge of God through the Imams and disseminating their
teachings to the community of believers at large. This function is
reflected in the terms used by the early Ismaili authors to desig-
nate their da™wa as well as the community as a whole, such as ahl
al-da™wa (people of the mission), al-da™wa al-hådiya (the rightly-
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guiding mission) and da™wat al-˙aqq (summons to truth) Appar-
ently the term al-Ismå™íliyya was seldom used by them and it rarely
occurs in medieval Ismaili texts; nor did they employ names like
Saba™iyya (Seveners) and Bå†iniyya (Esotericists) by which they
became known to the public at large. An important corollary of
the spiritual mission of the early Ismaili da™wa was the establish-
ment of a stable and suitable environment for the Imam to come
out of concealment as the head of an independent Islamic state.
It was with a combination of these objectives that the earliest Is-
maili då™ís were despatched to different locations on their
proselytising missions.

We have little biographical data about the earliest Ismaili då™ís
apart from their names and scanty details of their activities in the
provinces, where they seemed to have concentrated on convert-
ing local populations, although sometimes they also targeted local
rulers and princes receptive to their teachings.18  The paucity of
information may be because these då™ís operated secretly in Ab-
basid territories and the people they converted were obliged to
practise taqiyya to avoid persecution by their opponents. It could
also be, as Paul Walker has noted, ‘because the då™ís in these re-
gions never achieved any lasting political success and therefore
little is known about the efforts of its non-literary members.’19

However, there is more information on the då™ís who flourished
in the latter part of the century when the Ismaili da™wa was at-
tracting widespread support in the Muslim world. Among the most
notable of these men were Óamdån Qarma†, ™Abdån, Zikrawayh
b. Mihrawayh, Abï Sa™íd al-Jannåbí, ™Alí b. Fa{l and Ibn al-Óawshab
(Man˚ïr al-Yaman). Through their energetic activities, the Ismaili
da™wa became well established in parts of Syria, Iraq, Persia,
Ba˙rayn and Yemen, as well as in regions as far apart geographi-
cally as Transoxania in Central Asia, Sind in north-western India
and the Maghrib in North Africa. In those locations where the
då™ís acquired a large enough following, they usually proceeded
to establish a dår al-hijra, an ‘abode of emigration’ where they
could be secure from their persecutors; but most of these forti-
fied positions could not be sustained for long and had soon to be
abandoned. In many of these areas, it seems that the då™í often
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became the effective head of his local community, exercising a
considerable degree of political and juridical authority over it ei-
ther directly or through his subordinates.

One of the few first-hand accounts of the operation of the early
Ismaili da™wa which has survived to our day is the Kitåb al-™Ålim
wa’l-ghulåm (Book of the Master and the Disciple) by Ja™far b. Man˚ïr
al-Yaman.20  According to this work, which is composed in the form
of a dramatic dialogue and based on the archetypal theme of a
young man’s quest for truth, the recruitment of a new member
into the da™wa was carefully planned, involving the development
of a close personal bond between the då™í and his disciple, fol-
lowed by graduated instruction in Ismaili doctrines and
culminating in an initiation ceremony based on strict vows of loy-
alty and secrecy. The crucial aspect of this process was the
commissioning of the young man by his senior då™í with the di-
vine ‘trust,’ that is, the obligation of every member of the da™wa to
transmit the knowledge he has received to other people in his
family, community and society. The entire dialogue indicates the
primacy of the religious and pedagogic function of the Ismaili
da™wa. Compared with the task of inducting individuals into the
path of esoteric Islam, the organisation’s political ambitions rep-
resented an instrumental goal.

The dawr al-satr may thus be regarded as the formative period
of the Ismaili da™wa during which there was a gradual structuring
and expansion of the organisation, resulting in the conversion of
large numbers of people in different parts of the Muslim world to
the Ismaili cause during the 3rd/9th and 4th/10th centuries. One
of the factors which contributed to the popular appeal of the early
Ismaili da™wa was the expectation it promoted of the return of
Mu˙ammad b. Ismå™íl as the mahdí or qå¢im to liberate humanity
from injustice and oppression. This message appears to have at-
tracted a large following among socially deprived people in rural
and urban areas, especially the bedouins, peasants and artisans
whose economic conditions had deteriorated under the Abbasids.
The Ismaili da™wa was also supported by those sympathetic to the
™Alids who harboured deep resentment against the Abbasids for
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repudiating the Shi™ism which they had originally espoused, and
who now sought a more forceful assertion of their rights.

As noted, the socio-political programme of the Ismaili da™wa
was contingent on its spiritual message which offered the faithful
access to the esoteric truths of religion via the mediation of their
Imam, a symbolic hermeneutics (ta¢wíl) of the Qur¢an and an ethi-
cal understanding of the prescriptions of the sharí™a, together with
diverse philosophical and cosmological speculations. In this re-
spect, the teachings of the Ismaili da™wa differed from the
increasingly legalistic interpretation of faith espoused by the Sunni
Abbasid state. The fact that the Ismaili message had considerable
appeal to the more educated classes in urban areas too, is evident
from the highly influential encyclopaedic work of philosophic,
gnostic and mystical thought produced in the 4th/10th century,
the Raså¢il Ikhwån al-Íafå¢ (Epistles of the Brethren of Purity), whose
Ismaili inspiration, if not authorship, is well recognised in mod-
ern scholarship.21

The Advent of the Fatimid Da™wa

The pivotal event in early Ismailism came around the year 286/
899 when the head of the Ismaili da™wa, ™Abd Allåh (™Ubayd Al-
låh), claimed the Imamate for himself as a descendant of Imam
Ja™far al-Íådiq. According to him, it had become necessary in the
past for himself and his forefathers to conceal their ™Alid ancestry
to avoid persecution by the authorities. By thus asserting his Ima-
mate in his correspondence with various då™ís, shortly after having
assumed the leadership of the Ismaili da™wa, ™Abd Allåh is said to
have closed the cycle of concealment (dawr al-satr) and com-
menced a new historical cycle of manifestation (dawr al-úuhïr),
during which the identity of the Ismaili Imams became publicly
known to all their followers.

The assertion by ™Abd Allåh of his Imamate was, however, not
unanimously accepted by the rank and file of the Ismaili da™wa.
Coming after more than a century during which his predecessors
had claimed to be the ˙ujja or ‘proof’ of the hidden Imam, it
precipitated an internal crisis in some sections of the da™wa. Among
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the senior då™ís at least, their concerns appear to have centred
around two principal issues: the legitimacy of ™Abd Allåh’s claim
to the Imamate and its implications for their belief in the return
of Mu˙ammad b. Ismå™íl as the messianic mahdí-qå¢im, a doctrine
to which the da™wa had hitherto given unqualified acceptance.22

The fact that the majority of the Ismaili da™wa acknowledged the
Imamate of ™Abd Allåh suggests that his claim was supported by
persuasive argument and evidence. Nonetheless, there was a mi-
nority who held fast to their belief in the imminent return of
Mu˙ammad b. Ismå™íl.

As is well known, this latter group seceded from the mainstream
Ismaili community and came to be known as the Qarma†ís after
one of their leaders, Óamdån Qarma†. In the following years the
Qarma†ís turned into a highly radicalised movement, launching a
series of violent rebellions against the Abbasids in Iraq and Syria.
The turbulence caused by these events soon became dangerous
to ™Abd Allåh’s own security, causing him to flee Salamiyya in 289/
902 shortly before the Qarma†ís sacked the town and killed his
relatives. Accompanied by his son, Abu’l-Qåsim, and a small en-
tourage of followers, ™Abd Allåh took a westward course via
Palestine and Egypt to the city of Sijilmåsa in the Maghrib (in
present-day Morocco). There he settled down in the guise of a
merchant, but was shortly afterwards arrested and imprisoned by
the local Aghlabid authorities who ruled the region nominally
for the Abbasids.

In spite of this setback, ™Abd Allåh’s decision to move to North
Africa had been well calculated because it was in the Maghrib
that the Ismaili da™wa had achieved its most enduring success un-
der the då™í Abï ™Abd Allåh al-Shí™í. Originally from Yemen, this
då™í was sent by his superior Ibn Óawshab to the Maghrib in 280/
893, where he was able to convert the Kutåma Berbers to the Is-
maili cause in the name of the mahdí. Having won their support,
Abï ™Abd Allåh began a campaign of territorial expansion which
culminated in 296/909 with his capture of the Aghlabid capital
of Qayrawån (in present-day Tunisia) and the release of the Imam
from prison in Sijilmåsa.23  In the following year ™Abd Allåh was
officially proclaimed the first Imam-caliph of the Fatimid dynasty
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(named after Få†ima, the Prophet’s daughter married to the Imam
™Alí). He also assumed the regal title of al-Mahdí bi¢llåh, by which
he is commonly known in history, and also conferred on his eld-
est son Abu’l-Qåsim the title of al-Qå¢im bi Amr Allåh. By adopting
these honorific names, al-Mahdí acknowledged the strong
messianic and eschatological expectations associated with him. It
was in these circumstances that the Fatimid state was founded and,
in the course of the next sixty years, expanded into one of the
major political powers in medieval Islam.24

Since the Fatimids derived their authority ultimately from their
claim to be the Prophet’s descendants and inheritors of his tem-
poral and spiritual legacy, they regarded the revival and
reunification of the Muslim world as an essential part of their
mission. For this purpose it was necessary to have a powerful state
as well as an active da™wa capable of summoning people to their
cause. The first three Fatimid Imam-caliphs, al-Mahdí (d. 322/
934), al-Qå¢im (d. 334/946) and al-Man˚ïr (d. 341/953), were
preoccupied with consolidating their power, especially against the
opposition of local Sunni and Khårijí populations, as well as at-
tempts of the Abbasids, the Umayyads of Spain and the Byzantines
to destabilise the Fatimid state. Furthermore, the Ismaili da™wa,
which had not yet recovered from the Qarma†í schism in the east-
ern part of the Muslim world, was further divided in the Maghrib
by doctrinal disputes among the new converts recruited locally to
its ranks. For these reasons, the early Fatimid Imam-caliphs de-
cided to exercise strict control of the da™wa and its activities,25

and it was not until the reign of the Imam al-Mu™izz (d. 365/975)
that a gradual revitalisation and reformation of the da™wa began
to take place.

A major factor in the revival of the Fatimid da™wa was the ar-
ticulation of Ismaili doctrines in a coherent and systematic form
by al-Qå{í al-Nu™mån (d.363/974), the chief Fatimid då™í, theo-
logian and judge. In his works, written under the guidance of
al-Mu™izz, the Qå{í undertook the task of formulating the princi-
ples of Ismaili Shi™ism in the context of the political realities and
intellectual discourse of his time. Perhaps the most lasting contri-
bution of al-Qå{í al-Nu™mån was his monumental work on Ismaili
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law, the Da™å¢im al-Islåm (Pillars of Islam),26  in which he empha-
sised the legitimacy of the Fatimid dynasty and the validity of
Ismailism as a Shi™i madhhab (‘persuasion’ or school of religious
law) in Islam. Basing his interpretations on the Qur¢an, Prophetic
Traditions and the teachings of the early Shi™i Imams, he advo-
cated a balanced observation of the úåhirí (exoteric) and bå†iní
(esoteric) aspects of the faith. On the basis of these doctrinal for-
mulations, the Qå{í was authorised by the Imam al-Mu™izz to
organise a regular programme of public education on Ismaili law
and doctrines, as well as special lectures on esoteric teachings
called majålis al-˙ikma (sessions of wisdom) which were held ex-
clusively for Ismailis in the caliph’s palace.27

The most decisive factor in the regeneration of the Ismaili da™wa
was the Fatimid occupation of Egypt in 358/969, which marked
the emergence of local dynasty into a major political, economic
and military power, and made it possible for the Fatimids to mount
a serious challenge to the Abbasid dominance of the Muslim world.
It was probably with this objective that the Imam al-Mu™izz em-
barked upon an ambitious programme of social, cultural and
economic development, which included the founding of their new
capital city of Cairo, al-Qåhira al-Mu™izziyya (the Victorious City
of al-Mu™izz) with its great mosque of al-Azhar, the establishment
of schools, colleges, libraries and hospitals, the building of roads
and bridges, as well as expansion of trade. In order to avoid the
religious and sectarian conflicts of the kind they had encountered
in the Maghrib, the Fatimids sought to foster religious tolerance
between the Muslim, Jewish and Christian communities of Egypt,
as well as between the Sunni and Shi™i Muslims. The Fatimids also
adopted a generous policy of patronising the arts and the sciences,
which encouraged scholars, poets and artists to come to Cairo.
These reforms had in due course the effect of generating a level
of material prosperity unprecedented since the Arab invasion of
Egypt three centuries earlier, and transforming Cairo into one of
the leading intellectual and cultural centres of the Muslim world.
The increasing revenues of the state enabled the Fatimids to raise
a powerful army and naval force to extend their territories east-
ward into Palestine, Syria and the Hijaz.
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While the Fatimid policy of territorial expansion had to be
necessarily based on strategic calculations of changing political,
economic and military circumstances, it required of the dynasty,
first and foremost, to win the hearts and minds of ordinary people
to the Ismaili cause both within and outside its territories. Since
the role of the da™wa was obviously crucial to this process the Fa-
timid Imam-caliphs undertook a number of measures, among
which the most far-reaching perhaps was the development of the
da™wa into one of the major public institutions of state, parallel to
the administrative and military hierarchies. As was the case in the
Maghrib, the chief då™í (given the title of båb, ‘gateway’) held the
position of the chief judge (qå{í al-qu{åt), but now with the offi-
cial responsibility of administering the state’s religious and legal
policies for all the communities of Muslims, Christians and Jews.
The complexity of these tasks must have required a considerable
reorientation in the attitudes of the da™wa and the recruitment of
a professional class of non-Ismaili jurists and Sunni ™ulamå¢. The
question of how and to what extent the Ismaili da™wa was able to
adapt itself into the role of a public institution and respond to the
needs of a multi-faith society is an aspect of Fatimid history on
which there has been little research to date.28

In addition to institutionalising the da™wa, the Fatimids placed
increasing emphasis on the training of Ismaili då™ís and public
education more generally. In 378/988, the Imam al-™Azíz bi¢llåh
(d. 386/996) authorised the expansion of al-Azhar mosque into
an educational centre for the study of a variety of religious sci-
ences. In 396/1005 the Imam al-Óåkim bi-Amr Allåh (d. 411/
1021) established a separate institution, the Dar al-™Ilm (House
of Knowledge), one of whose main functions appears to have been
the training of an elite cadre of då™ís with advanced knowledge of
the ‘non-religious sciences’ such as philosophy, medicine, as-
tronomy, mathematics and philology. A still more specialised and
exclusive form of education for the Ismailis was conveyed through
a revival of the majålis al-˙ikma which were held weekly in the Fa-
timid palaces. The sources also report other majålis organised
specially for women, court officials and other audiences associ-
ated with the da™wa.
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Although there is little information on the curriculum content
and scope of these training programmes for the da™wa, it seems
that a good proportion of the students who came to Cairo for
advanced studies were recruited from different countries on the
basis of their intellectual merit and commitment to the faith. The
few years of their residence in Cairo constituted a period of inten-
sive study and intellectual inquiries, after which the då™ís usually
returned to their home countries to continue their mission. Ac-
cording to a unique Fatimid treatise on the da™wa that has survived,
al-Risåla al-mïjaza by the då™í A˙mad al-Naysåbïrí (or Níshåbïrí)
who flourished towards the end of the 4th/10th century, the fully-
trained då™í was supposed to possess a number of exceptional
virtues and qualities, including the following:

The då™í must combine in himself all the ideal qualities and tal-
ents which may separately be found in the people of different
professions and standing. He must possess the good qualities of
an expert lawyer (faqíh) because he must often act as a judge; he
must possess patience (˚abr), good theoretical education (™ilm),
intelligence, psychological insight, honesty, high moral charac-
ter, sound judgement, etc. He must possess the virtues of leaders,
such as a strong will, generosity, administrative talent, tact and
tolerance. He must be in possession of the high qualities of the
priest, because he has to lead the esoteric prayers of his follow-
ers. He must be irreproachably honest and reliable, because the
most precious thing, the salvation of the souls of many people, is
entrusted to him. He should be a real mujåhid, a warrior for the
religious cause, in his heart, ready to sacrifice his life and every-
thing for the religion.29

To what extent the academic programmes of the Fatimid da™wa
were actually modelled on this profile of the ideal då™í is difficult
to say, but al-Naysåbïrí’s portrait captures vividly the intellectual,
ethical and spiritual perspectives which informed the organisa-
tion and contributed to its success in many parts of the Muslim
world. This first-hand report also stands in sharp contrast to the
simplistic view of the Ismaili då™í often conveyed in Western schol-
arship as a ‘propagandist,’ ‘political agent’ or ‘revolutionary’ intent
on subverting authorities everywhere – a retroactive image that
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appears to be inspired more by modern-day political movements
than the realities of Muslim history. What is often overlooked in
most studies is the profoundly intellectual and spiritual character
of the Ismaili da™wa whose primary concern was to invite people
to seek knowledge and the salvation of their souls; nor is there
adequate recognition of the internal function of the da™wa within
the Ismaili community as an institution of learning and scholar-
ship. In fact, it is the Ismaili da™wa’s emphasis on intellectual and
spiritual accomplishments which accounts for the emergence of
a number of highly learned jurists, theologians, philosophers and
poets who made important contributions to Ismaili thought and
various areas of Islamic culture more generally. Among the most
prominent of these scholar-då™ís whose works have survived to
epitomise Fatimid intellectual achievement, mention may be made
of Ja™far b. Man˚ïr al-Yaman (d.c.345/956), al-Qå{í al-Nu™mån
(d.363/974), Abï Ya™qïb al-Sijiståní (d.c.386/996), Óamíd al-
Dín al-Kirmåní (d.c.412/1021), al-Mu¢ayyad fi’l-Dín al-Shíråzí
(470/1078) and Nå˚ir-i Khusraw (d.c. 465/1072).

It was also largely due to these Ismaili scholars that the spir-
itual hierarchy (˙udïd al-dín) of the da™wa became fully elaborated
in its theoretical form. The formal structure of the organisation
in Egypt was a development of the early system of the pre-Fatimid
era. As noted, the Ismaili da™wa was conceived as a single, inte-
grated order of ranks extending from the earth to the heavens,
whose horizontal axis was represented by human personalities and
its vertical axis by celestial beings. The entire system was symboli-
cally correlated with the medieval cosmological scheme of spheres,
stars and planets. In keeping with the da™wa’s claim of continuing
the prophetic mission, the ˙udïd al-dín was headed upon the
earthly plane in the current era of Islam by the Prophet
Mu˙ammad as the nå†iq, the law-announcing ‘speaker’ or mes-
senger-prophet. He was followed by the Imam ™Alí as wa˚í, the
Prophet’s immediate successor, also designated as ˚åmit, ‘the si-
lent one’ because of his esoteric function. The ranks of the nå†iq
and the wa˚í corresponded upon the cosmological level of the
˙udïd with the Universal Intellect (™aql) and Soul (nafs). As was
the case before, the Fatimid Imam-caliph was the absolute head
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of the da™wa for his period of office and all senior appointments
in the hierarchy had to be personally approved by him. Under
the Imam was ranked the då™í al-du™åt, the administrative head of
the da™wa, also referred to in Ismaili sources as the båb (gateway)
due to his proximity to the Imam. Although there is much varia-
tion in the sources regarding the number, designations and
functions of different ranks in the hierarchy, the basic structure
of the ˙udïd al-dín can be summarised in a simplified form as
follows from the Rå˙at al-™aql (Peace of the Intellect) of the Fatimid
theologian and philosopher Óamíd al-Dín al-Kirmåní.30

1. Nå†iq – the messenger-prophet who inaugurates a new his-
torical era with a religious law (sharí™a); the proclaimer or
enunciator of divine revelation (tanzíl) which he communi-
cates to people in its úåhir (exoteric) form.

2. Wa˚í – the Prophet’s ‘legatee’ and successor, also designated
as asås (the founder) and ̊ åmit (the silent one); the fountain-
head of ta¢wíl (esoteric exegesis) and bå†in (inner meaning)
of the Prophetic revelation.

3. Imåm – successor of the wa˚í with spiritual and temporal au-
thority over the community; the current Imam who has full
knowledge of the exoteric and the esoteric aspects of faith.

4. Båb – the ‘gateway’ to the Imam with the position of chief då™í
(då™í al-du™åt) in his capacity as the administrative head of the
da™wa;

5. Óujja – the ‘proof’ of the Imam, one of the twelve regional
chiefs of the da™wa; also called naqíb, lå˙iq or yad in early Is-
maili literature.

6. Då™í al-balågh – chief assistant to the ̇ ujja, responsible for com-
municating with the da™wa headquarters in the Fatimid capital.

7. Då™í al-mu†laq – the leading då™í in the field with full authority
to initiate into the higher, esoteric, level of Ismaili doctrines.

8. Då™í al-ma˙˚ïr – assistant to the above with authority limited
to initiate into the lower, exoteric, level of Ismaili doctrines.

9. Ma™dhïn al-akbar – the chief ‘licentiate’ with the duty of ad-
ministering the oath of allegiance (™ahd or míthåq) to an
initiate.
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10. Ma™dhïn al-ma˙˚ïr – assistant to the above whose function was
to invite individuals to the faith.

The initiatory, hierarchical and organisational character of the
da™wa should not mislead us to believe that it was an elitist institu-
tion set apart from ordinary members of the Ismaili community.
All converts to the faith were required to be formally initiated
into the da™wa and take an oath of allegiance to the Imam of the
time. By performing this solemn act, they were called mustajíb
(literally ‘respondent’) or mu¢min (believer),31  a status that did
not represent a distinct rank of the hierarchy but which required
total submission (taslím) to the Imam and his da™wa. In fact, for
the vast majority of the Ismailis in different parts of the Muslim
world, it was precisely through the vehicle of the da™wa that they
were able to confirm and perpetuate a spiritual bond with the
Imam whom they were never likely to meet physically in person.
In other words, the da™wa personified and embodied the living
presence of the Imam and his teachings. Thus, every Ismaili, from
the humble peasant or householder to the most senior då™í, could
count himself or herself as part of the ahl al-da™wa.

At the administrative level, the operation of the Fatimid da™wa
appears to have organised its activities according to the division
of the world into twelve regions or jazå¢ir (‘islands,’ sing. jazíra).
Each jazíra was headed by a ̇ ujja who, while, having considerable
independence within his area of jurisdiction, was required to re-
port to the da™wa headquarters. S.M. Stern mentions regular
correspondence and arrival of envoys in Cairo sent by då™ís in
distant provinces, bringing with them contributions (a™mål or
qurbån) collected from the community.32  But in practice it is un-
likely that ˙ujjas were appointed for all the regions at any one
time, since the fortunes of the Fatimid da™wa prospered or de-
clined in different areas according to local circumstances, and in
some places its network was permanently uprooted.33

The long reign of nearly six decades by the Imam-caliph al-
Mustan˚ir bi’llåh, who came to the throne in 427/1036, marked
a major watershed in the history of the Fatimid dynasty. In addi-
tion to the loss of Fatimid territories in the Maghrib, the Egyptian
economy was devastated by a great famine that lasted for several
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years due to the low water level of the Nile. The most serious threat
to the Fatimids, however, came from military rebellions and eth-
nic conflicts between various mercenary factions in the army
comprised of Berbers, Turks, Daylamís, Sudanese and Armeni-
ans, the majority of whom had no ties to the Ismaili faith. As a
result of these upheavals, there was a significant increase in the
power of the victorious Armenian troops led by Badr al-Jamålí
who began to exercise undue influence over the military and ci-
vilian administrations, including interference in the affairs of the
da™wa itself. Although peace and prosperity were restored during
the final two decades of al-Mustan˚ir’s reign, by the time he died
in 487/1094 the new military commander, Badr’s son al-Af{al,
had acquired sufficient power to determine al-Mustan˚ir’s succes-
sion by supporting his younger son, al-Musta™lí, instead of his eldest
son and designated successor, Nizår. The latter fled the capital to
Alexandria where he was proclaimed caliph with the title of al-
Mu˚†afå li-Dín Allåh, but after a short period he was captured and
executed in Cairo. There are different versions of the events lead-
ing to this crisis, but its consequences were far-reaching for the
Ismailis.34 It precipitated a major schism between the followers of
Nizår and al-Musta™lí, and split the da™wa into rival factions adher-
ing to different lines of Imams. It also dealt a severe blow to the
authority of the Fatimid dynasty, reducing the Musta™lí caliphs in
Cairo to figureheads under a succession of military dictators and
contributing eventually to the collapse of the state in 567/1171,
when Íalå˙ al-Dín (Saladin) seized absolute power to establish
the Ayyubid dynasty in Egypt and restored Sunni Islam as the offi-
cial religion of state.
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Chapter 3

The Nizårí Ismaili Da™wa

The division of the Fatimid da™wa between the Nizårís and Musta™lís
had a profound effect in all regions where Ismailism had previ-
ously operated as a unified, centrally organised movement.
Whereas most Ismailis in Egypt, Yemen, India and Syria accepted
al-Musta™lí as the new Imam-caliph, in Persia, Iraq and parts of
Syria the da™wa upheld the succession of Nizår, and by so doing
effectively terminated its relations with Cairo. From this time on,
the Nizårí Ismailis began to operate their own independent da™wa
which, while retaining the original spiritual and political vision of
the Fatimids, developed its own distinctive intellectual and liter-
ary traditions. It is the da™wa of the Nizårí Ismailis, rather than the
one of the Musta™lís, which will concern us mainly in this chapter.1

Óasan-i Íabbå˙ and the Rise of the Nizårí Ismaili Da™wa

Unlike the Musta™lí Ismailis of Egypt who were unable to free them-
selves from military dictatorship and internal factionalism, the
Nizårís succeeded in maintaining the cohesiveness and dynamism
which the Fatimid da™wa had attained before the death of the
Imam-caliph al-Mustan˚ir. To a large extent, this was due to the
då™í Óasan-i Íabbå˙, who occupies a singular place in Nizårí Is-
maili history as the leading organiser of the Nizårí da™wa. The
main source on Óasan’s life, the Sargudhasht-i Sayyidnå (Biography
of our Master) has not survived, but some extracts of it are preserved
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in non-Ismaili sources, especially the histories of Juwayní and
Rashíd al-Dín.

Born in the middle of the 5th/11th century to a Twelver Shi™i
family in Qumm, central Persia, Óasan acquired his early educa-
tion in the neighbouring city of Rayy, which was then a major
centre of Ismaili activity. At the age of seventeen he was converted
to Ismaili Shi™ism and admitted to the Fatimid da™wa. The young
man’s intelligence and talents quickly brought him to the notice
of the chief då™í of the region, ™Abd al-Malik b. ™A††åsh, who sent
him in 469/1076 to Cairo where he spent three years during al-
Mustan˚ir’s reign. The precise nature of Óasan’s education and
activities in Egypt are not clear, but it appears that his open sup-
port for the Imam’s heir-apparent Nizår incurred the animosity
of the military commander and vizier Badr al-Jamålí, who had
him expelled from the country around 474/1081.

Upon returning to Persia, Óasan spent the next nine years trav-
elling extensively in his capacity as a då™í, visiting centres of Ismaili
population throughout the country which was then under the rule
of the Saljïqs. A powerful dynasty of Turkish origin from Central
Asia, the Saljïqs had seized power from the Bïyids in Baghdad in
447/1055, together with effective control of the Abbasid caliphate.
As staunch defenders of Sunni Islam, the Saljïq sultans sought to
impose their version of Islam on all Muslims in their domains and
persecuted the Shi™is, especially the Ismailis, with unremitting
energy. They also pursued an aggressive policy of war and polem-
ics against the Fatimids of Egypt, later succeeding in expelling
their forces from Syria and Palestine. In Persia, which the Saljïqs
had occupied before entering Baghdad, the Turkish invaders were
much detested for their oppressive rule, among both its Sunni
and Shi™i inhabitants.

Óasan-i Íabbå˙’s travels in this highly volatile political and re-
ligious environment convinced him that the Ismailis were
dangerously exposed, which required the da™wa to take urgent
action to protect the community. For this reason he began to look
for a strong, defensible position where he could establish a base
for his operations. His choice fell upon Alamït, a remote and
nearly impregnable mountain-fortress in the Rïdbår region of
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Daylam in northern Persia, held by forces loyal to the Saljïqs.
After converting its garrison and the local population to the Is-
maili cause, Óasan and a small number of his fellow då™ís seized
Alamït without bloodshed in 483/1090. The success of this bold
venture provided the springboard for the Persian Ismailis in the
following years to seize control of a large number of other strate-
gically placed fortresses, towns and villages in the surrounding
areas of Rïdbår as well as Quhistån in southern Khuråsån. The
inability of local Saljïq leaders to stem this movement forced the
Saljïq Sultan Malik Shåh to send a number of military expedi-
tions against the Ismailis, which were largely unsuccessful. The
Ismailis continued to reinforce and extend the areas under their
control, thus creating in the space of a few years what amounted
to an autonomous territorial state of their own, consisting of large
and small fortresses scattered across parts of northern and east-
ern Persia within the Saljïq domain.

The Ismaili rising against the Saljïqs does not seem to have
been a spontaneous event but a planned and co-ordinated move-
ment masterminded by Óasan-i Íabbå˙ and his fellow då™ís,
probably well in advance of the occupation of Alamït. It is also
possible that this policy had been approved at the time by the
Fatimid da™wa headquarters in Egypt. According to Nizårí  sources,
the line of their Imams did not terminate with the murder of Nizår
but continued through one of his sons or grandsons whom his
supporters had escorted out of Egypt to Persia. But his identity
and whereabouts were apparently kept hidden from the public,
possibly because of the Saljïq threat to the community. In the
physical absence of the Imam, Óasan-i Íabbå˙ was recognised as
his ˙ujja or ‘proof’ and acting head of the Nizårí da™wa. Thus be-
gan, in the Ismaili reckoning of their history, a new cycle of hidden
Imams similar to the dawr al-satr in the pre-Fatimid period, with
the ˙ujja and the da™wa becoming the crucial chain of links be-
tween the Imam and his followers.

In the course of the next two decades, Óasan-i Íabbå˙ contin-
ued with his policy of intensifying da™wa activity and consolidating
the Ismaili state in Daylamån and Quhistån, as well as extending
its influence to the Khïzistån and Fårs provinces of Persia, as far
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as Iraq and Syria. In spite of many massacres of Ismaili populations
in urban areas and the fall of some of their strongholds, such as
Shåhdiz near I˚fahån in 500/1107, the Nizårí da™wa was unde-
terred in its quest for independence from Saljïq rule. It is
estimated that at the height of their power, the Ismailis may have
controlled nearly 200 castles and fortresses, as well as numerous
towns and villages in surrounding areas.2  Most of these strong-
holds were located strategically, some on massive rocky peaks rising
high above a flat plateau, reinforced by massive walls, battlements,
watchtowers, tunnels and other fortifications, rendering them
extremely difficult to assault by mounted or infantry troops. The
Ismailis also went to great lengths to make their citadels self-suffi-
cient in food and water by building irrigation channels and
underground water cisterns, thus enabling them to withstand pro-
longed sieges. In fact, the largest of these centres apart from
Alamït, such as Lamasar in Rïdbår, Girdkïh near Dåmghån and
Qå¢in in Quhistån, became virtually self-contained fortified cities,
each one representing a dår al-hijra, a place of refuge for Ismailis
escaping from persecution and massacres in different parts of the
country. The major fortresses also possessed well-equipped librar-
ies to enable learning and scholarship to continue unimpeded by
the upheavals of war and isolation from the rest of the world.

There can be little doubt that it was largely due to this exten-
sive network of strongholds that the Ismailis were able to withstand
repeated military offensives by a succession of Saljïq leaders over
a long period of time. This remarkable achievement may also be
accounted for by the outstanding leadership of Óasan-i Íabbå˙
and a number of other capable då™ís, such as Kiyå Buzurg-Ummíd,
Óusayn Qå¢iní, Ra¢ís Muúaffar and A˙mad b. ™A††åsh. Under their
direction, the da™wa operating at the local level was able to mobi-
lise the Ismaili community into a powerful force of resistance
against the Saljïqs with a strong sense of solidarity, purpose and
sacrifice. Although we have no accounts of the immense organi-
sational and logistical efforts involved in this process, it would not
have been possible without a highly disciplined da™wa organisa-
tion drawing upon the full human and material resources of a
community united under a common cause.
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To some extent, the success of the Ismailis was also due to the
gradual weakening in the power of the Saljïq rulers, caused by
dynastic and territorial disputes which broke out periodically
among various Turkish princes and warlords, especially after the
death of Sultan Malik Shåh in 465/1073. Another factor in fa-
vour of the Ismailis was the tacit support they received from various
classes in Persian society who detested the Turkish Saljïqs as al-
ien conquerors of their homeland.3  The authority of the Saljïqs
was further undermined by the Ismailis through assassination of
some of their leading opponents in the administration and the
military. It is not necessary to review the many myths and legends
which arose in medieval Muslim and European worlds regarding
this aspect of the Ismaili struggle, which Daftary has analysed at
length.4  Suffice it to note that the Ismailis used multiple strate-
gies, military and diplomatic, as a means of deterring Saljïq leaders
from their policy of exterminating the community. As a general
rule, the Ismailis preferred a policy of diplomacy and negotiation
with their opponents rather than all-out military confrontations.5

By the time Óasan-i Íabbå˙ died in 518/1124, he had suc-
ceeded in establishing an independent Ismaili state consisting of
a network of strongholds scattered across Persia. A man of charis-
matic personality, intense piety, military genius and single-minded
devotion to his cause, Óasan was able to organise the Nizårí da™wa
into a powerful force through strategies which have rarely been
utilised so effectively before or after him. But his talents were not
confined to military matters, for he was also an accomplished
scholar, writer and poet, who composed a highly original treatise
on the doctrine of ta™lím, the authoritative knowledge of the Imam.
Unfortunately Óasan’s original text in Persian has survived only
in a fragmentary form summarised in Arabic by the heresiographer
™Abd al-Karím al-Shahraståní in his Kitåb al-Milal wa’l-ni˙al (Book
of Religions and Sects)6  under the title of al-Fu˚ïl al-arba™a (Four
Chapters). Óasan’s interpretation of ta™lím formed the centrepiece
of what al-Shahraståní designated as al-da™wa al-jadída (the new
teachings) of the Nizårí Ismailis, as distinct from al-da™wa al-qadíma
(the old teachings) of Fatimid times. However, Óasan was not in-
troducing a new doctrine but reformulating an old Shi™i precept
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that had been outlined by the early Shi™i Imams. The widespread
dissemination of Óasan’s teachings is well attested to by the popu-
lar usage of the term ‘Ta™límiyya’ for the Persian Ismailis as well as
the polemical response Óasan’s teachings provoked from Sunni
theologians, notably the famous Abï Óåmid Mu˙ammad al-
Ghazålí who denounced the doctrine of ta™lím as heretical in
several of his treatises.7

Consolidation and Expansion of the Da™wa

For the next forty years after Óasan-i Íabbå˙’s death, his policy of
territorial expansion was continued by his successors at Alamït.
In addition to reinforcing their main positions in Rïdbår and
Quhistån, the Ismailis managed to secure or build new strong-
holds at Man˚urå, Ía™ådatkïh, Maymïndiz and other places. The
historian Rashíd al-Dín reports that by the middle of the 6th/
12th century, the Ismailis controlled many districts of Persia and
Iraq, and had even extended their da™wa activities into Georgia.8

It was probably due to this expansion of Ismaili influence as
much as the weakening of their own authority that the Saljïq sul-
tans appear to have eventually come to acknowledge the political
reality of Ismaili territorial independence. The precarious balance
of power between the protagonists resulted occasionally in their
collaboration when it was mutually beneficial to both parties. Al-
though such alliances between Saljïq and Ismaili officials had
occurred previously at a local level during the time of Óasan-i
Íabbå˙, the Saljïq sultan Sanjar (d. 552/1157) now found it ex-
pedient to negotiate directly with the Ismaili leadership for
assistance in dealing with their political rivals or common foes.9

As a result, an unofficial truce prevailed between the two sides
and there was a marked falling off in military offensives between
them.

As noted in the previous chapter, the Fatimid da™wa had been
active in Syria from its earliest days. Not long after the Nizårí-
Musta™lí split, the majority of Syrian Ismailis were won over to the
Nizårí cause by the då™ís Abï ®åhir al-Íå¢igh and Bahråm, des-
patched from Alamït in the first decade of the 6th/12th century.
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They began their activities in the urban areas of Aleppo and Da-
mascus, but following massacres of Ismaili populations in these
cities instigated by the local Sunni ™ulamå¢, the Syrian Ismailis too
were forced, like their Persian co-religionists, to withdraw to the
remote and mountainous areas of the country. By the middle of
the century they managed to gain control of a number of for-
tresses, including Qadmïs and Ma˚yåf, in the Jabal Bahrå¢ region
of central Syria (known today as the Jabal An˚åriyya), to create an
autonomous territorial zone of their own. The Syrian da™wa was
directed by the headquarters in Alamït, which appointed its lead-
ership and also conveyed instructions to the Syrians from
Alamït.10  A number of Syrian Ismailis are also known to have
visited Alamït where they received specialised training in the
da™wa.

The most prominent leader to emerge among the Syrian Is-
mailis in the latter part of the 6th/12th century was Råshid al-Dín
Sinån, one of the most outstanding figures of the early Nizårí
da™wa. Formerly a schoolmaster from Ba˚ra, Sinån was recruited
into the Nizårí da™wa and sent to Alamït for further training. Upon
his appointment as head of the Syrian da™wa soon after 557/1162,
Sinån was confronted by the expansionist policies of the Zangid
ruler of Aleppo, Nïr al-Dín, and the Ayyubid general Íalå˙ al-
Dín, who were seeking to establish their hegemony over Syria, in
addition to the increasing threat of the Crusaders encroaching
upon the Syrian highlands from their positions in Jerusalem and
Tripoli. By skilfully exploiting the hostilities between them, and
through a mixture of diplomacy and war, Sinån was able to con-
solidate and extend the Ismaili state in Syria to the peak of its
power.

In contrast to these political and military activities of the Nizårí
Ismaili da™wa, its organisational features and religious teachings
are less well documented. As was the case in Fatimid times, the
Nizårí da™wa in Persia and Syria fulfilled multiple religious, legis-
lative, administrative and military functions. There is some
evidence to indicate that while Óasan-i Íabbå˙ and his successors
retained the formal hierarchical structure of the Fatimid da™wa,
they reduced the number of ranks in its ̇ udïd, probably to ensure
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a more direct chain of command and communication from Alamït
in a time of warfare. We also note the introduction of the terms
rafíq (friend, companion or comrade) and fidå¢í (one who offers
his life for a cause) to designate individuals of the da™wa with spe-
cific functions related to the struggle.

As mentioned, while the hidden Imam continued to be recog-
nised as the supreme head of the da™wa, the leadership was
exercised in his absence by Óasan-i Íabbå˙ and his successors. As
the ˙ujja of the Imam, they supervised the administration of the
da™wa and made all the major decisions and appointments. The
command of the major fortresses and strongholds was usually ex-
ercised by a senior då™í (då™í al-kabír), under whom operated a
network of local då™ís in towns and villages, with a regular system
of communication maintained between them. Among the senior
då™ís, the one in Quhistån held the special status of mu˙tashim
(governor) with considerable personal authority, probably because
of the large Ismaili presence in that province.

The Advent of the Qiyåma

The most important event for the Nizårí Ismailis of the Alamït
period was undoubtedly the re-appearance of their Imam and his
declaration of qiyåma on the 17th of Rama{ån 559/8 August 1164,
the anniversary of the death of the first Shi™i Imam ™Alí. On this
day, the fourth leader of the Nizårí state and da™wa, Óasan (who is
always referred to in Ismaili sources as Óasan ™alå dhikrihi’l-salåm,
meaning ‘on whose mention be peace’), met with representatives
of the community summoned from different areas to Alamït to
convey a special message he had received from the hidden Imam.
In the course of a symbolic ceremony held at the foot of the for-
tress, Óasan delivered a sermon in Arabic in which he announced
the advent of the qiyåma, the long-awaited Day of Resurrection. A
similar ceremony was held later at the fortress of Mu¢minåbåd in
Quhistån, where the same address was repeated with the addi-
tional claim that Óasan was the khalífat Allåh, God’s vicegerent on
earth, a status reserved only for the Imams in Shi™i theology, as
well as being the qå¢im-i qiyåmat (Lord of the Resurrection).
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The declaration of the qiyåma is one of the most obscure and
misunderstood aspects of Ismaili history, partly because there are
no contemporary accounts of it in Ismaili or non-Ismaili sources
of the time. Much of the information we have about it is derived
from highly hostile and prejudicial accounts given by Juwayní and
other anti-Ismaili authors writing nearly a century after the event.
In spite of these shortcomings in the sources, most contemporary
scholars, with a few notable exceptions,11  have tended to repro-
duce their versions of the event in a more or less uncritical way.

The earliest Ismaili discussions of the qiyåma are preserved in
literature produced in the final decades of the Alamït period,
but their understanding of the event seems to be derived from
the time of Óasan’s son and successor as Imam, Nïr al-Dín
Mu˙ammad, who interpreted and elaborated the spiritual mean-
ing of his father’s teachings.12  In these sources, the qiyåma
enunciated at Alamït is presented as the conclusion of the pre-
ceding cycle of concealment (satr) and the dawn of a new era of
manifestation (kashf or úuhïr). It was also interpreted as an exis-
tential event, signifying the rebirth of the soul from a state of
ignorance and darkness to one of divine knowledge and illumi-
nation. This mystical state is not accessible to everyone, nor
attainable solely by observing the outward forms of ritual worship,
but requires the individual to pursue a more interiorised spiritual
life and dedicated search for truth.

Even more crucial for the realisation of qiyåma is the spiritual
mediation of the perfect ‘man of God’ (mard-i khudå), the locus
(maúhar) of the divine word (kalima) on earth, that is, the Imam
of the time; for it is only through his intervention that the knowl-
edge of God becomes possible. In this sense, the doctrine of qiyåma
was a reassertion of the cardinal Shi™i precept of the Imam as the
intermediary between man and God, the recognition of whom is
essential for the believers to achieve salvation. According to the
Ismaili authors of this period, the essential function of the Imam
is to inspire a regeneration of human souls from a state of poten-
tiality to actuality, and from darkness to light. By recognising the
Imam’s inner spiritual reality, the believer is brought closer to the
truth (˙aqíqa). Such a soul can be said to have reached the state
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of qiyåma, attained salvation and admitted to the Garden of Para-
dise, even while he is physically present on the earth.

This multifaceted understanding of the qiyåma is further re-
flected in Ismaili sources through their classification of mankind
into three categories according to the individual’s status vis-à-vis
the Imam of the time. The ahl al-ta{ådd (people of opposition)
are the vast majority of common people who are either ignorant
of the existence of the Imam or stand in active opposition to him.
The ordinary members of the Ismaili community constitute the
ahl al-tarattub (people of gradation) who acknowledge and accept
the Imam but do not as yet fully perceive his true spiritual reality.
Finally, there are the ahl al-wa˙da (people of union), those few
individuals who have become one with the Imam spiritually and
thus attained the stage of qiyåma. These spiritually advanced peo-
ple represent the super-elite (akha˚˚-i khå˚˚) of the Imam’s
followers, whose souls have been resurrected and tasted the fruits
of Paradise.13

Community and Da™wa in the Age of Qiyåma

It is probably significant that the qiyåma was announced just a few
years after the death of the Sultan Sanjar in 552/1157 when the
Saljïq empire was beginning to disintegrate and a number of in-
dependent principalities were emerging in the Persian world. But
whatever sense of security and independence the Ismailis may have
derived from this turn of events was short-lived, because they soon
found themselves confronting new enemies with the rise of the
Khwårazm-shåhs and the Ghïrids in eastern Persia. In their ef-
forts to replace the Saljïqs as the dominant power, both dynasties
launched offensives against the Ismailis in the Daylam and
Quhistån regions.

The rapidly changing political situation in Persia was alarming
as much for the Ismailis as the Abbasid caliph al-Nå˚ir who was
seeking to recover his own political and religious authority from
the Saljïqs in Baghdad. As a result, he favoured a policy of forg-
ing a broad alliance of political and religious forces, including
the Ismailis, under his leadership. As a result of the caliph’s
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overtures to the Ismaili Imam Jalål al-Dín Óasan, who had suc-
ceeded his father Nïr al-Dín Mu˙ammad in 607/1210, they seem
to have negotiated an extraordinary peace agreement, according
to which al-Nå˚ir accepted Ismaili sovereignty over their lands and
conceded further territory to them; in return the Ismailis appar-
ently agreed to adopt the sharí™a in its Sunni form.14  This policy
of accommodation had its obvious political and military advan-
tages for both sides as it enabled them to resist their common
enemies with a united front. For the Persian Ismailis, their out-
ward confession of Sunnism did not represent the abandonment
of their beliefs but simply another period of satr in their vision of
cyclical history, requiring the community to observe its traditional
practice of taqiyya in times of adverse circumstances.

The history of the Nizårí Ismailis in the first half of the 7th/
13th century consists mainly of shifting alliances, evolving poli-
cies and intermittent warfare, which are fully narrated in the works
of Hodgson and Daftary. The continuity and vitality of the Nizårí
da™wa during this time of relative stability is reflected in the Is-
maili capture of a number of strongholds in Qïmis, ®årum and
the Zagros mountains, as well as major advances in the Badakhshån
region of Central Asia and the north-western parts of India, where
large numbers were converted to Ismaili Islam.15

Contrary to the view of some scholars that the threefold classi-
fication of mankind mentioned above replaced the hierarchical
structure of the Nizårí da™wa, it is clear that the institution contin-
ued to flourish to the end of the Alamït period, but in a
reconfigurated form. This is evident from the works of the fore-
most Ismaili thinker and writer of the time, Na˚ír al-Dín al-®ïsí
(d. 672/1274). In his Raw{at al-taslím (Paradise of Submission), he
enumerates a hierarchy of seven ranks: muta™alim (learner),
mu™allim (teacher), då™í, båb-i bå†in (gate of the hidden), zabån-i
™ilm (tongue of knowledge), ˙ujjat-i a™úam (greatest proof) and
dast-i qudrat (hand of power).16  There is some evidence that the
˙ujja may have assumed a higher spiritual profile in the commu-
nity because, as the Imam’s chief då™í, he came to be regarded as
belonging to the elite class of liberated souls.
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During the final decades of the Alamït period, there was a
brief renaissance of Ismaili intellectual and literary activity that
was inspired to a large extent by the doctrine of qiyåma. By far the
most outstanding thinker of the Alamït period was Na˚ír al-Dín
al-®ïsí, who composed a number of important treatises on Nizårí
Ismaili doctrines. In addition to the Raw{at al-taslím mentioned
above, there also exists his unique autobiographical essay, the Sayr
wa sulïk (Contemplation and Action), in which he describes the
course of his early education, his search for knowledge and truth,
meetings with Ismaili då™ís and conversion to the Ismaili faith
around 624/1227.17  Following his admission to the da™wa, al-®ïsí
occupied himself for the next three decades with philosophical
and scientific studies at the Ismaili stronghold of Qa¢ín in Quhistån
and subsequently at Alamït. Through these studies, al-®ïsí was
able to emerge in the later years of his life as one of the great
Muslim Shi™i scholars of his time, making major contributions to
the sciences of theology, philosophy, mathematics and astronomy.
The intellectual life of the Ismailis was further stimulated by a
number of non-Ismaili scholars who visited their fortresses from
time to time, attracted by their libraries and the opportunities
they offered for learning in a climate of intellectual freedom.

The apparent stability and culture of learning in the Ismaili
state was, however, deceptive because from the early decades of
the 7th/13th century, the Persian-speaking world was confronted
by the looming threat of one of the most powerful and destruc-
tive forces ever to erupt in human history. Having already ravaged
large parts of China and Central Asia, the Mongols were now
making preparations to launch a major assault on the very
heartlands of the Muslim world.
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Chapter 4

The Mongol Catastrophe

From very early times, predating the rise of Islam, there has been
a continuous movement of nomadic horsemen from the inner
Asian steppes into the Persian-speaking world. But it was only with
the arrival of the Saljïq Turks at the beginning of the 5th/11th
century that they were able to establish dynastic rule over the re-
gion. Although these nomadic Turkmen were already Muslim at
the time of their arrival, they came initially as ‘marauders and
plunderers,’ compelled more by the need for new pastures for
their animals than the cause of holy war.1  But as we have seen in
previous chapters, having established their political and military
ascendancy over much of Persia, Iraq and Syria, and reduced the
Abbasid caliphate to a nominal status under their protection, the
Saljïqs later became staunch defenders of Sunni Islam and sought
to impose it aggressively on all Muslims living in their territories.

The Mongols were a different breed of conquerors altogether:
they had no affiliation to Islam nor did they seek to impose their
own mixture of Shamanist and Buddhist beliefs on the Muslims;
their political and military objectives were more far-reaching and
the ferocity of their conquests unprecedented in history. The trans-
formation of the Mongol tribes into a powerful, all-conquering
force was mainly due to Chingiz Khån (d.625/1227), under whose
leadership the Mongols carved out a vast Eurasian empire stretch-
ing from the Sea of Japan to the shores of the Caspian Sea and
from the Volga plains of Russia to the river basin of Transoxania.
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By 618/1221, Chingiz Khån had destroyed the empire of the
Khwårazm-shåhs of Central Asia, capturing Bukhårå, Samarqand
and Balkh, slaughtering their inhabitants en masse and reducing
these once prosperous cities to ruin.2  In the following years, the
same terrible fate befell upon the cities of Marw and Níshåpïr in
the Khuråsån province of north-eastern Persia. The relentless
advance of the Mongols was continued by Chingiz Khån’s succes-
sors Ögedei, Güyük and Möngke who were determined to extend
their control over the whole of western Asia. To this end, in 650/
1252 Möngke despatched his brother Hülegü to spearhead the
conquest of the Persian-speaking lands south and west of the Oxus
river.

According to Rashíd al-Dín, one of the first priorities of Hülegü
was the destruction of Ismaili strongholds in northern and east-
ern Persia, followed by the suppression of the Kurds and Lurs in
Iraq, and finally to secure the allegiance of the Abbasid Caliph al-
Musta™˚im in Baghdad by force if necessary. Hülegü’s instructions
with regard to the Ismailis were later versified by a Persian
chronicler:

Overthrow Girdkïh and Lamasar;
turn their heads down and their bodies up.

Let there not remain in the world
a single castle, not even one heap of earth.3

The Ismailis had recognised the danger of the Mongols from
the early decades of the 7th/13th century when an increasing
number of Muslim refugees sought refuge in their sanctuaries,
fleeing from the Mongol incursions into Central Asia. In response
to this threat, the Imam Jalål al-Dín Óasan sent emissaries to
Chingiz Khån to express his goodwill as early as 616/1219.4  Jalål
al-Dín was, in fact, one of the first Muslim rulers to negotiate peace-
ful terms with the Great Khån and his overtures were probably
responsible for the fact that the Mongols avoided attacking Is-
maili positions during the first phase of their expansion westward
from Transoxania to Ådharbåyjån and the Caucasus. In 635/1238,
the Ismaili Imam and the Abbasid Caliph al-Mustan˚ir sent a joint
embassy to King Henry III of England and King Louis IX of France
to seek an alliance of Christian and Muslim nations against the
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Mongols.5  These European nations were, however, in no mood
to support the Muslims whom they mistrusted as much as they
feared the Mongols. In 644/1246, the Imam Jalål al-Dín took
another initiative for peace by despatching a mission on behalf of
all Muslim leaders to the new Mongol overlord Güyük on the oc-
casion of his enthronement ceremony in the Khangay mountains
of Mongolia. But the appeals of this delegation, led by two senior
Ismaili då™ís, the governors of Quhistån Shihåb al-Dín and Shams
al-Dín, were rejected by the Khån. Rashíd al-Dín reports that
Güyük’s animosity towards the Ismailis was provoked by complaints
he had received from Mongol commanders as well as Sunni schol-
ars at his court about their military and political activities.

Ismaili relations with the Mongols deteriorated further during
the reign of Möngke whose suspicions of the Ismailis had been
reinforced by a number of Sunni ™ulamå¢ at his court who desired
their downfall. His resolve to take action against the Ismailis seems
to have taken shape especially when the chief qå{í of Qazwín ap-
peared before him wearing a coat of mail, explaining that he always
wore armour under his clothing for fear of the ‘heretics’ of Alamït.
There were undoubtedly other, more strategic considerations
which led Möngke to order Hülegü that the extermination of the
Ismailis should be his first task in the invasion of Persia.6  The
initial encounter between the Ismailis and the Mongols occurred
in 651/1253 when an advance guard under the command of Ket-
Buqa seized several Ismaili strongholds in Quhistån, putting their
inhabitants to the sword, before laying siege to the fortress of
Girdkïh.7  According to Óamd Allåh Mustawfí, some 12,000 Is-
mailis were killed in the town of Tïn alone on the orders of
Hülegü.8  In a final attempt to avert a full-scale Mongol onslaught,
the Ismailis are known to have despatched a group of fidå¢ís to
assassinate Möngke, as reported by the Franciscan friar William
of Rubruck, who was in Mongolia at this time on a diplomatic
mission for the King of France.9  The failure of this attempt, if
that was indeed the case, made it all but certain that the Mongol
retribution upon the Ismailis would be uncompromising in its
ferocity and ruthlessness.
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The Destruction of the Ismaili State

It was in the year 654/1256 that Hülegü crossed the Oxus river
into Khuråsån at the head of a large army converging from differ-
ent directions on the Ismaili strongholds of Quhistån. When the
Mongols captured Tïn once again, Hülegü ordered the slaugh-
ter of all its people, except for younger women and children.10

This massacre had the intended effect of persuading the Ismaili
governor of Quhistån, Shams al-Dín, to surrender to the Mongol
commander in person. It also led the Imam Rukn al-Dín Khur-
shåh, who had succeeded his father ™Alå¢ al-Dín in the previous
year at the age of twenty-five and was residing at the fortress of
Maymïndiz near Alamït, to send his brother Shåhanshåh with a
message of his submission to Hülegü. But this was not sufficient
for the Mongol lord who demanded that Rukn al-Dín surrender
in person and instruct his followers to demolish all their fortresses
in the country. There ensued a further series of inconclusive ne-
gotiations between them which exasperated Hülegü, causing him
to execute many of the Ismaili envoys sent to him. Finally, in No-
vember 1256 Hülegü arrived before Maymïndiz and laid siege to
the fortress, demanding Rukn al-Dín’s immediate submission.
When the Imam still declined, the Mongols commenced battle by
using mangonels and ballista to bombard the Ismaili defences with
fire and stone.

As the fighting intensified, there was much debate taking place
inside Maymïndiz among the senior då™ís and advisers of Rukn
al-Dín Khurshåh about the best course of action, some calling for
continued resistance while others counselling surrender on the
terms set out by Hülegü. The latter group, led by the scholar Na˚ír
al-Dín al-®ïsí, eventually prevailed and the Imam came down from
the fortress with his family, chief då™í and other officials to present
himself before Hülegü. In spite of this, a section of the garrison
refused to surrender and put up a fierce resistance against the
Mongols for three days and nights until they were hunted down
and killed. In accordance with the terms agreed with Hülegü, Rukn
al-Dín issued orders to his followers to destroy all their fortifica-
tions. As a result, a large number of Ismaili castles and fortresses
were demolished by the occupants in the following days and weeks,
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with the exceptions of Lamasar and Maymïndiz where only some
walls and turrets were destroyed. Shortly thereafter, the massive
citadel of Alamït too surrendered when the Mongols converged
upon it, dismantling its walls and setting fire to its buildings.
Juwayní, who accompanied Hülegü throughout his campaign as
his official historian and adviser, was able to visit the library of
Alamït before its destruction and recorded his impression in these
memorable words:

I went to examine the library from which I extracted whatever I
found in the way of copies of the Qur¢an and other choice books
… I likewise picked out the astronomical instruments such as
kursis (part of an astrolabe), armillary spheres, complete and
partial astrolabes, and others that were there. As for the remain-
ing books, which related to their heresy and error, and were
neither founded on tradition nor supported by reason, I burnt
them all. And although the treasuries were copious (with) gold
and silver goods without limit, I recited over them the words: ‘O
yellow, be yellow, and O white, be white,’ and magnanimously
shook my sleeve upon them.11

The only Ismaili stronghold to hold out successfully against
the Mongols was Girdkïh, near Dåmghån, whose resistance was
not overcome for another thirteen years until 669/1270 when its
defenders succumbed to disease and want of clothing. The exam-
ple of Girdkïh has led some scholars to speculate whether Rukn
al-Dín Khurshåh took the right decision in surrendering his ma-
jor fortresses such as Alamït and Maymïndiz. It has been observed
and further confirmed by modern archaeological research that
these strongholds were virtually impregnable and self-sustaining,
with the resources to survive long periods of siege and warfare, as
was demonstrated during the Ismaili struggle against the Saljïqs.12

The ambiguous role of Na˚ír al-Dín al-®ïsí in the Imam’s deci-
sion to surrender has also come under critical scrutiny, especially
in light of the fact that immediately after the fall of Maymïndiz
and Alamït, he disassociated himself from the Ismailis, joined
Hülegü’s personal entourage as a senior adviser and subsequently
went on to become one of the leading officials of the Mongol ìl-
Khånid state in Persia.13
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Having thus achieved his first objective of destroying the power
of the Ismailis and compelling the surrender of Rukn al-Dín Khur-
shåh, Hülegü detained the Imam under house arrest at his
encampment near Hamadån in order that all the remaining Is-
maili fortresses would be destroyed. In the following year, the Imam
requested to go to Mongolia to visit the Khån. When this was ap-
proved by Hülegü, Rukn al-Dín set off in 1257 accompanied by
nine companions and a guard of Mongol troops. But on arrival in
Karakorum, Möngke refused to meet him because of the continu-
ing resistance of the Ismailis of Girdkïh and Lamasar, and ordered
his return to Persia. It was in the course of this return journey, as
the party rested for the night in the Khangay mountains of north-
western Mongolia, that Rukn al-Dín and his companions were
taken away one by one and brutally murdered by their Mongol
guards. In the words of Juwayní: ‘He and his followers were kicked
to a pulp and then put to the sword, and of him and his stock no
trace was left, and his kindred became but a tale on men’s lips
and a tradition in the world.’14

Both Rashíd al-Dín and Juwayní report that shortly afterwards,
the Imam’s family exiled in the northern Persian town of Qazwín,
was executed. The Mongols also killed all the Ismailis held in their
custody and others in the vicinity of their fortresses.15  In Quhistån,
for instance, 12,000 men were gathered in large assemblies be-
fore being slaughtered. According to Juwayní, ‘they spared no
one over ten years except for younger women,’ which Rashíd al-
Dín corrects to read ‘except artisans’.16  Hodgson reports that ‘The
slave markets of Khuråsån were glutted with Ismå™ílí women and
children, denied the privileges of Muslims.’17  It is impossible to
tell how many lost their lives in these atrocities which took place
over a number of months or possibly years. Even though one has
to be sceptical of the actual numbers of those killed as reported
by Juwayní and Rashíd al-Dín, such brutality towards civilians was
typical of the Mongol conduct throughout their conquests of Asia
and Europe. It is reasonable to conclude that a large number of
Ismailis, if not the major portion of the community, was indeed
killed or driven into exile. The fact that these massacres violated
Hülegü’s agreement with the Ismailis was of no consequence for
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the Mongols because, according to Juwayní’s chilling testimony:
‘It had been laid down in the original yasa of Chingiz Khån and
also in the decree of Mengü Qa¢an that none of these people
should be spared, not even a babe in its cradle.’18

The Post-Alamït Period

It was in these tragic circumstances that the Nizårí Ismailis of Per-
sia, who had successfully challenged the military might of the
Saljïqs, the Khwårazm-shåhs, the Ghïrids and diverse other op-
ponents for 166 years, were overwhelmed by the world-conquering
forces of the Mongol invaders within a matter of a few months.
There is perhaps no better summation of the significance of the
Ismaili struggle for sovereignty than Hodgson’s remarks on the
collapse of the Ismaili dream:

That this handful of villagers and small townsmen, hopelessly
outnumbered, should again and again reaffirm their passionate
sense of grand destiny, reformulating it in every new historical
circumstance with unfailing imagination, power and persistent
courage – that they should be able to keep alive not only their
own hopes but the answering fears and covert dreams of all the
Islamic world for a century and a half – this in itself is an aston-
ishing achievement.19

For the Mongol invaders of Persia, the extermination of the
Ismailis was a small but necessary step to their goal of capturing
Baghdad, which they achieved in 656/1258, subjecting the city
to an unprecedented scale of devastation and slaughter, murder-
ing the Caliph al-Musta™˚im and thus terminating the Abbasid
dynasty. The Mongols subsequently advanced to conquer Syria,
but their westward expansion was decisively checked in 658/1260
when they were defeated at the Battle of ™Ayn Jalut in Palestine by
the Mamlïk armies of Egypt led by the Sultan al-Muúaffar Qutïz.20

The destruction of the Ismaili state in Persia was not an iso-
lated phenomenon but part of a larger pattern of change that
engulfed the Muslim world during the 7th/13th century. Nor was
the destruction and bloodshed confined to the Ismailis but vis-
ited upon millions of other Muslims from the Central Asian steppes
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to the shores of the Mediterranean Sea. The consequences of these
events have been debated for long by scholars of Islamic history, a
discussion of which falls outside the purview of our study.21  What
is of particular relevance here is the lasting impact of the Mongol
catastrophe on the Ismaili community as a whole and the Nizårís
of Persia in particular, who were never again able to exercise the
same degree of political, intellectual and religious influence which
they did in the preceding four or five centuries of Islam. None-
theless and contrary to the reports of Muslim historians of this
time, the Ismaili community was not altogether wiped out in Per-
sia, nor was the Nizårí line of Imams terminated by the murder of
Rukn al-Dín Khurshåh and his family by the Mongols.

The few centuries after the fall of Alamït are considered the
darkest period in Ismaili history, primarily because of the paucity
of historical data about the community during this long span of
time. From the Ismaili perspective of their history, this period re-
sembled that which followed the end of the Fatimid state in that
there ensued in both cases the beginning of a cycle of conceal-
ment (dawr al-satr), during which the Ismailis had little direct
contact with their Imams. The young son and successor of Rukn
al-Dín Khurshåh, by the name of Shams al-Dín Mu˙ammad, is
reported to have been concealed by a group of då™ís in a safe place
before the Mongols occupied their fortresses, and was subse-
quently taken to Ådharbåyjån where the Ismaili da™wa had been
active for a long time.

As for the circumstances of Persian Ismailis who survived in
the immediate aftermath of the Mongol conquest, the sources
are equally meagre. Needless to say, the collapse of the Ismaili
state and the murder of their Imam must have left these Ismailis
demoralised and in a fragmented condition. As was the case with
many other Persians of the time (including scholars and Sufis), a
portion of the Ismaili survivors may have fled the country to seek
a new life in Afghanistan, India or other neighbouring regions.
Some may have found refuge in the Daylam region of northern
Persia, while others remained in their own local areas. The dis-
placement of the Ismailis was part of a large-scale migration of
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people moving from rural to urban areas in search of security
and a better livelihood.

Given the repressive policies of both the Mongols and the Sunni
™ulamå¢ towards them, it became difficult for the Ismailis to pro-
fess their faith, forcing them to live in a clandestine manner by
practising taqiyya and concealing their beliefs. To this end, many
Ismailis may have adopted Sufism or integrated themselves within
their local Sunni communities. As Daftary has pointed out, this
practice is very likely to have resulted in the course of time in a
complete absorption of the Ismailis in their host communities in
many regions and the eventual loss of their Ismaili identity.22

All these factors may have contributed to a significant decline
in Ismaili population, but large numbers of them appear to have
survived in the Quhistån and Rïdbår regions. In fact, the Ismailis
were sufficiently recovered within a few decades to make several
attempts to recapture Alamït; in 674/1275–76 they even man-
aged to reoccupy the fortress briefly before being driven out by
the Mongols. According to von Hammer, the people of Quhistån
were still devoted to Ismailism seventy years after the fall of Alamït,
and that the ìl-Khånid ruler Abï Sa™íd (716/1316–736–1335),
together with Shåh ™Alí Sijiståní, the ruler of Quhistån, sent a team
of Sunni ™ulamå¢ to Qå¢in to convert them.23  Similarly, in Syria
the Nizårí Ismailis continued to maintain their identity and the
foundations of their da™wa, in spite of coming under the rule of
the Sunni Mamlïks. When the famous traveller Ibn Ba††u†a passed
through Syria in 726/1326, he reported that the Ismailis control-
led several fortresses, which they were allowed to keep by the
Mamlïk authorities.24

We also know that there was a major revival of the community
in the latter part of the 9th/15th century when the Ismaili Imams
re-emerged in Anjudån, central Persia. Under the more favour-
able rule of the pro-Shi™i Íafawid dynasty (907–1135/1501–1722),
the Ismaili Imams were able to reinvigorate their da™wa in the
region. Isfízårí observes that the Ismailis of Tïn, Nahårjån and
Mu¢minåbåd in Quhistån were sufficiently organised at this time
to forward their religious dues to the Imams.25  The Ismaili da™wa
also extended its activities in the eastern Islamic world, especially
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in Central Asia and the Indian subcontinent. In all these areas,
however, the da™wa had to adopt new patterns of organisation and
propagation appropriate to local social and cultural conditions,
which were in many ways different from that of the Alamït pe-
riod. Thus, whereas in Persian-speaking lands the da™wa adopted
a mode of operation which was akin to that of the Sufi †aríqas, in
north-western India it was led by peripatetic pírs, preacher-saints
and poet-singers in the tradition of Bhakti devotees.26  The revival
of the da™wa was also accompanied by a renaissance of Ismaili lit-
erature in Persian and Indic languages.27

For scholars and students of Ismaili history, the post-Alamït
period of Ismailism in Persia presents many questions and prob-
lems, not least because of the paucity of source materials which
has precluded any focused research to date on this obscure age of
several centuries. The present study is intended to fill this gap in
scholarship to some extent by investigating more closely the im-
pact of the Mongol conquest on the Ismailis of north-eastern Persia
and how this may have affected their da™wa organisation. By so
doing we shall also scrutinise some of the strategies the Ismailis
may have used to maintain their beliefs and sense of identity as a
distinctive Muslim community. Our primary point of reference
will be the poet Nizårí Quhiståní, who lived in the years immedi-
ately after the fall of Alamït and whose writings constitute the
main source of information on the Ismailis of this period. It is to
an examination of these and related issues that we now turn our
attention in the second part of our study.
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Nizårí Quhiståní: The Search for
Meaning and Identity
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Chapter 5

The Poet Nizårí Quhiståní

The life of Nizårí Quhiståní was spent almost entirely under Mon-
gol rule in Persia and he was witness to the enormous destruction
caused by the Mongol invaders of his homeland, including the
massacres of his own community of Ismailis. Nizårí was born in
645/1247 in the town of Bírjand in the south-eastern part of the
mountainous region of Quhistån in Khuråsån province, where he
also received his early education. Later on, in the second half of
the 7th/13th century, he appears to have achieved considerable
poetic fame at the courts of the local rulers governing Khuråsån
and Quhistån on behalf of the Mongols. But in the course of his
career, he became increasingly dissatisfied with and critical of the
policies of the ruling classes, which led eventually to his dismissal
from service and exile in the countryside. Reduced to poverty,
Nizårí lived the remainder of his life in obscurity, continuing to
write until his death in 720/1320.

In spite of the outstanding quality of Nizårí’s poetry, recog-
nised by Persian and European scholars alike, his name seldom
appears in biographies, histories and anthologies of Persian po-
etry and literature. This neglect may be partly due to the rarity of
his poetical works, which did not become fully accessible to schol-
ars until the last century. As a matter of fact, there is only one
complete surviving copy of his collected works, the Kulliyyåt, which
is now preserved in St. Petersburg.1  According to Ivanow, the rea-
son why Nizårí’s poems were so little read and copied in Persia is
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because the depth of his thought and religious convictions are
hidden behind a veil of Sufi symbolism whose meaning few could
understand and the poems therefore did not appeal to everybody.2

However, it is more likely that the political and religious climate
of Nizårí’s time, which was extremely hostile towards the Ismailis,
discouraged the study and dissemination of his works. This an-
tipathy is expressed, for instance, in the Díwån of a minor poet,
Kåtibí (d. 838/1434–35) of Níshåpïr or Turshíz, who advised his
son to emulate famous poets like Firdawsí, Rïmí and ™A††år but
not Nizårí who, he claimed, ‘was unhappy till the end of his life
because of his connection to the Imam.’3  In spite of his criticism,
we may consider Kåtibí’s mention of the Ismaili poet alongside
the great Persian masters as an admission on his part of the exem-
plary quality of Nizårí’s writings.

Who Was Nizårí Quhiståní?

The earliest references to Nizårí Quhiståní in Persian sources come
more than a century after his death, when the Tímurids displaced
the Mongols as the rulers of greater Persia. The renewed interest
in his works can possibly be explained by the emergence of Haråt
as a centre of art and literature under the Tímurid prince
Båysunghur (d. 837/1433), who was a generous patron of the
arts and commissioned the copying of works by many poets and
scholars working in his library.4  By the turn of the century, espe-
cially under the reign of Bayqarå (d. 912/1506), Haråt became a
centre for many Persian and Turkish poets, artists, architects and
scholars. Among the most distinguished figures who settled in
the city was the famous poet and mystic ™Abd al-Ra˙mån Jåmí (d.
898/1492) who was the first major literary figure to recognise
Nizårí’s poetic skills by remarking that the poetry of Óåfiú, the
master of the Persian lyric, is close in character to that of Nizårí
Quhiståní. He added, however, that ‘in the verse of Nizårí there is
a lot of “fat and lean”, but in the verse of Óåfiú there is less.’5

It is probable that one of these copies of Nizårí’s works made
in Haråt was acquired by the above-mentioned Kåtibí in the same
period. Although he seems to have had no doubt about Nizårí’s
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religious convictions, the poet’s identity was by no means clearly
established in the literary circles of the time. Amír Dawlatshåh
(d.893/1488) in his famous anthology of poets, the Tadhkirat al-
shu™arå¢ (Memoirs of the Poets), discusses various views held among
the scholars of Haråt on Nizårí, some claiming he was a Sufi and
others that he was an Ismaili. Dawlatshåh also reports two theo-
ries on Nizårí’s takhallu˚ (pen-name): the first, that he was so-called
because of his lean build, ascribing the name to the Arabic word
nazr or nazír, meaning ‘little’ or ‘insignificant’; the second, which
was Dawlatshåh’s own view, that the poet had adopted this nom de
plume in honour of the Imam Nizår and was thus demonstrating
his allegiance to the Ismaili faith. On the whole, Dawlatshåh is
sympathetic towards Nizårí, whom he describes as ‘a gentle-tem-
pered man with great wisdom (mard-i ̇ akím), an adept in spiritual
realities.’6

Another well-known Persian author who commented on Nizårí
was the historian Mu˙ammad b. Khwåndshåh, better known as
Mírkhwånd (d. 903/1498), who spent most of his life in Haråt
under the patronage of Mír ™Alí Shír Navå¢í, the vizier of the
Tímurid ruler Bayqarå. He too discussed the poet’s pen-name and
subscribed to Dawlatshåh’s view that it was derived from the Nizårí
Ismaili Imam.7  Mírkhwånd’s grandson, Ghiyåth al-Dín Khwånd
Amír (d.942/1535–36), who served as a historian and biographer
in the court of the Íafawid ruler Ismå™íl, also endorsed the same
theory.8  But the fruitless nature of this line of inquiry was apparent
to the geographer Amín A˙mad Råzí, who argued in 1003/1594
that it is was not important whether Nizårí was an Ismaili or not,
since he was one of the best representatives of Persian poetry.9

Yet another Persian scholar to have to have examined Nizårí’s
poetry was the 11th/17th-century critic Lu†f ™Alí Beg Ådhår who
chose to discuss Nizårí’s connection with Sufism rather than
Ismailism.10

Given the nature of these speculations in the sources, it is not
surprising that the question of Nizårí’s religious persuasion has
continued to be debated among modern scholars in Persian, Eu-
ropean and American circles. Among the former, Mujtahid Zåda
Bírjandí, who wrote a biography of Nizårí with specimens of his
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verses, observes that opinion on the poet is divided between those
claiming that he was a Twelver Shi™i and the other insisting on his
Ismaili identity. He is quite adamant that the latter group is incor-
rect because Nizårí’s Ismaili expressions were written under duress.
He argues that the poet was held against his will by the Ismailis of
Quhistån and persuaded to write in favour of them, in the same
way that the philosopher Nasír al-Dín al-®ïsí was alleged to have
been held prisoner in their fortresses.11  However, this view is flatly
rejected by two other Persian scholars, ™Alí Ri{å Mujtahid Zåda in
his work on Nizårí and ™Abbås Iqbål in his survey of Persian po-
etry during the Mongol period, both concluding that the poet
was of Ismaili persuasion.12

Although there is still some difference of opinion on the deri-
vation of Nizårí’s name, the general consensus among modern
Iranian scholars is that Nizårí Quhiståní was definitely an Ismaili.
This has been stated emphatically by Zabí˙ Allåh Íafå in his au-
thoritative work on Persian literature, the Ta¢ríkh-i adabiyyåt dar
ìrån, where he asserts further, on the basis of some verses of the
poet, that he came from a well-established aristocratic Ismaili
family in Quhistån.13  The case for Nizårí’s noble ancestry is also
supported by Maúåhir Mu˚affå in his lengthy introduction to the
first critical edition of the poet’s Díwån, produced by ™Alí Ri{å
Mujtahid Zåda in 1992.14  The publication of this edition, together
with Mu˚affå’s detailed analysis of Nizårí’s life, poetry and thought,
has done much to revive interest in his poetry in Iran as well as
the Western world.

The first Western scholar to take notice of Nizårí Quhiståní
was the Austrian orientalist Joseph von Hammer-Purgstall who, in
a short survey of Persian literature published in 1818, disagreed
with Dawlatshåh’s conclusion that the poet was an Ismaili.15  In
1854, A. Sprenger discovered a manuscript of Nizårí’s Díwån in
the Indian principality of Oudh and was, for the first time, able to
give a concise description of this work, together with some bio-
graphical data about the poet. Like Amín A˙mad Råzí, he too
drew attention to Nizårí’s poetic talents and maintained that one
should not be concerned with his religious affiliations.16  The next
contribution to this debate was made by E.G. Browne, the author
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of the first comprehensive history in English of Persian literature,
who was sufficiently impressed by a manuscript of Nizårí’s poems
in the British Museum to call him ‘a genius comparable to the
one great Isma™ili poet hitherto known, Nå˚ir-i Khusraw.’ He
observed:

That Nizårí of Quhistån belonged to the Ismå™ílí sect is not merely
suggested by his pen-name and place of origin, but is asserted or
hinted at by most of the biographers … It was from him [Nizår],
no doubt, that the poet took his nom de guerre, for the other sug-
gestion, that it was derived from the Persian adjective nizår (‘thin,’
‘weak’) is quite untenable. 17

The most significant contributions to the study of Nizårí
Quhiståní in Western scholarship have been made by scholars from
the former Soviet Union in the early part of the 20th century,
probably inspired in part by the poet’s pointed criticism of the
aristocratic and land-owning classes of his time. While these Rus-
sian studies on Nizårí have been by far the most substantial, they
too addressed the issues of the poet’s name and faith. Y.E. Bertel’s,
in the introduction to his 1926 edition of Nizårí’s Dastïr-nåma,
gives examples of the various views on his pen-name. He cites
Nizårí’s original name as Na™ím al-Dín b. Jamål al-Dín,18  which is
incorrect since the poet refers to himself in the Kulliyyåt as Sa™d
al-Dín b. Shams al-Dín b. Mu˙ammad.19  On the poet’s religious
outlook, he says that while some verses appear to challenge Sunni
orthodoxy, Nizårí was very cautious in expressing his beliefs so
that his words could be related with equal ease to an Ismaili då™í
or a Sufi pír. Although Bertel’s was convinced that Nizårí was nei-
ther one nor the other, he was unable to prove his point since he
did not have access to the poet’s other works. His judgement was
sharply contradicted by Ivanow who, in his review of the Dastïr-
nåma, dismissed the views of the ‘young editor’ by stating: ‘Only
someone uninformed about Ismaili studies could even consider
that the Dastïr-nåma was not written by a follower of Ismailism.’20

In his bibliographical work on Ismaili literature, Ivanow was to
comment further:

Works of Nizårí are very interesting for the student of Nizårí
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Ismailism because they come from the period from which we
have almost no information. Therefore they well deserve a care-
ful study by a properly equipped person. Unfortunately, so far
they attracted only inexperienced beginners who knew nothing
of Ismailism generally and Nizårí literature in particular.21

Ivanow’s trenchant remarks may also have been directed at the
Central Asian scholar, Chengiz G. Baradin, who offered several
theories, old and new, to account for Nizårí’s name. According to
him, the poet may have acquired the name either from his family,
or his connection with the Ismaili Imam, or it was a pseudonym
given to him by his Kart patrons in Haråt because of his slender
build. He also suggests, on the basis of some verses in Nizårí’s
Kulliyyåt, that there may have been a cousin of Nizårí with the
same name in the Kart court where he enjoyed a high position
with the title of Sa™d Akbar.22  While this is confirmed by Mu˚affå,
we find no other source with a reference to this individual.

 The first major scholarly study of Nizårí Quhiståní and his
writings was undertaken by the Central Asian scholar, Chengiz G.
Baiburdi, whose book on the life and works of Nizårí is a founda-
tion for any work on the poet.23  After elucidating the views of
various authors on Nizårí’s religious beliefs, he concludes that it
would be impossible to deny or overlook the poet’s Ismaili ten-
dencies. He too joined Bertel’s and Ivanow in calling for a
thorough investigation and analysis of Nizårí’s poetry before any
conclusions on this issue could be drawn.24

Another modern scholar to have given attention to Nizårí is
Jan Rypka, the eminent Czech specialist on Persian literature, who
describes him as ‘one of the most remarkable Persian poets of the
13th and 14th centuries.’ Rypka does not dwell on the poet’s name
but alludes to his interpretations of Qur¢anic verses and what he
terms ‘external observances’ which seem to indicate to him that
the poet had definite leanings towards Ismailism.25

It may appear curious that the name and religious convictions
of Nizårí Quhiståní have been the focus of so much discussion
among medieval and modern scholars. But, as we shall note later,
this was a matter of intense speculation even among the poet’s
contemporaries, to which he alludes in these lines:
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Whatever everyone says about me,
it is not about me but about themselves;

Nobody knows who I am,
nobody knows where I am from,

Nobody knows where am I and who I am.26

To some extent, as Ivanow argued, this controversy about
Nizårí’s identity is a result of partial or superficial readings of his
poetical works which did not become fully accessible to scholars
until recent times. But the debate also reflects a genuine confu-
sion on their part arising from the seeming contrariness and
disparity of his poetic compositions. On the one hand, there are
many lyrics in Nizårí’s Díwån which give the impression of a poet
given to the celebration of wine, women and song in the conven-
tional style of Persian court poetry. A number of the poet’s
mathnawís, on the other hand, are characterised by their strong
religious and mystical outlook, expressed through themes and
motifs associated with Sufi poetry in the Sunni tradition. But there
are other mathnawís too where Nizårí’s pro-Shi™i sentiments comes
through in their most pronounced form, such as the Safar-nåma,
regarded as his most explicitly Ismaili poem, and the Munåúara¢i
shab wa rïz which could have been written by a Twelver Shi™i as
much as an Ismaili poet. Another factor that has contributed to
the mystery surrounding Nizårí’s personality is the ambiguity and
equivocality of his poetic style, which makes it very difficult to pin
down his religious allegiance in a specifically denominational
mould. It is possible, nonetheless, to perceive Nizårí’s polymor-
phic writings fall within a clearly discernible pattern, determined
by key events of his life and conditioned to a large extent by his
attempts to survive in the cruel and chaotic world of the Mongol
era.

Nizårí’s Early Life and Education

In addition to the few biographical notices on Nizårí Quhiståní in
Persian sources which are mainly concerned with the question of
his religious persuasion, the only other source of information
about the poet is his own corpus of writings where he makes
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occasional references about himself. By abstracting these bits and
pieces of data and relating them to the political and social con-
text of Nizårí’s time, a broad, fairly credible profile of his life and
poetic career may be constructed.

One of the few things we are more or less certain about Nizårí
is that he was born in 645/1247 in the town of Bírjand in Quhistån,
a fact that is confirmed by Óamd Allåh Mustawfí, in a work fin-
ished in Qazwín in 741/1340, some twenty years after the poet’s
death.27  Prior to the Mongol invasion, Bírjand was a minor com-
mercial centre on the routes linking Níshåpïr to the north, Haråt
to the north-east, Kirmån to the south-west and Sístån to the south-
east; according to Yåqït, it was the most beautiful city of
Quhistån.28  Bírjand was also an important centre of Ismaili popu-
lation at this time, with a large number of their fortresses in the
surrounding area, including the major strongholds of
Mu¢minåbåd, Qå¢in and Tïn.

Rypka reports that Nizårí came of an old but impoverished fam-
ily of the landed aristocracy,29  but his childhood was by no means
poverty-stricken as he admits in this verse recalling his early years:

I had a small good and fresh garden;
I thought that there was no (other) garden to compare.
On its lawn there was a cypress tree, flowers

and a redbud (arghawån) tree.
The slope on the banks of the flowing water
Was high, with mulberries, grapes and fruit,
With quince, plums, apples and pomegranates.
Besides that there was a field and farm
Which was my right by inheritance.
(It consisted of ) a view, balcony and cloistered hallway,

a private room, bathroom and other such places.30

As noted in the previous chapter, when the Mongols advanced
into Persia in the middle of the 7th/13th century, they had al-
ready conquered Transoxania and devastated large parts of
Khuråsån and Sístån. Hülegü, the commander of the invading
force, concentrated his assault initially upon the Ismailis of
Quhistån and Rïdbår in Daylam, seizing their towns and fortresses,
slaughtering their inhabitants and laying waste to their lands.
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Within a few months, a large number of Ismailis lost their lives or
were forced to migrate and the Ismaili Imam, Rukn al-Dín Khur-
shåh, was murdered by the Mongols. Nizårí’s family were among
those Ismailis who survived the invasion, probably because their
estate lay outside the town of Bírjand, but not without losing much
of their land and property in the upheaval. This is alluded to by
Nizårí in the following lines written after his father’s death in which
he also mentions his sibling, a brother about whom we have no
further information.31

I have one brother; I am one, he another;
I say in life he is poor like me,
He does not have any income,
He has no savings, not even one dinår.32

All these events must have left an indelible mark in the mind
of the young Nizårí, who was around six or seven years old when
the first Mongol incursions in Quhistån took place in 651/1253;
but for reasons we can only guess, he makes few references to this
period of his life. What can be gleaned from his writings are a few
scattered details about his upbringing and education, much of
which could only have happened after the waves of Mongol inva-
sions had subsided and some semblance of order and security
had been restored in Quhistån. Nizårí’s father sent him to the
local maktab (school) in Bírjand where he probably also learnt
some Arabic and memorised parts of the Qur¢an. It was appar-
ently at this time that Nizårí’s poetic talents began to be displayed
in an unusual manner, sometimes appearing as fully-formed verses
in his dreams. The persistence of these dreams appears to have
persuaded both father and son to believe that he was destined to
be a famous poet, a premonition that was subsequently confirmed
by a local soothsayer and diviner of dreams:

I remember (my father) telling me when I was young that
I had one question which I put to the learned one:

‘O khwåja, if you know the secret of the dream,
please tell me the answer.

I compose so much poetry during my dreams,
but when I wake up I cannot repeat it.’

The learned teacher said: ‘If you listen to me,
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I will give you some good news, news of pure success.
Your son will become a famous poet in the world.
Pearls will come out of his breast like a bunch of grapes.’
This poetry is not acquired; when I was born

I brought it with me.
This heavy treasure was generated in my ruined body.33

It is evident from Nizårí’s verses that he was especially attached
to his father, Shams al-Dín, a man of wide learning and lover of
poetry, who had the greatest influence on his son’s intellectual
and religious formation. The poet acknowledges this fact and
expresses gratitude to his father in the following words:

O God, grant my father a long and happy life,
Whose generosity has done so much for me.
What is a greater right than following the Prophet’s

family (ahl al-bayt)?
My father convinced me of the proof of Imamate.
If my father had not made me witness this,
What kind of qiyåma would have occurred if I had not

recognised (this) before my death!
Even if I could not fulfil my obligations towards my father,
He fulfilled all the obligations of fatherhood.34

Determined to provide his son with a sound education, Nizårí’s
father later sent him to a local madrasa, but the poet does not
mention the name of this college nor the madhhab to which it
belonged. Since there is no evidence of a prominent madrasa in
Bírjand at this time, it is possible that he attended the one in the
nearby town of Qå¢in.35  We can assume from Nizårí’s recollection
of his experience that it was a Sunni establishment for which the
young man had little affection:

My time was lost in the wind
With a troop of ignorant people,
In whom at no time did I find
A least bit of manliness or humanity:
One group devoid of reason (™aql) and wisdom (khirad),
Another group that lied like foolish folk.
All are enemies of the family of the Chosen (Prophet).
Sometimes they claimed to be Muslims.
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I repented (slapped my wrists) and shouted out:
‘Woe is me, how excellent is repentance!’36

These observations indicate that Nizårí’s early schooling could
not have been the source of his knowledge of the religious and
intellectual sciences which he was later to demonstrate in his works
(on account of which he earned the sobriquet of ̇ akím, ‘the sage’
or ‘the scholar’). It was probably a few years later, under the per-
sonal guidance of his father or through a private tutor, that he
became familiar with the classics of Persian and Arabic literature.37

He became well acquainted with the poetry of Firdawsí (d.411/
1020), ™Umar-i Khayyåm (d. ca. 517/1123) and Niúåmí (d. ca.
600/1203), and his works are scattered with aphorisms of Sufi
saints and poets like Sanå¢í (d. ca. 525/1131) and Faríd al-Dín
™A††år (d. 627/1230). According to Mu˚affå, the poet who had
the greatest influence on Nizårí was Sa™dí (d. 691/1292).38  Bara-
din says that Nizårí also learnt some Turkish during this time,
although he was apparently not fond of that language.39  In addi-
tion to the poets, he took great interest in the various schools of
Islamic law and theology, and studied the works of Muslim phi-
losophers such as al-Fåråbí (d. 339/950) and Ibn Sínå (d. 428/
1037).40  Referring to the diversity of views and interpretations
he encountered in his study of the scholars, he was later to
comment:

One group has taken the way of philosophers,
Another group the madhhab of the Mu™tazila.
All in all, each one has their own madhhab,
They have put a division between each other,
Their deficiencies have resulted in extreme separation,
They have gone beyond what is the due

administration of justice.41

There is little doubt that Nizårí’s extensive knowledge of Is-
maili thought and literature was also acquired in the years before
he reached his maturity. According to Bertel’s, the poet under-
took detailed studies of Ismaili thinkers such as Abï Ya™qïb
al-Sijiståní, Óamíd al-Dín al-Kirmåní and Nå˚ir-i Khusraw as well
as Na˚ír al-Dín al-®ïsí.42  This is quite evident from Nizårí’s verses
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where there are many allusions to the writings of these då™ís, espe-
cially the Persian works of the last two. Nizårí’s father was almost
certainly instrumental in encouraging his son to read the Ismaili
texts, but the young man is more likely to have received a part of
this education from one or more of the Ismaili då™ís who survived
the Mongol debacle. It is possible that a rudimentary form of the
da™wa continued to exist in Quhistån as it did in Rïdbår for sev-
eral years under Mongol rule, and was attempting to rehabilitate
itself through secret teaching and recruitment; in these circum-
stances, the young Nizårí could very well have been initiated into
Ismaili doctrines by the da™wa. Indeed, the poet alludes to this
phase of his education by referring to himself as a mustajíb, that
is, a ‘respondent’ or believer who has heard the ‘call’ of the da™wa:

My teacher is he who teaches the book of love;
In vain they blamed the instructor.
Submit (taslím) to love like Nizårí; do not be

(one of those) who opposes.
Breaking faith with the teacher is not for a mustajíb.43

Nizårí’s Career in Haråt

The poetic career of Nizårí Quhiståní was shaped to a large ex-
tent by the political and economic circumstances of north-eastern
Persia in the second half of the 7th/13th century. There are many
aspects of Nizårí’s life and poetry whose significance become clear
only in relation to the politics of the of the ìl-Khånid government
in Persia, and in particular the struggle between the local rulers
(maliks), the Karts of Khuråsån and the Mihrabånids of Sístån for
political dominance in Quhistån.

From the time of the Arab occupation of Persia, the term
‘Khuråsån’ was applied to a large, ill-defined, Persian-speaking
region stretching from Transoxania in Central Asia, across the
north-western part of present-day Afghanistan, to Quhistån and
Sístån in eastern Persia. Prior to the Mongol irruption, Khuråsån
was one of the most prosperous agricultural regions of Persia. Its
cities of Bukhårå, Samarqand, Níshåpïr, Balkh and Haråt were
among the major commercial and cultural centres of the medieval
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Islamic world. Being the first Persian region to be conquered by
Chingiz Khån and Hülegü, Khuråsån felt the full force of the Mon-
gol onslaught. The ferocity and destruction of these incursions
brought about the social and economic ruin of the entire region,
many parts of which have never recovered to this day the level of
prosperity they had attained earlier. Al-Harawí, citing eyewitness
accounts of these times a century later, relates that there was ‘nei-
ther people, nor corn, nor food, nor clothing’ to be found in
many places, and that the few survivors of the Mongol siege of
Haråt were reduced to eating animal and human corpses.44

Quhistån, in particular, lost its regional importance and was hence-
forth little documented by Persian authors for several centuries.45

After Chingiz Khån’s death in 625/1227, serious rifts appeared
among various members of the ruling Mongol family, especially
regarding the distribution of ulus (appendages) in the conquered
territories. These differences became pronounced under Hülegü’s
descendants, resulting in a division of their empire into a number
of khanates or fiefdoms. The first Mongol state to emerge in Mus-
lim territories was the Chaghatay Khanate in the Syr and Oxus
region of Central Asia. The ìl-Khånids ruled over much of Persia
and Iraq with their capital at Maråghah and later in Tabríz in
Ådharbåyjån, while the ‘Golden Horde’ dominated Russia and
the Volga basin. These states owed their allegiance to the Great
Khans in Mongolia and China, but in the course of time they be-
came rivals of each other. The Mongols generally governed their
territories through local rulers who were granted a yarligh or de-
cree, which allowed them much autonomy in the areas under their
jurisdiction, as long as they acknowledged the authority of the
Mongols and paid tribute to them. In the Persian domains of the
ìl-Khånids, this policy usually favoured their Mongol-Turkish mili-
tary elite, together with the local feudal aristocracy of Persian
landlords who collaborated with them. This coalition became a
powerful ruling class who dominated political and cultural life in
many parts of Persia, and some of them went on to found their
own semi-independent dynasties under the hegemony of the -
Mongols.
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It was in these circumstances that in 643/1245 a local feudal
baron of Afghan origin by the name of Shams al-Dín Kart (643–
676/1245–1277)46  first emerged as the Malik of Haråt. In 649/
1251, he joined forces with Möngke at the height of the latter’s
struggle for power to succeed Chingiz Khån.47  In reward for his
service, the Great Khan granted a yarligh to Shams al-Dín Kart,
with sovereignty over Haråt, Balkh and the country lying between
these areas and the Indian frontier, together with a grant of 60,000
dinars.48  Möngke later extended Shams al-Dín Kart’s authority in
Khuråsån to include Sístån, replacing the local ruler Shams al-
Dín ™Alí b. Mas™ïd of the Mihrabånid dynasty.49  The Kart ruler
then spent the next few decades attempting to secure his power
in Khuråsån and waging war against his rivals, especially the
Mihrabånid Na˚ír al-Dín Mu˙ammad b. Abï Fat˙ Mas™ïd (653–
718/1255–1318), also known as Na˚ír al-Dín Sijiståní, who was a
nephew of Shams al-Dín ™Alí. Although Na˚ír al-Dín latter suc-
ceeded in persuading Hülegü to restore Sístån to his family, the
bitter struggle between the two dynasties continued unabated, with
each side seeking supremacy over the other.

On the whole, Shams al-Dín Kart’s reign was characterised by
his efforts to assert and extend his authority in Khuråsån on the
one hand, and to avoid becoming entangled in the constant in-
ternal quarrels of the ruling Mongols on the other. But this proved
impossible in the conflict between Hülegü’s son and successor,
Abaqa Khån, and Baraq, the ruler of the Chaghatay Khanate, who
had encroached on ìl-Khånid territory.50  Shams al-Dín Kart was
placed in the difficult position of choosing between the two pow-
erful Mongol overlords, neither of whom he could afford to offend.
According to Howorth, Shams al-Dín’s enemies at the court con-
spired against him, making Abaqa suspicious of his loyalties.51  It
was possibly as a result of these political intrigues that Shams al-
Dín met his end in 676/1278 after eating a poisoned watermelon
given to him at court.52  When Abaqa went to Haråt in the follow-
ing year, he appointed Shams al-Dín’s son Rukn al-Dín as the next
malik. Rukn al-Dín (also known as Shams al-Dín II), who was then
in the ìl-Khånid army stationed at Darband in Ådharbåyjån, took
office in Haråt briefly; but in 1282/1865 he retired to Khaysår
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leaving his son ™Alå¢ al-Dín in Haråt. When he too left the city,
Rukn al-Dín was persuaded by Amír Nawrïz, commander-in-chief
of the ìl-Khånid ruler Ghåzån, to concede control to another son,
Fakhr al-Dín, who took over the Kart leadership in 695/1295.

Nizårí Quhiståní arrived in Haråt probably around 669/1270,
when he was in his early twenties, to serve in the administration of
Shams al-Dín Kart. The destitute state to which Nizårí’s family was
reduced after the Mongol conquest is very likely to have been one
of the factors that led him to this move; moreover, the young man’s
education and learning were sufficiently advanced to qualify him
for government service. At the time when Nizårí arrived in Haråt,
the city was being rebuilt, its crafts and industry revived, and it
was once again becoming a centre of culture, attracting poets and
scholars from surrounding areas. This environment presented a
good opportunity to the young Ismaili poet from Quhistån to
advance his education and career. Although the Kart rulers were
Sunni, they were not averse to employing educated Shi™i men in
their administration. Moreover, if Nizårí had a cousin called Sa™d
Akbar with a high position in the Kart court, as suggested by Bara-
din, he might have been helpful to the poet in procuring his
position in government service.

But it is quite possible that had the circumstances of Nizårí’s
life and times been different, he would have preferred to devote
his knowledge and skills in the service of the Ismaili cause. As
noted above, Nizårí had grown up with a strong attachment to
Ismaili Shi™ism and was already recruited into the Ismaili da™wa.
Historically, the Ismaili da™wa was never confined to missionary
activities alone, but also served as an educational institution pro-
viding young and talented Ismailis with the opportunity to study
and attain a high level of intellectual accomplishment. The nor-
mal case for Nizårí would have been to follow the example of his
illustrious forebear from Khuråsån, Nå˚ir-i Khusraw, by develop-
ing his intellectual and poetic skills through the aegis of the Ismaili
da™wa. But this course of action was rendered difficult, if not im-
possible, with the Mongol destruction of Ismaili power in Persia.

According to Baiburdi, Nizårí was initially employed in the serv-
ice of the Mongol military ruler of Quhistån, Toghan (Tuga
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Khån),53  but Baradin maintains that he enlisted in the adminis-
tration of Shams al-Dín Kart while still in his youth. He mentions
further that Nizårí’s original intention was to go into the army,
but the Shah would not allow it.54  Under ìl-Khånid rule, the mili-
tary establishment was dominated by Turks, whereas the fiscal
administration was commonly composed of local people profi-
cient in the Persian language.55  Nizårí therefore served as a official
in the díwån-i istifå-i mamålik, the department responsible for tax
collection and financial affairs. Rypka suggests that Nizårí was
recruited by the Shah in two capacities, that of a tax collector
(mu˙a˚˚il) as well as a court poet.56  This may have been the case,
since it was not uncommon in medieval Persia for aspiring poets
to work for local rulers in an administrative capacity while at the
same time eulogising their patrons. On the other hand, as far as
we know, when Nizårí arrived in Haråt he had no literary reputa-
tion to boast of which could have warranted his appointment as
the Shah’s panegyrist. Although there are many qa˚ídas, ghazals
and other shorter poems in Nizårí’s Díwån57  which can be traced
to his Haråt period, it cannot be denied that all his major compo-
sitions, including the mathnawís, were composed after 680/1281
when he ceased to work for the Karts and returned to Bírjand.

Thus, it appears that Nizårí’s initial appointment in Haråt was
that of a bureaucrat in the Kart chancellery and his entry into the
courtly circles of Haråt is likely to have materialised only after
several years of poetic experimentation, during which he perfected
his style and acquired some fame in the city. In common with
many contemporary poets who turned to the local Turkish-Mon-
gol dynasties for patronage, Nizårí must have seen his access to
the Kart court as an ideal opportunity for promoting his poetic
career and material prosperity. Needless to say, the poet could
not have gained entry into the Sunni-dominated court of the Karts
without successfully concealing his Ismaili identity and associat-
ing himself with the luxurious and self-indulgent life-style of the
ruling class in Haråt. Among other things, he was obliged to com-
pose qa˚ídas in praise of his patron, the Malik Shams al-Dín Kart.
Many of Nizårí’s ghazals in celebration of wine, women and song
which are found in his Díwån may have originated during this
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period, but there also others in the collection with a distinctive
mystical outlook, suggesting the poet’s increasing interest in the
spiritual life at the same time.

In the course of his administrative duties, Nizårí was required
to travel frequently in Quhistån, Sístån, Rayy and other parts of
Khuråsån, in the course of which he became acutely aware of the
disastrous effects of the taxation regime imposed by the Mongols
upon the people in rural areas. He reports seeing many deserted
villages and estates abandoned by their inhabitants because of
their inability to meet the demands of the tax-collectors or land-
lords. In a typical event, he describes how a village elder, unable
to pay his tax because of the ruin of his village, received two hun-
dred blows with a stick until he surrendered his wine jars to the
tax collector.58  Nizårí’s testimony has been corroborated by a
number of recent studies on the Persian economy under Mongol
rule. According to Petrushevsky, the fiscal policy of the ìl-Khåns
was ‘a monstrous and self-contradictory combination of methods,’
characterised by the imposition of heavy taxes, arbitrary exactions
and widespread malpractices, including forced labour or confis-
cation of property for those unable to pay.59  These iniquities were
exacerbated by gross abuse of the of the tax-farming system (iq†å™)
which permitted the Turkish military aristocracy, local Persian land-
lords and government officials to demand extortionate rents for
state-owned lands in their possession. The burden of these taxes
and rents fell largely upon the ra™iyyat, the taxable population of
peasants and town-dwellers whose lives, already impoverished by
war and famine, became so intolerable that there was a regular
mass exodus of people fleeing their homes and lands in fear of
the tax-collectors.

From the evidence of Nizårí’s writings, it is clear that he faced
many moments when his moral conscience rebelled against this
harsh and punitive system of fiscal administration, and his own
culpability in sustaining it on behalf of the Karts and their Mon-
gol masters. There can be little doubt that Nizårí’s first-hand
witness to the immense suffering of ordinary people was instru-
mental in the formation of his critical social outlook, which he
was later to express in his poetry, as well his increasing alienation
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from the Kart dynasty. Nizårí’s discontent was aggravated further
by the sharp contrast between the misery of people in the rural
areas and the luxury and frivolity of his own life in Haråt. ‘O God,’
he complains at one point during his travels, ‘how long will You
make me run around the world for subsistence?’60

It was against this growing sense of moral disquiet and self-
disgust that Nizårí undertook his most prolonged journey from
Quhistån to the Caucasus region in the year 679/1280. Although
the poet has recorded his experience of this two-year journey in
his versified Safar-nåma, the precise nature of his activities and
the significance of the events he narrates in this mathnawí are by
no means clear. In Chapter 7 we shall examine Nizårí’s journey in
some detail and seek to understand what the poet was intending
to communicate or to conceal in the Safar-nåma. For the present,
it is sufficient to note that this journey was pivotal in his life, so
much so that either before or just after the journey, he resigned
from his position in Haråt (or was possibly dismissed) and later
retired to his hometown of Bírjand.

Nizårí’s Poetic Career in Bírjand

There is little information on Nizårí’s activities in the ten years
following his return to Bírjand. He would undoubtedly have given
much attention to the writing of the Safar-nåma, while the memo-
ries of his journey to the Caucasus were still fresh in the mind.
The composition of this first major mathnawí of Nizårí may have
been facilitated to some extent by his freedom from the responsi-
bilities of office, wife and children, as he admits in these lines:

Where are we, where the love of children
and the affection of wife?

We are free of children and free of wife.
In affection for the light of the sun, love is a small part;
From place, position, corner and home, we are free.61

However, it appears that not long afterwards, Nizårí married
and eventually had three sons, Nu˚rat, Shåhanshåh and
Mu˙ammad, the last of whom died in infancy:
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God, the giver of religion and justice,
Gave me two of the best sons it is possible to give,
Shåhanshåh and Nu˚rat, with the good fortune of youth,
Both precious and worthy of affection.
There were three, but one of them was by fate

taken from the transient to the everlasting abode.62

Whatever the joys and comforts of Nizårí’s domestic life, his
world was rudely shaken once again by a renewed period of politi-
cal and social turbulence which swept across Quhistån. In 688/
1289, a division of troops led by Tarshír, brother of Toghan, the
commander of Mongol forces in the area, invaded the region and
attacked the town of Níh, driving out its governor. These events
alarmed the Mihrabånid ruler of neighbouring Sístån, the Malik
Na˚ír al-Dín Mu˙ammad, who sent his nephew, Shams al-Dín ™Alí,
more commonly known as ™Alí Shåh or Shåh ™Alí, to repel the
invaders. After recapturing Níh and occupying Khïsf, he set up
his encampment at Bírjand where he declared himself the new
ruler of Quhistån, before proceeding to extend his control to other
towns of the province by 694/1294. In the following years, ™Alí
Shåh was confronted by more incursions, among which the most
serious was led by Amír Bek Tudakan at the head of 10,000 horse-
men. The Mihrabånid prince fell back to Sístån from where, with
the help of reinforcements from his father, he returned once again
to expel the invaders from Quhistån.63

The reign of ™Alí Shåh was much troubled by the expansionist
policy of the grandson of Shams al-Dín Kart, Fakhr al-Dín, who
ruled in Haråt and coveted the territories of Quhistån and Sístån.
In pursuit of this goal, Fakhr al-Dín decided to use the Níkïdarís,
a rebellious force of Mongol-Turks based in the southern part of
Afghanistan, who did not recognise the authority of the ìl-Khåns
and had for many years raided and pillaged across eastern Persia.
The Kart ruler supplied them with clothing and horses to attack
the Mihrabånid forces in Quhistån.64  A few years later, Nawrïz,
the military commander in Khuråsån, sent an expedition of his
own led by his brother Amír Óåjjí, which caused much destruction
in the region before being driven out by the Mihrabånids. In or-
der to consolidate and legitimise his authority in Quhistån, ™Alí
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Shåh maintained good relations with the ìl-Khånid ruler Ghåzån,
who eventually granted him an official yarligh and flag, confirming
his rule in the territory. After ruling for sixteen years, in 706/
1306 ™Alí Shåh was killed in battle and succeeded by his son Tåj
al-Dín.

It was probably in 694/1294, after ™Alí Shåh had set up his
headquarters in Bírjand, that he met Nizårí Quhiståní and was
sufficiently impressed by his poetic skills to recruit him as his court
poet. As in the case of Nizårí’s previous association with the Kart
malik of Haråt, he was motivated in part by his need for regular
income in the chaotic conditions of the time. At the same time,
the breadth of Nizårí’s education, his intimate knowledge of
courtly and administrative matters, together with his antipathy
for the Karts and their policies, must also have commended him
to ™Alí Shåh. Another factor that could have cemented their rela-
tionship was the Mihrabånid’s inclination towards Shi™ism. Nizårí
must have found this the most attractive aspect of ™Alí Shåh’s per-
sonality, since it imposed less inhibitions on his expressions of
Shi™i sentiments in verse. According to Baradin, there was genu-
ine affection between ™Alí Shåh and Nizårí. But in order to retain
™Alí Shåh’s favours, Nizårí was certainly obliged to conceal from
him his own attachment to Ismailism, which was disapproved by
the Twelver Shi™is as much as it was detested by the Sunnis. None-
theless, Nizårí may have harboured the hope of one day secretly
converting the ruler to his own path of Shi™i Islam, somewhat in
the fashion of the Ismaili då™ís of the past, such as Mu˙ammad al-
Nasafí, Abï Óåtim al-Råzí and al-Mu¢ayyad fi’l-Dín al-Shíråzí.

Over the next two years, when ™Alí Shåh was often away to se-
cure his position as ruler of Quhistån, the poet composed several
qa˚ídas in praise of the ruler. But much of his time was taken up
by the composition of his Adab-nåma (Book of Good Manners), a
lengthy moralistic poem in twelve chapters written in anecdotal
style. In this work, completed in 697/1297, Nizårí presents a his-
torical account and social critique of his time, together with advise
on how best to rule a people. Already we can see in this mathnawí
produced under the patronage of ™Alí Shåh, the poet’s expres-
sion of a strong interest in social conditions and good governance.
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Nizårí’s discussion of the deficiencies of government and his cen-
sure of the ruling classes for neglecting the needs of ordinary
people were themes that were to exercise him greatly in the fol-
lowing years. In this verse, for instance, the poet condemns
landlords for hoarding wheat and expresses deep empathy for
their hungry victims:

When will the price of wheat be equal
again to that of clay and soap (ushnån),65

So that the tears of grief can be removed
from the purchase of a wheat-bag?66

My heart is wounded at the thought of no bread,
at that wheat which leaves me destitute.

There is no bread or faith in people’s mouths.
They (the landlords) sell wheat but (the people)

cannot place faith in wheat,
In such times when wheat is hoarded in storage,
(I say) that they are oppressors.
The problem is that without gold, gems and silver,

they will not sell wheat to the poor.
Even if wheat was to rain from the clouds,
They would not allow a single seed to go to the needy.
It is possible to overcome this calamity

and conquer this misfortune
Only by regarding your soul cheaper than wheat…
Even if Nizårí were on his deathbed a hundred times,
Those who are to blame would not offer him any wheat.67

Although Nizårí was skilful in his use of allegory to conceal
some of his views, it seems that he became increasingly more di-
rect and outspoken in his criticism, sometimes accusing the Shah’s
leading courtiers of abusing their power and implicating them, as
wealthy landlords and administrators, of being directly involved
in the corruption and injustices of the time. This attitude could
not but arouse the deepest hostility of the senior officials who
were already envious of the poet’s close relationship with ™Alí Shåh.
Some indication of the intensity of arguments in which the poet
became engaged is conveyed in these lines, which also reflect the
poet’s weariness with such ongoing confrontations:
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O woe to those who cannot distinguish
the jewel from the rubbish, like people born blind!

One of them is without shame and the other ignorant.
How long can I bear the pain of these people?
By challenging and disputing with them,
By confronting these base people,

I become like one without God.68

In addition to the aristocratic and land-owning classes, Nizårí
also directed his criticism at the religious scholars (™ulamå¢), many
of whom were dependent on the ruling aristocracy for their own
survival and prestige. One of the major sources of corruption
under the Mongols was the waqf system of religious endowments,
from which a large number of jurists, theologians and Sufi shaykhs
derived their incomes. The ìl-Khåns retained this practice
inherited from the Saljïqs and continued the tax immunity
traditionally enjoyed by the clergy charged with the upkeep of
endowed property, but under their rule the system degenerated
into a widespread mechanism for the exploitation of land and
peasants.69  In many poems Nizårí accuses the clergy of turning
away from the true principles of faith and of being concerned
only with their own material gain.

This world is being ruined because
of the scholar desiring waqf,

Go Nizårí and clothe yourself only
in clothes of ignorance.

Do not depend on marshland in
these sprouting fields of the world.

What attention can the intellect pay
to the hypocrite’s sermon?

How is it possible for a doctor of the intellect
to give poppy to the insensible?

The corruption and ignobility of the people of virtue
has reached such a point

That it has become necessary to praise
and congratulate scoundrels.

What did they learn from jurisprudence
except hypocrisy?

From knowledge and learning,
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what did they acquire except dispute …?
From the spindle of widows they get fine robes,
From the evening supper of orphans

they get their own means of life.70

In another verse typical of Nizårí’s denunciation of the clergy’s
accumulation of wealth and the sermons by which they exploited
the credulity of the masses, he remarks:

The jurists say useless things
and the religious shaykhs say indecent things.

They are all thieves of stipends (idrår)
and desirous of income (waqf).

Be straightforward and stable,
and give harmonious counselling;

Don’t sometimes put on a bandage
and at other times inflict a wound.71

As was to be expected, Nizårí came under severe attack from
the Sunni ™ulamå¢ who resented his constant outcries against them.
Inevitably, he was accused by the clergy of being a drunkard, an
adherent of Ismailism, and therefore in their view a ‘heretic’.
However, these charges do not seem to have discouraged the poet
in the least, as demonstrated in these lines where he expresses
fearless contempt for his accusers:

It does not worry me if all the mullahs
of the world declared in their edicts

That among the chosen and the common
the drunken Nizårí is worst of them all.

I have no fear of being killed by them,
nor the vexations of burning flesh;

I care not what wounds they inflict on me,
because they are all liars and hypocrites!72

In the verse below, Nizårí argues that if he was judged a heretic
by religious scholars who were themselves dishonourable and cor-
rupt, then there could be no true Muslim in the land!

If I am a non-believer, then who
and where are the Muslims?
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Alas, if this one who fails in his duty (muqa˚˚ir )
is not exaggerating in his judgement.73

There are many aspects of Nizårí’s role in the court of ™Alí Shåh
which remain obscure to us. What cannot be doubted from the
verses cited above is Nizårí’s genuine sense of moral outrage at
the social and economic impoverishment of Quhistån, for which
he held the ruling classes responsible. Nizårí was not the only
poet of his generation to express such criticism, but his views were
probably the most outspoken. Clearly they were the result of an
increasingly bitter political controversy in the Shah’s government,
in the course of which he used all the power and venom of his
pen to attack his enemies inside and outside the court. It is un-
likely that the poet would have been able to engage in this polemic
without the implicit support and protection of ™Alí Shåh who
seemed to have tolerated his radical views for some time. A cru-
cial factor in the Shah’s attitude was probably his Shi™i sympathies
which may have encouraged him to share Nizårí’s opposition to a
powerful, Sunni-dominated aristocracy and ™ulamå¢. It is also pos-
sible that this conflict was part of the larger political struggle
between the Mihrabånid and Kart dynasties for dominance in
Quhistån and that the Shah suspected the loyalty of some of his
courtiers. A clear picture of Nizårí’s role in these events is only
likely to emerge from further studies of the politics of north-east-
ern Persia at the turn of the 7th–8th/13th–14th centuries.

In 696/1296, Nizårí’s fortunes changed drastically for the worse
when he apparently criticised the Shah for having condemned a
friend of his to death. We do not know the offence or crime of
this person, but he was obviously close to the poet and perhaps an
important ally against his enemies at court. The anger of ™Alí Shåh
at Nizårí’s perceived insolence was exacerbated further by public
accusations that the poet was a secret adherent of Ismailism. Thus,
a few years after joining the service of ™Alí Shåh, when the ruler
returned to Bírjand from one of his military campaigns, Nizårí
was charged with treason and summarily dismissed from his posi-
tion. The immediate cause of Nizårí’s downfall may have been a
few ill-chosen words of his which wounded the Mihrabånid prince’s
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pride and self-esteem, but basically it was caused by his criticism
of the ruling classes and suspicions of being an Ismaili.

Nizårí’s Final Years

Nizårí Quhiståní was about fifty years old when he was exiled from
the court of ™Alí Shåh with a small plot of land in Bírjand in com-
pensation for his service. The poet was deeply hurt and
disappointed by the way he was treated, referring to himself as ‘a
slave oppressed, prohibited from the carpet of the great lord,’74

and he resented the difficult conditions under which he was made
to live:

I remained penniless, in need and poor.
Poverty is a punishment and I stayed impoverished …
In this garden which was prepared for me,
There is nothing, neither argument nor arrangement.
All I received in compensation (for my service)

was a dilapidated garden
With one hundred twists and turns.75

In spite of Nizårí’s sense of injustice, he continued to entertain
the hope of regaining the favours of ™Alí Shåh. In 700/1300, he
composed one of his major mathnawís with the title of Munåúara-
i shab wa rïz (The Debate of Night and Day). This poem of about 550
couplets is an allegorical portrayal of a debate between the pow-
ers of night and day, representing the two main branches of Islam,
Sunnism and Shi™ism, in which the latter is vindicated. The
Munåúara appears to have been an attempt by Nizårí to redeem
himself by demonstrating his allegiance to Shi™i Islam and, as such,
supports the view that the poet’s relationship with ™Alí Shåh was
founded on a common religious outlook. According to Baradin,
in this work the poet tried to keep both his Ismaili beliefs and
social criticism well concealed.76  One way he attempted to do this
and ingratiate himself with the ruler was by presenting himself as
a follower of the early Shi™i Imam Ja™far al-Íådiq and associating
the light of the sun with ‘Shams al-Dín,’ the sobriquet of the Shah.
Apparently, the Shah was mollified by the poet’s work and restored
him briefly to favour before dismissing him again.
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In the following year, Nizårí made another attempt to regain
the good opinion of ™Alí Shåh by dedicating to him his next
mathnawí, the Azhar wa mazhar (Revelation and Manifestation). In
this work of about 10,000 lines written in the style of Niúåmí’s
Khusraw wa Shírín and Faríd al-Dín ™A††år’s Khusraw-nåma, Nizårí
depicts the struggle against an Arabian background between
Mazhar, a heroic figure embodying the values of justice and hon-
esty, and the tyrannical Khalíl who represents injustice and
oppression. Baiburdi is correct in observing that in contrast to
Nizårí’s other writings, the Azhar wa mazhar is more overt in its
exposition of Ismaili beliefs, such as the principle of Imamate and
the concepts of úåhir and bå†in, and that it appears to him as ‘the
embodiment of the high ideals of the Ismaili Nizårí.’77  In a sense,
both the Munåúara and the Azhar wa mazhar may be seen as Nizårí’s
recapitulations in allegorical narrative of his own bitter struggles
against his enemies in the court of ™Alí Shåh. Unfortunately for
the poet, neither of these works was well received by the courtiers,
nor did they succeed in appeasing the Shåh.

We have very little information on the last years of Nizårí’s life.
In 706/1306, when he was about sixty, his wife died, and his eld-
est son, Nu˚rat, was released from prison. The exact circumstances
of Nu˚rat’s incarceration are not known to us except that he was
charged with propagating Ismaili beliefs and apparently released
through the intervention of one Óåjjí ™Alå¢ al-Dín Hindï, a repre-
sentative of the ìl-Khånid ruler Öljeytü.78  The last major work of
Nizårí, composed in 710/1310, was the Dastïr-nåma (Book of Rules),
which consists of about 300 couplets on the correct etiquette for
wine-drinking, interspersed with moral advice. His remaining years
were spent mostly on his farm where:

I go to a corner and sit in seclusion like a treasure;
now my duty towards service is just prayer.79

Nizårí Quhiståní passed away in 720/1320 and was buried in
the east cemetery of Bírjand, besides his wife and son Mu˙ammad
who had died in youth. Daftary reports that Nizårí’s grave was
demolished in 1925 when the cemetery was transformed into a
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park, but that since then a new mausoleum has been erected in
memory of this poet of Bírjand.80

In this chapter, an attempt has been made to reconstruct the
main events of Nizårí’s life on the basis of the limited information
available in the sources and his writings, within the socio-histori-
cal context of his time. It does not in any way represent an
exploration of his poetry which is substantial, multifaceted and of
a high literary quality, deserving a separate study of its own. Quite
apart from their versatility and diversity, the works of Nizårí are of
interest too for the anecdotal information they provide about so-
cial and economic conditions in Khuråsån and Quhistån under
Mongol rule. In this respect at least, Nizårí stands out among the
Persian poets of his generation for the uncompromising honesty
and courage with which he denounced the corruption and injus-
tices of his time, and for championing the cause of those people
who suffered most from these conditions.
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Chapter 6

Ismailism, Sufism and Nizårí
Quhiståní

We have observed that the question of Nizårí Quhiståní’s religious
identity is no longer a matter of scholarly dispute as it is now ac-
cepted that the poet was indeed an Ismaili. The earlier debates
about his religious identity appear to have arisen largely because
much of Nizårí’s writings is characterised by a spiritual tempera-
ment and vocabulary that has come to be associated with Persian
Sufism. Nizårí’s relationship with Sufism is one aspect of his po-
etry which, in spite of the confirmation of his Ismaili allegiance,
continues to remain a matter of much curiosity and obscurity. In
recent years, however, there has been significant new research on
Persian religious and cultural history during the Mongol period,
on the basis of which it may be possible for us to re-evaluate Nizårí’s
connections with Sufism with a greater degree of clarity.

Persian Religion and Culture under the Mongols

When the Mongols conquered Persia, they brought with them
their religious beliefs and practices, consisting of a mixture of
Shamanism and Buddhism, together with their legal code, the
Yasa. Although Hülegü, the founder of the Mongol ìl-Khånid dy-
nasty, and his immediate successors retained Buddhism as the
official creed of their courts, they were not interested in converting
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the Muslims to their beliefs, since the Mongol incursions were
from the beginning driven by economic and military considera-
tions. Unlike their Saljïq predecessors who had sought to impose
a standardised Ash™arí-Shåf™í™í form of Sunnism on the populace,
the ìl-Khånids were not inclined to support the Sunnis against
the Shi™is or to favour one Sunni madhhab over others. Although
at the time of the Mongol conquest of Persia, the Ismailis were
subjected to wholesale persecution, this policy was dictated mainly
by political factors, based on their perception of the Ismailis as a
continuing military threat to their rule. With this exception, the
Mongol rulers were largely indifferent to the religious beliefs of
their subjects, a policy which amounted to religious tolerance or
freedom of worship. The ìl-Khånid capital of Tabríz in Ådharbåyjån
was frequented by representatives of major faiths – Muslim, Chris-
tian, Jewish and Buddhist – and in the course of time there
emerged powerful religious factions who vied for the Khån’s sup-
port, until 694/1295 when Ghåzån took the throne, became a
Muslim and re-established Islam as the official religion of Persia.1

A major and far-reaching consequence of the Mongol policy of
religious diversity was the gradual erosion of some of the tensions
that had previously divided various religions and sects under the
Saljïqs. Besides strengthening the indigenous non-Muslim com-
munities, it resulted in a marked reduction in the traditional
animosity between the Sunnis, Shi™is and Sufis. Although the Sun-
nis remained the majority in Persia and continued to dominate
its major urban centres for several more centuries, there was a
gradual resurgence of Twelver Shi™ism which was allowed, for the
first time, to organise and express itself openly without the fear of
persecution. An important outcome of this development was the
tendency of Sunni and Twelver Shi™i scholars to share a common
framework of religious piety based on the sharí™a and a tolerance
of each other’s ideas and practices. At the same time, there is
evidence of a general movement away from Sunnism to Shi™ism
during the Mongol period. According to Bausani, these people
sought refuge in Shi™ism ‘because they were disgusted with the
squabbles among the different Sunni schools, and especially as
regards Iran, between the Shafi’ites and the Hanafites.’2
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The revival of Twelver Shi™ism in the 7th/13th century can be
perceived as a direct consequence of the destruction by the Mon-
gols of its two main rivals, the Sunni caliphate of Baghdad and
the Ismaili state of Alamït. It is interesting that the foremost Shi™i
theologian of this time, Na˚ír al-Dín al-®usí, who switched his loy-
alties from the Ismailis to the Mongols after the fall of Alamït in
654/1256 was also present at the sack of Baghdad as senior ad-
viser to Hülegü. Beginning with al-®usí, the Twelver Shi™is
exercised much influence in the Mongol court, as did other men
of religion. The ìl-Khånid ruler Ghåzån (694–703/1295–1304),
who converted from Christianity to Buddhism before embracing
Islam, developed much reverence for the Shi™i Imams and was a
benefactor of the major Shi™i sanctuaries of Iraq. His brother and
successor Öljeytü (703–716/1304–1316) experimented with both
Óanafí and Shåfi™í Sunnism before going over to Twelver Shi™ism.
The growth of Shi™ism was a gradual process and it was not until
the 10th/16th century that it became the dominant faith of Per-
sia under the Íafawid dynasty.

A concurrent but much more pronounced feature of Persian
society was the transformation of Sufism into a mass popular move-
ment. Sufism began to exercise strong influence in the Muslim
world well before the advent of the Mongols, and by the 6th/
12th century it was already a well-established feature of Persian
intellectual and religious life. The trend towards mysticism was
further accelerated under the ìl-Khåns, encouraged in part by
their greater tolerance of Sufism, but also as a psychological re-
sponse of the people to the immense human suffering caused by
the Mongol conquerors.3  In fact, for the next three centuries Su-
fism came to dominate the religious and cultural life of all
communities and classes in Persia. The Sufi movement of this era
was characterised by the establishment of spiritual orders (†aríqas),
headed by shaykhs or pírs who usually resided in khånaqåhs and
presided over regular sessions of dhikr (remembrance of God),
often with devotional singing and music (samå™). The multiplica-
tion of khånaqåhs throughout Persia attracted large numbers of
people; they became centres of social integration, offering hospi-
tality to wandering Sufis, refuge for the homeless and the outcast,
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as well as room and board for ordinary travellers. Unlike the tra-
ditional mosques, which continued to be controlled by the ™ulamå¢
and received support from the state, the khånaqåhs were private
from the beginning, depending on the endowments (waqf) of gen-
erous patrons. It seems that for many Persian Muslims, the
khånaqåh came to supplant the mosque as the main centre of their
religious devotions, just as the interiorised, ecstatic religion of the
Sufis became more important than the legalistic sharí™a-based pi-
ety of the ‘ulamå¢.4

The social and cultural impact of Sufism was not confined to
the religious domain, for its influence permeated every aspect of
Persian culture, including its language and literature. The Per-
sian language in its modernised form first arose in Transoxania
and Khuråsån, especially under the patronage of the Såmånid
rulers in the 3rd/9th century. But it was under the liberating vi-
sion of Islamic mysticism that the creative imagination of the
Persian soul began to bloom, resulting in an enormous output of
poetry in a variety of traditional and new verse-forms – especially
the quatrain (rubå™í), the love-lyric (ghazal), the panegyric ode
(qa˚ída) and the epic poem (mathnawí). The transformation of
Persian poetry into a distinctive Sufi mould appears to have be-
gun from the 5th/11th century, with poets such Abï Sa™íd b.
Abi’l-Khayr.5  As more and more poets became attracted to the
mystical life, there was an increasing flow of Sufi vocabulary into
the new Persian language. An important aspect of Sufi poetry was
its dependence on metaphoric and symbolic allusions to disguise
the poet’s real intentions or conceal his esoteric message. To this
end, the Sufi poets developed a complex system of themes and
motifs, often associated with human love and wine-drinking, ap-
propriated from the courtly and folk traditions of Khuråsån and
Arabic poetic literature.6  By the time of the Mongol invasions,
Sufi ideas and imagery had already come to infuse all of Persian
literature, to the point that even the more secular-minded poets
were obliged to use the same mystical idiom. Thus arose one of
the world’s finest traditions of mystical poetry which is best exem-
plified in the works of Faríd al-Dín ™A††år, Jalål al-Dín Rïmí and
Óåfiú. The popular appeal of their verses was an integral part of
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the process leading to the pre-eminent position of Sufism in me-
dieval Persian culture.

A number of explanations have been offered for the spectacu-
lar rise of Sufism in this age, such as al-Ghazålí’s accommodation
of Sufism with Sunnism; the capacity of Sufis for transcending
sectarian differences by accommodating a variety of beliefs and
practices; the opportunities they offered for the expression of spir-
itual development, etc. A number of scholars have noted a striking
similarity between the doctrinal formulations of Sufism and
Shi™ism, such as the ideas of walåya (sainthood), bå†in (esoteric
knowledge) and ta¢wíl (allegorical interpretation); the silsila (chain
of spiritual transmission) from the Prophet and the elevation of
the nïr Mu˙ammadí (light of the Prophet Mu˙ammad) to a meta-
physical principle; the organisation of Sufi orders around the
murshid-muríd (master-disciple) relationship and a hierarchical
progression of instruction – all these characteristic expressions of
Sufism are known to have developed in Shi™ism well in advance of
the emergence of organised Sufism.

There is also a growing recognition in modern scholarship of
the seminal contributions of early Shi™i Islam to the development
of Sufism, but no in-depth, comparative analysis of this relation-
ship has been undertaken to date.7  One way of examining this
phenomenon is in the context of an Islamic esoteric tradition,
that is, as a distinctive gnostic and mystical vision of Islam that
arose as an alternative to the dogmatic and legalistic interpreta-
tion of the faith that gained prominence under the Abbasids and
the Saljïqs. This development was a complex phenomenon which
took many forms – philosophical, spiritual and poetic – in Mus-
lim societies. While the roots of Islamic esotericism are to be found
in the Qur¢anic revelation, its principles first appeared in Shi™i
Islam and were elaborated most distinctly among the early Ismai-
lis.8  However, it was under the aegis of organised Sufism that the
spiritual vision of Islam later acquired mass popular appeal and a
certain degree of legitimacy in Sunni and Shi™i Islam.
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Shi™ism and Sufism under the Mongols

A notable outcome of the Mongol policy of tolerating different
religions was a closer interaction between Shi™ism and Sufism
throughout the Persian-speaking world. This trend was expressed
by the Sufis in many ways, but most specifically through their in-
creased reverence and devotion for the first Shi™i Imam ™Alí b.
Abí ®ålib. The Sufis have always held ™Alí with high regard as the
fount of esoteric wisdom, but it was during the Mongol era that
they began to formulate systematic chains of initiatory transmis-
sion (silsila) going back to ™Alí and Mu˙ammad. On this
development in Persian Sufism, Marshall Hodgson has observed:

Many Íïfís seem to have welcomed some of the conceptions that
had been developed on the esoteric side of ™Alid loyalism, and
most specially the notion that ™Alí had received secret teachings
from Mu˙ammad for which most of the first Muslims were not
qualified; but the Íïfís identified those secret teachings with their
own traditions. In this way they provided a Jamå™í-Sunní context
for some elements of ™Alid-loyalist esotericism … and at the same
time provided a means of explaining how their own teachings
could be traced back to the Prophet.9

Among the earliest Sufi †aríqas to exhibit strong Shi™i tenden-
cies was the Central Asian order of Kubråwiyya, founded by Najm
al-Dín Kubrå of Khwårazm (killed by the Mongols in 618/1221),
who was a Shåfi™í-Sunni with Shi™i sympathies. Under his succes-
sors, Majd al-Dín Baghdådí (d.616/1219) and Rukn al-Dín ™Alå¢
al-Dawla al-Simnåní (d.736/1336), the Kubråwiyya became even
more Shi™i in their devotions and pietism. Other Sufi orders which
became progressively permeated with Shi™ism were the
Dhahabiyya, Nïrbakhshiyya and Ni™matullåhiyya in Persia, as well
as the Khalwatiyya and Bektåshiyya of Anatolia.10  A similar proc-
ess of ‘Shi™itisation’ was evident among the chivalric orders of the
futïwwa and jawånmardí, which had a large following in urban
areas among merchants, craftsmen and guilds.11  There was a fur-
ther advance of Shi™ism under the post-Mongol era of the Tímïrids
with the emergence of Sufi-Shi™i movements of political and so-
cial reform such as the Shaykhiyya who, in the mid–8th/14th
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century, joined forces with the Sarbadårids to create a mini-Shi™i
state at Sabzavår in western Khuråsån. The most powerful of these
Sufi-Shi™i orders to emerge was the Íafawiyya, who originated in
Ådharbåyjån as a Sunni †aríqa but later became transformed into
a militant Shi™i movement. It was largely due to the strong ™Alid
loyalism and messianism of their supporters that the Íafawids were
able to conquer Persia from the Tímurids. However, in their zeal
to impose Shi™ism on the entire country, the Íafawids endeavoured
to wipe out almost all forms of organised Sufism which had flour-
ished in Persia for several centuries.

It is important to note that the growing alliance between Suf-
ism and Shi™ism that gathered pace from the 7th/13th centuries
was a reciprocal process whereby Shi™ism too assimilated many
aspects of Sufi theory and practice. The interpenetration of Shi™i
and Sufi ideas was not confined to the Persians but extended into
the Arab world, a phenomenon that was quite apparent to the
well-known 8th/14th century historian Ibn Khaldïn who observed
that ‘each group came to be imbued with the dogmas of the other.
Their theories and beliefs merged and were assimilated.’12  The
integration of Sufi theory into Shi™i theology was spearheaded by
a number of eminent theologians led by Na˚ír al-Dín al-®ïsí (d.
672/1274), Íadr al-Dín Ibråhím (d. 722/1322), ™Allåma-i Óillí
(d. 726/1326) and Óaydar Åmulí (d. after 787/1385). The intel-
lectual efforts of these scholars prepared the ground for the
flowering in the Íafawid period of the rich tradition of Shi™i gnos-
tic philosophy (™irfån) expounded by a number of outstanding
mystics and theosophers such as Mír Dåmåd (d.1040/1630) and
Mullå Íadrå (d.1050/1640).13

The rapprochement of Shi™ism and Sufism was actually prefig-
ured more than a century earlier by the Nizårí Ismailis of Alamït
who were probably the first Shi™i community in Persia to express
their doctrines in a distinctively Sufi idiom. This movement may
have been encouraged, in part, by the substitution of Persian for
Arabic as the principal language of the Ismaili religious litera-
ture, beginning from the 4th/10th century with the Fatimid då™í
of Khuråsån, Nå˚ir-i Khusraw, who composed all his philosophical
and poetic works in Persian,14  and subsequently followed by
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Óasan-i Íabbå˙, the founder of the Ismaili state of Alamït. This
process appears to have accelerated further with the reassertion
of the esoteric and spiritual ideals of Ismailism by the Imam Óasan
™Alå Dhikhrih’l-Salåm through his declaration of the qiyåma in
559/1164.

Although the Ismailis held fast to their central doctrine of the
Imamate and continued to interpret their doctrines in terms of
classical Shi™i Islam, the literature they produced in the last dec-
ades of the Alamït state became increasingly exposed to Sufi
vocabulary and categories of thought. This is clearly evident in
the Ismaili works of Na˚ír al-Dín al-®ïsí which were composed
during his long association with the community. Al-®ïsí’s use of
the terms associated with Sufism, such as ̇ aqíqa (truth) and ma™rifa
(gnosis), are always adapted to the Ismaili understanding of the
spiritual path and subsumed under the doctrines of imåma and
qiyåma.15  Furthermore, it would be incorrect to state that the Is-
mailis appropriated these terms from the Sufis, since their spiritual
significance was first articulated by the Shi™i Imam Ja™far al-Íådiq
in the 2nd/8th century and they occur frequently in Ismaili lit-
erature of the Fatimid period.

At the same time, there was an opposite, more diffused, move-
ment of some Ismaili ideas entering into Persian Sufism, as is
evident, for instance, in the works of the mystical philosopher
™Ayn al-Qu{åt al-Hamadåní, who was executed in 525/1131 by
the Saljïqs for Ismaili sympathies among other things,16  and one
of the classics of Persian Sufism, the Gulshan-i råz (Rose-garden of
Mystery) by Ma˙mïd Shabistarí (d. after 740/1339) who was a
contemporary of Nizårí Quhiståní and on whose work an Ismaili
author later wrote a valuable commentary.17  There is also a close
similarity of thought to be found between Ismaili doctrines and
the poetry of Sufi luminaries such as Jalål al-Dín Rïmí and Faríd
al-Dín ™A††år. In fact, Ivanow was so struck by this parallelism that
he commented:

The reason why such [Ismaili] influences can be traced in Sufic
literature cannot be explained by the fact of universality and in-
definiteness of Sufic doctrine, which would find room for almost
every spiritual movement in Islam. … It seems that even if there
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were real cases of ‘leaking’ of Ismaili ideas into general Persian
literature, these were few, and there was no need for ‘direct con-
tact’ for producing the impression of a very close affinity between
the two doctrines. The causes of such connection lie most prob-
ably much deeper than this, especially as far as Persia is
concerned.18

Henry Corbin reached the same conclusion regarding the pen-
etration of Ismaili ideas in Sufi thought and literature:

[The effect of Ismailism] on Sufism and Iranian spirituality in
general presupposes some fundamental affinities which throw
new light on the problem of the meaning and even the origins of
Sufism. … One hesitates at times in deciding whether a text is
written by a Sufi steeped in Ismailism, or by an Ismaili steeped in
Sufism.19

It is for the reason of this spiritual affinity that the Ismailis of
Persia and Central Asia have regarded the foremost Sufi poets of
their lands (Sanå¢í, Rïmí, ™A††år, Shabistarí, Óåfiú, Qåsim al-Anwår,
™Azíz al-Dín Nasafí and others) as their co-religionists, whose verses
continue to be recited in their religious devotions to this day.20

The same phenomenon of Ismaili ideas percolating into Sufism
is observable in the popular, rural-based darwísh movements that
began to emerge in the frontier regions of Persia and Anatolia
from the 8th/14th century, such as the Ahl-i Óaqq, Óurïfis and
Nuq†awís, whose literature exhibits a remarkable infusion of Shi™i
and specifically Ismaili ideas.21

The relations between Ismailism and Sufism appears to have
become even more intensified during the 10th/16th century
when, under the pro-Shi™i government of the Íafawids, the Ismaili
Imams re-emerged in Persia with their residence in Anjudån.22

While they adopted Sufi names, appeared in public as Sufi shay-
khs or pírs, and developed close relations with the leadership of
the Ni™matullåhí order through marriage ties, there is no firm
evidence that they established formal affiliations with Sufi †aríqas.23

On the contrary, they were careful to preserve their authority as
Ismaili Imams among their followers and supervised a significant
expansion of the Nizårí da™wa in Persia, India and the Badakhshån
region of Central Asia. The restoration of communication between
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the Ismaili Imams and their followers also inspired a revival of
Ismaili literature in Persian which was strongly coloured by Sufi
ideas and constructions (as illustrated in the works of the då™ís
Abï Is˙åq Quhiståní, Khayrkhwåh-i Haråtí and Khåkí Khuråsåní);
the same is a notable feature of the devotional and mystical po-
etry of Nizårí Ismailis in the Indian subcontinent.24

Nizårí’s relations with Sufism

The foregoing discussion of the far-reaching changes in the intel-
lectual and spiritual fabric of Persian Islam in the 6th–7th/
12th–13th centuries is pertinent not only for locating the poetic
career of Nizårí Quhiståní in the historical and cultural context
of his time, but also for the key it provides for unlocking certain
aspects of his writings, especially its ambiguous admixture of Is-
mailism and Sufism. Although the poet’s Ismaili affiliation is now
an established fact, it would be a mistake to regard his writings
exclusively through the prism of Ismaili ideas, because he was very
much a product of his age, and his poetry documents many of the
social, cultural and political currents of his time.

It is apparent from even a cursory examination of Nizårí’s writ-
ings that they are couched predominantly in the metaphoric
language of Sufi mystical poetry. Throughout his works, Nizårí
deploys the full repertory of Sufi themes, motifs and symbolism,
including the interlacing imagery of lover and beloved, separa-
tion and union, wine-drinking and spiritual ecstasy, etc. In this
respect, Nizårí Quhiståní has the singular status of being the first
Ismaili writer to depart radically from the poetic styles and con-
ventions of the earlier Ismaili literary tradition of the Fatimid
period, as typified in the devotional verses of al-Mu¢ayyad fi’l-Dín
al-Shíråzí in Arabic and Nå˚ir-i Khusraw in Persian. This contrast
is equally apparent when Nizårí’s poems are compared with the
verses of his immediate Ismaili predecessors of the Alamït pe-
riod, the poets Ra¢is Óasan and Óasan Ma˙mïd who lived in the
early decades of the 7th/13th century just prior to the Mongol
conquest.25
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The extensive scope of Nizårí’s Sufi discourse and the dexterity
with which he employs its idiom suggests that his acquaintance
with Sufism was not merely literary, acquired through his education
in Bírjand and Haråt. There can be little doubt that the poet’s
intimate knowledge of Sufi doctrines and practices could only have
been acquired through previous association with Sufi †aríqas in
his homeland of Khuråsån. Since the early centuries of Islam,
Khuråsån has been one of the cradles of Sufism, being associated
generally with the so-called school of ‘intoxication’ (sukr), in con-
trast to the Iraqi school of ‘sobriety’ (sa˙w), as well as the
Malåmatiyya tradition of eclectic mysticism.26  This province has
been the birthplace of many renowned mystics, including Ibråhím
b. Adham, Båyazíd Bis†åmí, Óakím al-Tirmidhí, ™Abï Sa™íd b. Abi’l-
Khayr, ™Abd Allåh An˚årí, ™Abd al-Qådir Gílåní, Faríd al-Dín ™A††år
and Jalål al-Dín Rïmí. The institutionalisation of Sufism with its
†aríqas, khånaqåhs and samå™ ceremonies first began to take shape
in Khuråsån before spreading to other parts of Persia. It was among
the Sufis of Khuråsån too that there arose a new kind of mystical
poetry combining the profane with the sacred, which came to
dominate Persian literature. Since Khuråsån retained its pre-
eminent position in Persian Sufism during the Mongol period, it
is likely that, in common with many of his Sunni and Shi™i con-
temporaries, Nizårí may have had close contact with one of the
region’s Sufi †aríqas, such as the Khalwatiyya or the Suhrawardiyya
who were especially active in and around the city of Haråt during
his time.

Whatever may have been the sources of Nizårí’s deep familiarity
with Sufi theory and practice, this aspect of his poetry has pre-
sented scholars of both Persian literature and Ismaili studies with
much difficulty in demarcating the poet’s Sufism from his
Ismailism. It will be worthwhile, therefore, at this point to review
briefly how Nizårí defines his own position vis-à-vis the Sufis and
other religious communities among whom he lived. It will be
convenient further to use as our point of reference the poet’s
allusions to the fundamental issue of the Imamate or, to be more
precise, the concept of spiritual authority (walåya), about which
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there is a divergence of views in Islam between Sunnism, Twelver
Shi™ism and Sufism.

There is no single equivalent in English of the Arabic term
walåya, which conveys a variety of meanings such as friendship,
protection, authority and power, and is applicable generally to
the initiatory functions of a spiritual guide.27  This significance of
the term was first formulated in Shi™i Islam, where it is used exclu-
sively for the Imams descended from the Prophet’s family (ahl
al-bayt); subsequently it was adopted by the Sufis to denote the
authority of their spiritual masters. In Ismaili theology, the princi-
ple of walåya is regarded as the first pillar of faith.28  There are
many verses in Nizårí’s works which clearly attest to his adherence
to this Shi™i doctrine, which the poet espoused openly without
concealing it from his patrons in Haråt or Bírjand. In contradis-
tinction to the Sunni view that the leadership of the Muslims after
the Prophet passed to the caliphs chosen by the community, Nizårí
asserts his unequivocal adherence to the Shi™i belief that the Proph-
et’s temporal and spiritual authority was inherited by his progeny
and that it is only by allegiance to these Imams that salvation is
possible for the faithful.

If you follow the Book of God
and the progeny of Mu˙ammad,

You will be saved, otherwise you will
be drowned in a whirlpool.29

The principle of direct hereditary descent of the Shi™i Imams
from the Prophet is championed by Nizårí in many verses, often
with the support of the Qur¢anic verse 3:33–34: ‘Allåh did choose
Adam and Noah, the family of Abraham, and the family of ™Imrån
above all people – offspring, one of the other, and Allåh knows
and hears all things.’

We search for a union with the family
of the Chosen (Prophet Mu˙ammad).

We search for the truth (˙aqq) of son after son.
We are totally obedient to his ‘offspring, one of the other.’
There is no other thing we can add to this but itself.
We endeavour (in our faith) so that we do not

turn out to be faithless.30
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It will be recalled that during his two-year service at the court
of the Mihrabånid prince ™Alí Shåh in Bírjand, Nizårí became
embroiled in a bitter dispute with leading courtiers and ™ulamå¢
whom he held responsible for the oppressive conditions of the
poor in Quhistån. These arguments were possibly part of a larger
struggle for ascendancy between the Shi™i and Sunni factions in
the court of ™Alí Shåh, a Sunni with definite Shi™i sympathies. This
accounts for Nizårí’s polemical arguments with Sunni theologians
and jurists, on which a few verses were cited in the previous chapter.
In the following lines, the poet criticises the ™ulamå¢ for accepting
qiyås (analogical reasoning) and ra¢y (subjective opinion) as a basis
for interpreting the faith. For him this is tantamount to idolatry
since it subordinates the divine message to the vagaries of human
opinion; he defends the standard Shi™i precept that true knowledge
of God can only be derived from His true representative on earth:

Don’t be a follower of your own opinion
and analogical reasoning,

Prevent yourself from idolatry.
Recognise Him (God) through him (the Imam) who is peace;
His Face is only (found) through the face

of another (the Imam).31

In addition to defending the Shi™i principle of Imamate, Nizårí
clearly expresses in the following verse his distinctively Ismaili
perspective that the Imam must always be physically present in
the world at any given time as a permanent vehicle of divine grace
to humanity. In doing so, he also makes a sharp distinction be-
tween the Shi™i understanding of the Imamate as a unique status
on the one hand, and the more general application of the term
‘imam’ in Sunni Islam for a prayer-leader or religious scholar.

Whenever you see anyone stand before you
wearing a turban, you stand behind him,

As if he your imam – not for a moment
is the world without the Imam of the time!32

Do not be annoyed if you find this
offensive –what else can I do?

It is based on the Prophet’s designation (na˚˚)
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(of ™Alí as his successor).

If you do not know the Imam of the time
with certitude, then know for sure that

Your wife, your wealth and even the head
upon your shoulders are unlawful to you.33

I will sell your imam for the sweetmeats
of drunkards who have drained their cups,

Because the turban that sits on his head
is worth only a pledge of wine and goblet.34

The same notion of the ‘Imam of the time’ (imåm-al-waqt) as
the source of human salvation, who succeeds his predecessor in
hereditary descent and is thus accessible to human beings in every
generation, is underscored by the poet in another verse:

Salvation is to be found in the Imam of the time.
I found the essence of faith in obedience to

the command of his representative.
I have given up everything except that contained in

the (Qur¢anic verse) ‘offspring, one of the other.’
Ever since I found the Imamate

permanently in human form …
I have known no other guide than

the living, everlasting Imam,
For in his command (amr) I have found

peace in both the worlds.35

One of the arguments often put forward by Ismaili authors on
the necessity of a living Imam is the human need for divine guid-
ance in every age according to the changing needs and
circumstances of people. Nizårí echoes this view in the following
lines:

My lover appears always in different forms,
Because for each period there comes a new guidance (˙ukm);
‘One after the other,’ there follows another qå¢im

Abï Turåb (Imam ™Alí);
The permanent connection (with him)

can never be broken.36
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For the opponents of Nizårí, his assertion of a continuing line
of Imams was probably sufficient evidence of his connection with
the Ismailis rather than the Twelver Shi™is whose twelfth Imam
disappeared in 260/873–4. It is precisely on the basis of Nizårí’s
insistence on this principle that we can also infer that, while he
was intensely interested in Sufi mysticism and had close connec-
tions with Sufi †aríqas in Khuråsån, he always retained his core
Ismaili beliefs. The poet clarifies this issue in the verse below by
pointing out that whereas there are many Sufi shaykhs and pírs
among whom the individual may choose his spiritual master, the
Ismaili Imam is unique in the world, for he is not subject to choice
or election by his followers, but inherits his position exclusively
by means of the na˚˚ (designation) of his predecessor:

The Sufis agree with us (on the necessity of a guide),
but we have an alternative view.

We believe in the na˚˚ of the Imam,
but they believe in their own choice.

I don’t have to share more of this secret (with you).
Fortunate indeed is the one who obtains

certainty from my warning.
Listen to the warnings of Nizårí

so that you may be in security.
Seek (the Imam’s) teachings (ta™lím)

and submit (taslím) to (him) bravely.37

Nizårí makes a further, more crucial, distinction between the
Sufi shaykh and the Ismaili Imam by asserting the Shi™i belief that
every Imam is a bearer of the Light (nïr) of God, and that it is
only by virtue of this Divine Light that God can be recognised and
salvation attained:

It is well that you should follow the Imamate
For the Light of God is in his pure heart.
Through that Light you will be freed from darkness.
Follow that Light and may peace be with you.38

In addition to the verses cited above where Nizårí expounds
his Shi™i and Ismaili views on the Imamate, there are many others
where he refers to the Ismaili principles of úåhir and bå†in, ta™lím,
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ta¢wíl, etc., articulated earlier by Fatimid thinkers, as well as the
notions of qå¢im and qiyåma associated particularly with the Nizårí
Ismailism of Alamït.39  The significant point to note here is that
the allusions which Nizårí makes to Ismaili principles and ideas
are often expressed through the vocabulary of Sufi mysticism. This
is well as illustrated in the following poem about Alexander’s vain
search for the fountain of life, in which the figure of Khi{r, the
travelling companion and guide of Moses mentioned in the Qur¢an
(28:60–82) stands for the Ismaili Imam.

When Alexander became renowned for his pomp and naivete,
he went to the east while his object was hidden in the west.

The fountain of the water of life did not come close to him,
because he was in the stage of ignorance and darkness.

His Aristotle was unaware of the secret of that fountain,
and its symbol was hidden from the precepts of the Greek.

Had it been so easy to reach that famous fountainhead,
Moses would not have returned from Khi{r in bewilderment.

Think of yourself as Alexander: what is that you seek?
Tell me, what do you mean by this water and that fountain?

What do you know of the fountain except that it has a name?
And what is Khi{r to you except for an imaginary being? 40

The few verses cited above are sufficient to demonstrate con-
clusively not only the fact of Nizårí Quhiståní’s adherence to
Ismailism, but also his disagreement with the Sufis on the ques-
tion of the spiritual guide. The poet rejects the notion that the
Ismaili Imam can be compared or equated with the Sufi masters.
He upholds the argument often presented by Ismaili thinkers and
most forcefully by Óasan-i Íabbå˙ in his doctrine of ta™lím, that
among all the different interpreters of faith with their divergent
views, there has to be one authoritative teacher, a supreme pre-
ceptor who can only be recognised by his own assertion of the
truth. This person, according to the poet, is none other than the
‘Imam of the time’ whose knowledge and authority is based not
on election or choice by humans but is derived from divine
appointment. Nizårí defends this principle vigorously throughout
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his works and, as such, it can be regarded as a clear statement of
his position on Ismailism vis-à-vis Sufism.41

Nizårí and the Limits of Taqiyya

Apart from the poetic contribution of Nizårí Quhiståní, there is
little recorded evidence of Ismaili intellectual and cultural activ-
ity in Persia during the Mongol era, a fact that may be accounted
for by the enormous upheaval caused in the community by the
Mongol conquest. In the following decades, however, the Ismaili
da™wa began to reorganise itself and a sizeable community of Is-
mailis continued to exist in Quhistån throughout this period. In
view of the inveterate hostility of the Mongols and the Sunni ™ul-
amå¢ towards the Ismailis, their lives must have been difficult at
the best of times. Anyone suspected of being an Ismaili was liable
to be ostracised as a ‘heretic’ or persecuted as a ‘subversive’. In
these circumstances, according to Daftary, it became necessary
for many Persian Ismailis to adopt Sufi, Twelver Shi™i or Sunni
disguises as a form of taqiyya, the traditional Shi™i practice of con-
cealing one’s belief as a precautionary measure against
persecution.42

The life and poetic career of Nizårí Quhiståní cannot be un-
derstood without taking note of this unremitting climate of
suspicion and fear in which most Ismailis lived, and their con-
comitant need to observe taqiyya in the initial period of Mongol
rule at least. The principal instrument employed by the poet to
promote his ambitions in this hostile environment was to conceal
his Ismaili identity from his Sunni patrons, the maliks Shams al-
Dín Kart of Khuråsån and ™Alí Shåh of Quhistån. Nizårí’s
professional advancement under them would not have been pos-
sible without the poet disassociating himself in public from the
Ismailis. Nonetheless, the poet seems to have encountered seri-
ous problems in adhering to this practice from time to time,
resulting eventually in his dismissal from court under accusations
of being an Ismaili. In view of the centrality of this issue in the life
and career of Nizårí, it will be worthwhile to explore the matter
further in the context of the Ismaili doctrine of taqiyya.
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The Arabic term taqiyya, or its Persian equivalent kitmån, means
‘prudence’, ‘fear’ or ‘protection,’ and refers to the act of cover-
ing, concealment or dissimulation of one’s religious beliefs when
there is a possibility of danger or harm.43  The Qur¢an allows this
practice for those acting under compulsion and in certain cir-
cumstances of everyday life (3:27, 5:3, 6:119, 16:106). For obvious
reasons, this question did not become a major doctrinal issue for
the Sunni Muslims, but it acquired special significance for the
minority Shi™is from an early period of their history.

The requirement of taqiyya is said to have been introduced in
Shi™i Islam by the Imam Mu˙ammad al-Båqir among his followers
and was made into an article of faith by his successor Ja™far al-
Íådiq;43  it was subsequently adopted by both Twelver and Ismaili
Shi™is as a religiously sanctioned means of protection in hostile
environments. Basically, it permitted the Shi™is in times of perse-
cution to conceal their religious beliefs and adopt the outward
observance of the Sunni sharí™a. Among the Ismailis in particular,
this principle of taqiyya was extended to include the obligation of
those initiated in the da™wa to preserve the secrecy of its esoteric
doctrines from unauthorised people, an undertaking that became
an essential part of the vow of allegiance (™ahd or míthåq) admin-
istered to converts.44  The practice of taqiyya also came to be
associated in Ismaili thought with the periods of satr (conceal-
ment) when the faithful were duty-bound to observe it, in contrast
to the periods of kashf or úuhïr (manifestation) when it was no
longer required.

In the light of these doctrinal perspectives, Nizårí Quhiståní’s
attempts to conceal his Ismaili allegiance may be seen as a form
of taqiyya in its original sense of precautionary dissimulation. The
poet’s response in this respect was probably typical of most Per-
sian Ismailis in the post-Alamït period, who are likely to have
resorted to similar acts of dissembling as much out of pragmatic
considerations as out of a sense of religious duty or conviction.
The imperative of taqiyya arose simply out of their desperate need
to survive in a political and religious milieu that was inimical to
their existence as a community; it was a necessary part of their
efforts to reconstruct their lives and adapt to the harsh realities of
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Mongol rule. It is also important to note that this behaviour was
not peculiar to the Ismailis, but expressed by other sections of
society too; there are many cases of prominent poets and Sufis
who were similarly obliged to conceal their beliefs or intentions
from the political and religious authorities of their time for a vari-
ety of reasons.

In any event, Nizårí’s observance of taqiyya appears to have
become increasingly problematic because he chose to make a liv-
ing in the midst of political establishments in Khuråsån that were
dominated by a Mongol-Turkish aristocracy with the support of
the Sunni ™ulamå¢. We do not know for sure what religious identi-
ties Nizårí assumed in order to attain the influential positions he
did under the Karts and the Mihrabånids. Since both the dynas-
ties were favourably inclined towards the Sufis and not averse to
employing Shi™is other than Ismailis, it is likely that in both cases
Nizårí posed as a Twelver Shi™i with a strong inclination towards
Sufism. For an educated man like Nizårí, thoroughly familiar with
the theology of Islamic schools and steeped in Sufi literature, this
form of dissembling would have presented little difficulty. The
common doctrinal basis of Ismaili and Twelver Shi™ism on the one
hand, and the spiritual affinity between Ismailism and Sufism on
the other, would have made it relatively easy for Nizårí to retain
the integrity of his Ismaili allegiance. Nonetheless, the observ-
ance of such practice required the poet to be constantly vigilant
against any overt admission of his Ismaili beliefs or associations,
and it seems that he was fairly successful in maintaining this form
of subterfuge for several years, first in Haråt and then in Bírjand.

Nizårí’s policy of dissimulation may have been relatively easy
to maintain in his early years as a tax administrator in Haråt. The
poems he composed eulogising Shams al-Dín Kart indicate that
the young man thrived in the fame and luxury which came with
his admission to the Shah’s court. But as noted, after a few years
he become disenchanted with the extortionate tax policies of the
Karts and disgusted by his own culpability in maintaining this sys-
tem. The poet could no longer live with the conflicting demands
of his social and moral selves, nor continue his service for a Sunni
dynasty requiring the suppression of his Ismaili beliefs. This
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situation appears to have contributed to the spiritual crisis that
overtook him around 679/1280 when he resigned from his posi-
tion and embarked on his journey to the Transcaucasus.

Likewise, when Nizårí returned from his journey and won the
favours of the Mihrabånid prince ™Alí Shåh in Bírjand, the two of
them seem to have struck up a strong friendship based on their
common ™Alid sympathies and mutual loathing for the Karts. This
shared interest may have been a major factor in encouraging the
poet to challenge the land-owning aristocracy in the Shah’s court.
Whether Nizårí’s outspoken attacks on them was part of a secret
agreement with ™Alí Shåh to rid him of his Sunni opponents it is
impossible to say. Whatever the nature of their relationship, as we
have seen, the Shah was ultimately unable to protect the poet
from charges of being an Ismaili, on account of which he was
summarily dismissed and exiled from the court.

Clearly, one of the central dilemmas of Nizårí’s life and a focal
point of tension in his poetic career was how to ensure his politi-
cal survival while at the same time maintaining his own integrity
as an Ismaili. If Nizårí’s attempts to conceal his Ismaili identity
from his benefactors is perceived as an expression of taqiyya, he
used this policy primarily as an instrument for promoting his per-
sonal career and not necessarily for the purpose of protecting his
life and limb, nor for preserving the sanctity of any esoteric doc-
trines. Nonetheless, there was a decisive turning point in Nizårí’s
life when he cut his links with the Kart dynasty and decided to go
on a journey of his own. By thus renouncing the ideology of the
ruling classes he was also reasserting the principles of his faith
and the moral integrity of his being. The poet recognised a dan-
ger inherent in the long-term practice of taqiyya – one that many
other Ismailis of his generation are also likely to have faced sooner
or later in their lives – that it can lead, through a series of com-
promises and accommodations over the years, to a catastrophic
collapse of one’s faith and complete assimilation within the host
community.

Given Nizårí’s persistent efforts to conceal his Ismaili identity
from his Sunni patrons, it is inevitable that his taqiyya should be
reflected, in one way or another, in all his works. Thus, Nizårí’s
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expressions of Ismaili ideas are conveyed covertly or implicitly,
usually in the more general semantic context of Shi™i Imamism
and Sufi mysticism. He uses a variety of narrative devices (meta-
phorical, allegorical and symbolical) to allude to ideas whose
Ismaili provenance would be apparent only to the more careful
readers familiar with Ismaili doctrines. The use of such symbolic
and anagogic language was, of course, commonplace among Sufi
and many other poets to conceal the true purport of their verses
and protect themselves from criticism of the orthodox-minded
™ulamå¢. In the mystical poetry of Rïmí and Óåfiú especially, this
technique was developed into a highly sophisticated and subtle
system of allusions and hidden meanings which Hodgson calls
‘the esoteric style in literature.’46  Needless to say, this mode of
writing has been employed universally by writers working in an
environment of censorship and persecution. As pointed out by
Leo Strauss in his essay on this subject:

Persecution, then, gives rise to a peculiar technique of writing,
and therewith to a peculiar type of literature, in which the truth
about all crucial things is presented exclusively between the lines.
The literature is addressed, not to all readers, but to trustworthy
and intelligent readers only. It has all the advantages of private
communication without having its greatest disadvantage – that it
reaches only the writer’s acquaintances. It has all the advantages
of public communication without having its greatest disadvan-
tage – capital punishment for the author ... an author who wishes
to address only thoughtful men has but to write in such a way
that only a very careful reader can detect the meaning of his
book.47

The preponderance of Sufi ideas in Nizårí’s poetry has some-
times been cited as a form of taqiyya by which the poet endeavoured
to conceal his Ismaili faith.48  The underlying assumption of this
theory, first propounded by Ivanow, is that Ismailism and Sufism
represent two fundamentally different schools of thought, with
alternative spiritual visions of Islam. According to this view, any
Ismaili thinker or writer espousing Sufi ideas could only do so out
of the necessity of exercising precautionary prudence. The valid-
ity of this theory needs to be questioned in the light of the
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far-reaching social and cultural changes in Persia discussed ear-
lier in this chapter. The penetration of Sufism into Persian
language and literature was so all-pervasive during Nizårí’s time
that no community, class or group, least of all the poets, could be
impervious to its influence. By using the Sufi idiom, Nizårí was in
fact conforming to the conventional poetic medium of his time,
in much the same way that the Fatimids thinkers of the 4th/10th
century employed the philosophical language of Neoplatonism
to articulate their doctrines. At the same time, Nizårí was giving
expression to a growing interface between Ismailism and Sufism
that began to emerge in Persia during the Mongol period. Nizårí’s
works represent the earliest documentation of a kind of ‘Sufi Is-
mailism’ that was to become more pronounced in the following
centuries in Persia, Central Asia and the Indian subcontinent.

Nizårí’s Connections with the Ismaili Da™wa

As already noted, Nizårí was introduced to the Ismaili da™wa in his
early youth and obtained his education in Ismaili theology and
philosophy from his father and the guidance of one or more då™ís.
We do not know exactly when he was first admitted into the da™wa,
but since all Ismailis were required to take an oath of allegiance
to the Ismaili Imam, this ceremony is likely to have taken place at
an early stage of his life, well before his departure for Haråt. There
are several verses, some of which have been cited before, in which
Nizår refers to himself as a mustajíb (novitiate), ma¢dhïn (licenti-
ate) and då™í (summoner), revealing that he set off on the path of
the organizational hierarchy of the Ismaili da™wa.

Nizårí does not clearly detail the various stages of his progres-
sion in the Ismaili da™wa, but it is possible to conclude from his
testimony that the number of ranks in the organisation was re-
duced, as was the case during the Alamït period. It is also
interesting to note that Nizårí reverts to the terminology used
during the Fatimid period. The most plausible explanation of this
is that in the first decades after the collapse of the Alamït state,
the organisation of the da™wa entered a period of rapid structural
change. This process is corroborated in fact, by the Persian Ismaili
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då™í Abï Is˙åq Quhiståní in his treatise, Haft båb-i Bï Is˙åq, writ-
ten three centuries later in the 10th/16th-century, where he
describes the da™wa hierarchy of his time in a nomenclature strik-
ingly similar to that of the Fatimid system, but also reflecting some
of the organisational reforms introduced at Alamït:

When the new initiate (mustajíb) perfects his skill in teaching
(ta™lím) and his ability to prove (˙ujjat) is so developed that he is
able to guide others and bring them out of confusion, he is ap-
pointed as ma¢dhïn. Then, by permission of the mu™allim who
has the rank of the ‘senior’ ma¢dhïn, he receives the rank of jun-
ior ma¢dhïn and starts preaching the da™wa amongst the people
for which his teacher gives him permission. When he is success-
ful in discharging his duties of his rank, he claims promotion, he
receives from the ̇ ujja the rank of senior preacher, mad¢hïn akbar,
and this rank implies absolute discretion to anyone to whom it
he thinks it is desirable to do so. And when he receives still fur-
ther promotion, he attains the rank of teacher, mu™allim, and the
great ̇ ujja appoints him into a locality (jazíra). … After this comes
the rank of the då™í. A då™í receives absolute permission to carry
on the da™wa and he is not restricted to any jazíra.49

According to Baiburdi, Nizårí attained the rank of då™í when
he was thirty-three years old,50  that is to say around the time of
his journey to the Caucasus in 679/1280. If this is the case, then
Nizårí’s journey represents a critical turning-point in his efforts
to integrate himself more actively within the Ismaili community.
It is reasonable to suppose that the poet’s association with Ismaili
då™ís intensified during his final years in Haråt when he had be-
come disillusioned with the Kart dynasty and was seeking to recover
the moral and spiritual integrity of his life. It follows too that Nizårí
was already a fully-fledged Ismaili då™í’ when he returned to Bír-
jand and entered the service of the Mihrabånids, a fact which he
admits openly in the works he wrote during this period:

Listen to the advice of a då™í,
Don’t be a follower of your analogy and opinion.51

Every úåhir you see cannot be without a bå†in.
Listen to the call of the da™wa from an authorised då™í (då™í

mu˚addaq).52
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If you listen to the advice of a då™í,
you will become the accepted one (muqbil),

You will become alive and your heart will be enlightened.53

In addition to such overt declarations which may have con-
firmed the suspicions of Nizårí’s enemies about his Ismaili
allegiance, there is other circumstantial evidence – for instance,
the arrest and imprisonment of his son Nu˚rat for preaching Is-
mailism – to indicate that after his return from the Caucasus and
decisive break with the Kart dynasty, Nizårí was indeed an active
member of the Ismaili da™wa with the rank of a då™í. However, it is
only through a close examination of his Safar-nåma, in which the
poet narrates his journey from Quhistån to Ådharbåyjån and his
interactions with other Ismailis he meets in various places, that
we hope to be able to formulate a more informed opinion about
his role as a då™í and the character of the Ismaili da™wa during the
period of Mongol domination.
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Chapter 7

Nizårí’s Safar-nåma:
The Journey of a Då™í

On the first day of Shawwål 678/4th February 1280, when Nizårí
Quhiståní was 33 or 34 years old, he embarked on a long journey
in the company of Tåj al-Dín ™Åmíd, an official of the Mongol
government. They travelled west from Tïn in Quhistån through
central Persia via I˚fahån to Ådharbåyjån, Arrån, Armenia and
Georgia, as far as Baku on the shores of the Caspian Sea. Shortly
before Nizårí’s departure or soon after his return in 681/1282,
he resigned from his administrative position in Haråt and returned
permanently to Bírjand. The poet devoted himself here to his
first major composition, the Safar-nåma (Travelogue), a versified
mathnawí of about 1200 verses, in which he describes his journey,
making observations of each place he visited and the people he
met. Nizårí’s travelogue, which gives the impression of having been
based on notes made during the journey, was almost certainly
completed before his appointment as court poet to the Mihrabånid
governor of Quhistån, ™Alí Shåh, in 694/1294.

The Enigma of Nizårí’s Safar-nåma

The Safar-nåma stands out among Nizårí Quhiståní’s works for
several reasons. It is characterised, first of all, by its highly auto-
biographical content, and it therefore constitutes an important
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source of information on his life and activities. Secondly, this
mathnawí is arguably the poet’s most ‘Ismaili’ work with numer-
ous allusions to Ismaili doctrines and ideas scattered throughout
the text, thus providing a good profile of the poet’s religious views
and identity.

In spite of its ‘confessional’ nature, the Safar-nåma is also per-
haps the most complex and enigmatic of Nizårí’s mathnawís. The
difficulties of the text arise partly from the errors and ellipses in-
troduced by the scribes at many points of the surviving
manuscripts, which make it difficult to decipher the meaning of
some passages.1  But more importantly, it is caused by the poet’s
deliberate reticence or silence about significant details of his jour-
ney. There is a marked reluctance of the author to give the reader
anything more than the barest information about the key events
and personalities he encounters in various places. As a result of
such evasiveness, Nizårí’s entire journey appears to be shrouded
in a veil of mystery and secrecy. This aspect of the Safar-nåma
strongly suggests that when the poet sat down to compose this
work, he was observing the principle of taqiyya in order to conceal
the true nature of his journey from all but a few of his readers, the
exception being those Ismailis able to ‘read between the lines’
and understand the real significance of his narrative.

The problem of interpreting Nizårí’s travelogue is further com-
pounded by the fact that his Ismaili ideas are expressed principally
through the medium of Sufi poetic language, so that the entire
narrative is coloured with Sufi imagery, themes and motifs.
Leonard Lewisohn has observed that ‘of all Nizårí’s poetry, it is
the mathnawí poem Safar-nåma that is the most pervasively Sufi in
tenor in terms of doctrinal teaching and morality.’2  As discussed
earlier, this aspect of Nizårí’s poetry cannot be regarded ipso facto
as an expression of the poet’s taqiyya, since he was merely observ-
ing the most popular poetic idiom of his time. Nonetheless, the
extensive scope of Nizårí’s Sufi vocabulary can lead some readers,
especially those not familiar with Ismaili thought, to believe that
the text was written by a Sufi poet. Such confusion is likely, for
instance, with the various individuals whom Nizårí mentions hav-
ing met during his journey and with whom he spends some time
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in spiritual converse or mystical concerts called samå™. Since the
poet is extremely discreet about these people, giving little or no
information about them other than that they were his close
‘friends’ (rafíqån, sing. rafíq), these figures may appear to some
readers as ‘Sufi’ shaykhs or pírs. However, given Nizårí’s Ismaili
background and his self-professed rank of an Ismaili då™í, there
are indications in the Safar-nåma which lead us to assume that
these dignitaries may have been his Ismaili co-religionists, and
that one of them was possibly the Ismaili Imam of the time, Shams
al-Dín Mu˙ammad. If this is indeed the case, Nizårí’s travelogue
provides valuable documentation of the continuing existence in
of an organised Ismaili community in the post-Alamït period, as
well as the remarkably close connections that had already arisen
between the Ismailis and the Sufis in Persia within a few decades
of the Mongol conquest.

Finally but not least, Nizårí’s Safar-nåma is interesting for the
anecdotal information he presents regarding the social, political
and ethnographical conditions of the areas through which he
passed in Ådharbåyjån, Armenia and Georgia, including his im-
pressions of the preparations being made by the ìl-Khånid
government for a coalition of military forces from these countries
for an offensive against Syria.3

In many ways, Nizårí Quhiståní’s Safar-nåma bears a close re-
semblance to the prose work of the same name by his more
illustrious Ismaili forbearer of the 5th/11th century, the Fatimid
poet, theologian, philosopher and chief då™í of Khuråsån, Nå˚ir-i
Khusraw. In his prose Safar-nåma, Nå˚ir-i Khusraw describes his
seven-years journey which took him from Marw in 437/1045 across
northern Persia, Ådharbåyjån, Armenia, Anatolia, Syria and Pal-
estine to Egypt (where he remained for three years and undertook
several pilgrimages to Mecca and Medina), before his return via
Ba˙rayn and Iraq to Balkh in 444/1052. Nå˚ir-i Khusraw’s Safar-
nåma occupies a special place in Persian literature, not only for
the author’s meticulous recording of the topography and ethnog-
raphy of the various towns and cities he visited, but also for the
simplicity and lucidity of his style of writing. In view of Nizårí’s
close familiarity with Ismaili literature, there is every reason to
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believe that his Safar-nåma was inspired by, and to a certain extent
modelled upon, the more famous travelogue of the great Ismaili
scholar.4

The Context of Nizårí’s Journey

In the light of Nizårí Quhiståní’s secretive and evasive style of writ-
ing in the Safar-nåma, it should come as no surprise to readers
that at no point does he offer a clear, unequivocal statement of
his motives for the journey, and whether he undertook it in his
capacity as a government official or for some other, religious or
private reasons of his own. The poet’s silence on this matter is
obviously deliberate rather than an oversight; the only hint of his
intentions comes at the beginning of the mathnawí, where he tells
us that his purpose in composing the poem was not just to tell an
interesting story but to record important events and meetings with
friends he met in the course of the journey:

To remember the good and bad at every stage,
To record those who were present and absent...
I did not intend to make just a simple fable of this journey,
Nor to describe or explain buildings and bath-houses,
(But) to remember appointments with my friends;
To remember them is my aim from (writing) this.5

There is no reason for us to doubt the poet’s declaration of
intent for writing the Safar-nåma and his dedication of the work
to the memory of his friends. A good portion of the Safar-nåma is
indeed devoted to Nizårí’s meeting and conversing with these in-
dividuals, even though he is not forthcoming about his precise
relations with them. Still, the question remains as to why he should
have taken the trouble of going on such a long journey if his pur-
pose was merely to keep ‘appointments’ with his friends. To
undertake a journey of several hundred miles in the medieval
world was an arduous and difficult task, which one did not nor-
mally do without a clearly-defined goal such as a pilgrimage, to
search for knowledge, or for reasons of trade, government duty
or some such specific need or assignation, etc.6
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It is significant that Nizårí took the journey with Tåj al-Dín ™Åmíd
who was, according to Baradin, an agent (ma¢mïr) of the ìl-Khånid
díwån (treasury), responsible for tax collection in Ådharbåyjån
and Arrån regions.7  Baiburdi does not specify Tåj al-Dín’s posi-
tion other than that he was a state official, but mentions that it
was he who appointed or invited Nizårí to accompany him on the
journey.8  This is confirmed by Mu˚affå who also adds that Tåj al-
Dín may have been the son of the Mihrabånid prince Shams al-Dín
™Alí, the future patron of Nizårí after his return from the jour-
ney.9

In any case, upon reaching Tabríz, the capital of Ådharbåyjån,
the two travellers joined the official entourage of the chief minis-
ter (wazír) of the ìl-Khånid ruler Abaqa Khån by the name of Shams
al-Dín Juwayní (brother of the famous historian, ™Alå¢ al-Dín ™A†å-
Målik), and travelled with him to various military bases in the
Caucasian region. But Nizårí does not explain why they accompa-
nied the wazír, leaving it to his readers to reach the appropriate
conclusions, nor does he mention any personal encounters with
the minister himself.10  In fact, throughout the Safar-nåma, Nizårí
offers little information on Tåj al-Dín’s activities as a tax-collector,
thus suggesting that he took no active part in this aspect of their
journey and was accompanying Tåj al-Dín for purely personal rea-
sons. The most likely explanation for Nizårí’s journey, therefore,
is that its itinerary was determined by a dual agenda based on the
Tåj al-Dín’s official duties and Nizårí’s own interest in meeting up
with his ‘friends’.

There are many remarks which the poet makes in the Safar-
nåma about Tåj al-Dín which suggest that their relationship was
based on something more than a mutual interest in fiduciary
matters. Nizårí took much pleasure in travelling with Tåj al-Dín,
and throughout the work he always refers to him with the greatest
respect as his guide and constant companion in public and pri-
vate. But in some verses Nizårí’s depicts Tåj al-Dín in a much more
spiritual light, eulogising him with the honorific title of ‘Khwåja,’
calling him ‘the light of my awakening heart,’ the one who was
‘on the same path’ as himself,11  and that together they were ‘set-
ting out on the path of unity (†aríqat-i itti˙åd), with one heart and
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one belief.’12  The special character of their relationship is revealed
further in these lines:

In ease and adversity, I was always beside him,
I was always obedient to his righteous thinking,
I was devoted to him in good or ill, in benefit or harm.
I was always his companion on the journey or at home.
I was indeed among his most special friends (khå˚˚ al-khå˚˚)
In the dust of the path of sincere devotion to him.13

The expression khå˚˚ al-khå˚˚ used here by Nizårí is significant
because, as mentioned in Chapter 5, it was applied by the Ismailis
of the Alamït period to the ‘super-elite’ (khawå˚˚ al-khå˚˚) class of
their da™wa who had attained a high degree of spiritual develop-
ment. A similar term, mardån-i khå˚˚, is found in the poet’s
Dastïr-nåma: ‘I came to the teaching (ta™lím) of a friend who had
the rank of an angel. When he saved me from painful torment,
he became my guide to the unique people (mardån-i khå˚˚).’14

These references to Tåj al-Dín, besides intimating that he and
Nizårí shared a common spiritual fellowship as Ismailis, suggest
that there may have been another purpose behind their journey
superseding whatever professional connections they had. Bear-
ing in mind Nizårí’s newly acquired position as an Ismaili då™í,
there is a distinct possibility that he set out on his journey with
the intention of meeting other members of the da™wa, as hinted
by the poet in the following lines:

To travel around the world is a happy state,
But only if you have the companionship of an intimate friend.
On the journey there is no stopping without a bend,
Especially if the traveller has no desire in mind.
Even if someone travels for pleasure alone,

he must set out with the da™wa at every interval.
Then when he makes a choice, it will be a good one for him;
Travelling on the journey (mar˙al) and the stopping place

(manzil) will be in his hands.
If the traveller is able to make such a journey,
Then he will succeed in attaining his heart’s desire.
But if not, other than grief and anxiety,
There will be no accomplishment in his journey.15
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We can assume from this discussion that in all probability Tåj
al-Dín ™Åmíd too was an Ismaili adept who had succeeded in at-
taining an important position in the ìl-Khånid government, in
the same way as Nizårí had done at the local level in Haråt, that is,
by resorting to taqiyya in order to conceal their Ismaili identities.
Baiburdi mentions in this connection that since many Ismaili då™ís
of the Alamït period were well-qualified individuals, it is quite
likely that after the Mongol conquest some of them managed to
find employment in the government.16

Understanding Nizårí’s Journey

As in most traditions of religion and mythology, the Ismailis have
understood the notion of a journey (safar kardan) symbolically as
the quest for true knowledge. In early Ismaili thought, this jour-
ney is usually depicted in terms of an interiorised movement,
proceeding from the úåhir (exoteric) to the bå†in (esoteric), from
one’s perceptions of the outer world of physical phenomena to
an intuitive grasp of their hidden, spiritual meanings, which in
turn leads to a third level where one discovers the innermost se-
crets (bå†in al-bå†in) of existence.17  As we have seen, among Persian
Ismailis of the Alamït and post-Alamït periods, this threefold
progression became equated with the stages of †aríqa (path),
ma™rifa (gnosis) and ˙aqíqa (truth) common to Sufism.

For Nizårí Quhiståní, it seems that the journey was part of his
own spiritual odyssey to raise his level of spiritual of knowledge
within the structured scheme of ta™lím (instruction) offered to
him by the Ismaili da™wa. ‘To journey away from one’s beloved
home is a qiyåma,’18  he says, thus connecting the journey with the
Ismaili understanding of ‘resurrection,’ the transforming moment
of spiritual awakening when one’s life enters upon a new pattern
of existence. According to the 4th/10th-century Ismaili då™í and
author Abï Ya™qïb al-Sijiståní, all entities are characterised by a
series of qiyåmåt, of beginnings and ends, creation and annihila-
tion, in which their existential constitution becomes remoulded.19

The same view was expressed three centuries later in Alamït by
Na˚ír al-Dín al-®ïsí who conceived the evolution of all beings,
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from mineral, plant and animal to the human and angelic, in terms
of a qiyåma.20  In a like manner, he says human existence consists
of a number of cumulative phases when one cycle reaches its ze-
nith to be replaced by another of a higher and greater potency.
The Ismaili thinkers associated these stages of spiritual maturity
with the progressive movement of a då™í through the ranks of the
da™wa hierarchy. Henry Corbin has aptly described this process in
terms of an ‘alchemy of Resurrection’:

In the Ismaili schematisation of the world, the sum of the de-
grees of the esoteric hierarchy appears to the adept as a cycle of
resurrections, each one of which must be transcended, as a succes-
sion of Paradises which must be surmounted on pain of falling
back into a Hell. Each rank or spiritual degree is a resurrection
(qiyåmåt) whereby the adept becomes conjoined with new imma-
terial forms which appear on his horizon.21

There can be little doubt that Nizårí Quhiståní was familiar
with this interpretation of the qiyåma, for that is how he under-
stood, remembered and recorded his own journey in the
Safar-nåma, and the same idea recurs in several other places of his
Kulliyyåt. Throughout the narrative, the poet presents his journey
both as a physical excursion as well as a spiritual experience for
him, wherein each significant encounter is presented as a ‘para-
dise.’ Baiburdi recognised the spiritual dimension of the poet’s
journey when he compared it to those undertaken by searching
Ismailis, Sufi ascetics and wandering darwíshes.22

There is some resemblance between Nizårí’s conception of the
journey and Nå˚ir-i Khusraw’s description of his conversion and
search for truth as given in the first few pages of his prose Safar-
nåma, as well as in his famous autobiographical qa˚ída addressed
to the Fatimid chief då™í al-Mu¢ayyad fi’l-Dín al-Shíråzí.23  The trav-
elogues of both Ismaili poets may be seen outwardly as a record
of their impressions of different places and people they visited.
But there was also an underlying Ismaili dimensions of their jour-
neys, which were undertaken within the initiatory structure of the
da™wa. According to W. Thackston, Nå˚ir-i Khusraw described in
his Safar-nåma every important Ismaili centre west of Transoxania,
and the only places upon which he expended favourable comment
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were those ruled by Ismailis. He concludes from this: ‘If [Nå˚ir-i
Khusraw] was not being sent from one Ismaili stronghold to an-
other, there is little to justify his eccentric skirting of the central
Islamic world.’24  The same observation can be applied to Nizårí
Quhiståní’s travelogue if it is understood as a memoir dedicated
to the Ismaili rafíqån he met in the course of his journey.

In the Islamic tradition, the pilgrimage (˙ajj) to Mecca is re-
garded as the journey par excellence which all Muslims are obliged
to observe at least once in their lifetime. Traditionally, it required
a great deal of personal effort and sacrifice, often involving months
of arduous travel over difficult terrain and through strange places
before the faithful were able to arrive at their destination and
perform the required rituals around the Ka™ba. When Nå˚ir-i Khus-
raw departed from Khuråsån on his journey to the west, his
ostensible reason was to undertake this pilgrimage, but his real
destination was the headquarters of the Ismaili Imam in Cairo,
and it was only later that he was able to don the garb of a pilgrim
and visit the Ka™ba. For both Nå˚ir-i Khusraw and Nizårí Quhiståní,
as indeed for most Ismaili authors, the physical pilgrimage to
Mecca has its counterpart in one’s spiritual journey towards the
Imam of the time who represents, in the esoteric sense, the true
Ka™ba of the heart, the mi˙råb (niche) and qibla (direction) of
one’s devotions. In a passage reminiscent of Nå˚ir-i Khusraw’s fa-
mous poem on the inner meaning of the rites and rituals of
pilgrimage,25  Nizårí writes in his Safar-nåma:

I don’t know of any qibla except the face
of my Beloved,

And wherever he is, that is my qibla.
East or West is one place (for me);
I am certain of that, even if you doubt it.
Your face is towards the mi˙råb, but your heart

is in another place,
While you are busy doing some work in the bazaar.
The Ka™ba of the heart should be kept pure.
When you sow the seed of obedience, it must be

sown with purity (of purpose);
If your intentions are impure and imperfect,
Then whatever direction you take, your qibla (is useless).
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If a man is in the Ka™ba of truthfulness and purity,
Whatever direction he takes, his qibla is permissible.
For a man of truth, East and West are the same.
I am certain about it, even if you doubt it.
I do not have any path (madhhab) other than this.
O my Friend, keep me (steadfast) on this path.
Take me as one of your servants,
So that I can make your face my qibla.26

Notwithstanding these similarities of sentiment between Nå˚ir-
i Khusraw and Nizårí, there are major differences arising from
the individual talents and temperaments of the two Ismaili poets,
as well as the special circumstances of their respective journeys.
In the major portion of his travelogue, Nå˚ir refrains scrupulously
from religious teachings and confines himself to an objective de-
scription of the physical and social terrain through which he
travelled. By contrast, Nizårí’s work is a highly devotional and di-
dactic narrative in which his main purpose is to describe his
encounters with his ‘friends’ and to propagate certain religious
and ethical ideas. The poet often makes long digressions to present
anecdotes, tales and maxims from the classics of Persian poetry
and mysticism to support the principles of his teachings. Much of
this Sufi-like discourse is usually in support of Ismaili doctrines,
such as the necessity of an Imam, the importance of following his
instructions (ta™lím) and submission (taslím) to his commands,
together with implicit references to authors and arguments typi-
cal of Ismaili literature in general and in keeping with the
pedagogic function of a då™í.

A good illustration of the Ismaili underpinnings of Nizårí’s
homilectic style is the instance where he recalls his father’s advice
to be careful in love and choose one’s beloved wisely. The moral
which the poet draws out of this is that one cannot undertake a
spiritual journey without the guidance of the ‘truthful person’
(mard-i mard). The poet is probably alluding here to the third
proposition of Óasan-i Íabbå˙’s doctrine of ta™lím, according to
which there can be only one authoritative and truthful teacher
(mu™allim-i ˚ådiq) in the world.27

Without a friend (rafíq) no one can find his own way,
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Otherwise everyone would be in solitude.
The one who goes alone will be left in confusion.
No one can find the path by himself.
Only the one who subdues his own self can have

access to the guide.
Do not assume that the path is self-illuminated.
Its light comes from the enlightened friend.
If the moon had not followed the sun,
How do you think it became illumined (at night)?
You should appeal to the adept of the truthful (mard-i mard),
Because without such a companion, one is left

(unprotected) like a widow.
Your guide must be a truthful person,
(Because) not everyone can be a true guide.
Much illusion is on your way unless you enter through

the door of submission (taslím).
No, brother, no, this is not the work of a delicate-hearted person.
Unless a disciple (muríd) dispenses with unbelief and faith,
How can he enter the path of submission?28

In another story, Nizårí describes an army commander who
despatched a volunteer with a message for the qå{í of Gílån. How-
ever, when he arrived hot and tired before the judge he realised
that he had failed to understand the message accurately. After
questioning the man for a while, the qå{í came to the conclusion
that what the commander wanted was a huge stone and so the
messenger set off with this burden on his back. The commander
was angered to see the man return with a stone he had not re-
quested and ordered him back to get a different kind of stone.
The poor man dragged himself all the way back to the qå{í to
exchange one stone for another which he finally delivered to the
commander. Nizårí draws a number of lessons from this amusing
tale to stress the importance of a correct relationship between the
spiritual guide and his disciple, which has to be based on right
instruction on the one hand and absolute obedience on the other.

If the (relations) of the commander and the commanded
are not based on a true foundation,

Although they are there, they do not exist in principle.
The absolute commander of all is the lord (khudåwand),
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and that is that:
There is no command above this to be abided to.

Nizårí’s allegory will remind those familiar with the Ismaili writ-
ings of Na˚ír al-Dín al-®ïsí’s discussion of the ‘commander’ and
the ‘commanded’ in his autobiographical treatise the Sayr wa sulïk,
where he distinguishes between the followers of the command
(farmån) as revealed in the holy books and those who attend to
the commander (farmåndih) appointed by God. ‘It is in terms of
this distinction,’ says ®ïsí, ‘that hypocrites are separated from the
faithful, the exotericists from the esotericists, the people of legal
prescriptions (sharí™åt) from the people of resurrection (qiyåmat),
the people of plurality from the people of unity.’29

The intermingling of the narrative and the didactic in Nizårí’s
Safar-nåma is particularly reflected in his account of a friend who
fell in love with a beautiful woman. This man became totally ob-
sessed with her, spending years in pursuit of her friendship, until
she finally agreed to meet him; but when the time came for him
to meet her, the unlucky lover fell asleep and missed the appoint-
ment. The poet uses this story to convey his own allegorical
message that all seekers after truth must seek and know the Imam
of the time. For Nizårí, as for all Ismaili thinkers, it is not suffi-
cient to recognise the name and physical person of the Imam but
to seek his inner, mystical reality, the ‘light’ (nïr) which dwells in
him. Here too the poet alludes to the well-known Qur¢anic par-
able of divine light (24:35–36), also much quoted in Ismaili
literature through the centuries:

As you become aware of yourself,
You will remove the veil from yourself.
Then the truth should be recognised by the truth.
You must recognise him through himself.
Through him means ‘the light of his light’ (nïrun™alå nïrin),
His nïr – that is to say, by following his commandment.30

From the few examples given above, there can be little doubt
not only of the Ismaili orientation of Nizårí’s Safar-nåma but also
the fact that he composed this mathnawí specifically for the
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instruction and edification of his Ismaili readers and fellow då™ís,
as expressed clearly in this homily:

If you listen to the advice of a då™í,
You will become accepted (muqbil),
You will become alive
And your heart will become enlightened.31

Springtime in I˚fahån

As mentioned, Nizårí and Tåj al-Dín commenced their journey in
the spring of 678/1280, from the town of Tïn in eastern Quhistån.
It is interesting that the travellers started their journey from Tïn
which used to be one of the major Ismaili strongholds of Quhistån
where, it will be recalled, a large number of Ismailis were massa-
cred by Hülegü’s forces in 650/1252 and again in 654/1256. But
the community was not entirely wiped out since it could still be
found in the province towards the end of the century in Nizårí’s
time. Since Tïn was located not far from the poet’s hometown of
Bírjand, he must have known many people in this town, but makes
no mention of it in the Safar-nåma. Tïn was also a convenient
starting-point for the caravan route west through the great desert
of Persia to the city of I˚fahån. The fact that the two travellers did
not take the shorter, northern route to Ådharbåyjån via Níshåpïr,
Simnån and Rayy, which Nå˚ir-i Khusraw had taken two centuries
earlier on the first leg of his journey from Balkh, suggests that Tåj
al-Dín and Nizårí had a special reason for visiting I˚fahån, either
for the purpose of tax collection or to meet certain individuals.

The travellers arrived in I˚fahån in the first month of spring
when the city was bathed in bright sunlight and the fruit trees
growing in the orchards. The strategic location of I˚fahån, at the
crossroads of caravan routes from eastern and western parts of
the Muslim world, made it an important and prosperous city of
medieval Persia. It became the capital of the Saljïqs and subse-
quently of the Íafawid dynasty in the 10th/16th century. When
Nå˚ir-i Khusraw visited the city in 444/1052, he reported that ‘of
all the Persian-speaking cities, I never saw a finer, more commodi-
ous, or more flourishing city than I˚fahån.’32  According to the
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historian Rashíd al-Dín, I˚fahån was completely destroyed by the
Mongols twenty-five years earlier, its inhabitants massacred and
the cultivated land reduced to waste,33  although it appears to have
escaped complete destruction.34  The speedy recovery of the city
has been be attributed to the stringent measures taken by Khwåja
Bahå¢ al-Dín (d. 678/1279), son of Shams al-Dín Juwayní, the
wazír of the ìl-Khånids, who was placed in charge of Persian and
Arab Iraq (™Iråq-i ™Ajam) by Hülegü after his Persian conquests.
The governor is reported to have been extremely rigorous in his
rule of this area by eliminating theft and crime, and building many
palaces, buildings and pleasure grounds.35

Thus, when Nizårí arrived in I˚fahån, he found it to be a thriv-
ing and prosperous metropolis once again and the land restored
to cultivation. So captivated was the poet by the beauty and charm
of this place that he compares it to paradise:

I˚fahån is like paradise, fresh and blooming;
Her beauty is a hundred times better than

the sound of her description;
The life of her river is sweeter than

the running streams of Paradise.
Every side was full of trees and sown fields,

with roses blooming in every garden,
(And) my heart rose up like a nightingale.36

Nizårí tells us nothing about any administrative functions that
Tåj al-Dín may have had to observe in I˚fahån, but he does state
quite explicitly that the purpose of their visit to the city was to
meet a certain friend called ìrånshåh. There was apparently a close
religious bond between the two for the poet refers to him as ‘a
pious man and true in his allegiance (™ahd-i níkï),’ the ‘keeper of
my secret (råz) and my companion night and day.’ Baiburdi is of
the opinion that this person was an Ismaili, since the names
‘ìrånshåh’ and ‘Khurshåh’ were typical among Ismailis at this
time.37  Mu˚affå also considers ìrånshåh to have been an Ismaili,
adding further that he may have come from the family of the last
Ismaili Imam of the Alamït period, Rukn al-Dín Khurshåh, mur-
dered by the Mongols in 655/1257.38  Nizårí informs us that he
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and ìrånshåh spent many happy hours together, listening to the
music of harp (nay) and lute (chang) and drinking wine (nïsh).

The poet continues that after putting aside the wine and mu-
sic, both he and ìrånshåh were invested with a khirqa by a pír whom
he does not identify by name. The term khirqa is commonly used
in Sufism for the patched frock or cloak given by a shaykh or pír to
his muríd (disciple) at the time of his initiation and pledge of
allegiance. According to Seyyed Hossein Nasr, the khirqa ceremony
has a Shi™i origin from the tradition that the Imam ™Alí once
clothed al-Óasan al-Ba˚rí with such a cloak when he initiated him
into the mystic path.39  The bestowal of the khirqa, usually col-
oured blue, green, white or black, signified the establishment of a
permanent spiritual bond between the master and his pupil. There
were different orders of khirqa in Sufism according to the spir-
itual development of the aspirant; it was believed sometimes to
transmit a master’s spiritual power (baraka) directly to his chosen
successor or other favoured disciples.40

In spite of Nizårí’s receipt of a khirqa in I˚fahån, he is critical of
the obsession of many Sufis to acquire this dress from a variety of
masters. He narrates in this connection the tale of a young man
who went to his pír to beg for a khirqa, but the pír sends him away
with the instruction to first cleanse himself of worldly desires and
learn to forget his lower, acquisitive self.41  Elsewhere in the Safar-
nåma, Nizårí explains that the possession of a khirqa is not a
genuine indicator of one’s spirituality. What matters is not one’s
outer appearance but the inner state of the soul:

How can a faqír (darwísh) become accepted
If he is entrapped in a dispute about right and wrong?
If being a Sufi is to possess something blue and green,
Then every person who wears a ragged cloth

would be a Khi{r of his time
Quietly follow the Khi{r and leave aside all these objections

of your disobedient soul.
(Don’t indulge) in discussion of whether it’s black or white.
If you dispute between what is outside and inside,
Then you bring into yourself the effect of this separation.
As long as the darwísh is not pure in his esoteric knowledge,
He cannot fight successfully in the army of the King.42
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Nizårí supplies us with few other details about his stay in I˚fahån
other than to say that he stayed in the city for a while and took the
opportunity to meet ìrånshåh for a second time because they were
such good friends. It was ìrånshåh, in fact, who suggested to Nizårí
that he should write a memoir of his journey. Some readers may
see Nizårí’s encounters with ìrånshåh and others in I˚fahån tak-
ing place within a purely Sufi context, but given the poet’s Ismaili
background and the teachings he expounds in the Safar-nåma, it
is equally likely to have been a gathering of Ismailis. 

I˚fahån had been a centre of the Ismaili da™wa since the 4th/
10th century when it was introduced into the region by the early
då™í Abï Óåtim al-Råzí. Later it became the centre of the da™wa’s
activities in Persia under ™Abd al-Malik b. ™A††åsh, before its head-
quarters was moved to Alamït by his successor, Óasan-i Íabbå˙.
In 494/1100, the Ismailis of I˚fahån, under the leadership of ™Abd
al-Malik’s son A˙mad captured the nearby fortress of Shåhdiz.
This caused considerable concern to the Saljïqs who instigated
several massacres of the community in the city and mounted a
military offensive against Shåhdiz which fell in 500/1107 after a
prolonged siege. Thereafter, the Ismaili presence was much re-
duced in I˚fahån, although a small number appears to have
survived there in the following centuries, probably living clandes-
tinely as Twelver Shi™is or Sufis.43

If the assembly which Nizårí Quhiståní attended in I˚fahån was
indeed among a group of his Ismaili co-religionists, it is reason-
able to assume that the pír he met on this occasion was a senior
Ismaili då™í, and that by being invested with a khirqa, both Nizårí
and ìrånshåh were being initiated formally into a higher rank of
the Ismaili da™wa. Be that as it may, the most significant aspect of
this scenario is its reflection of the remarkable transformation of
the Nizårí Ismaili community of Persia into an organisation very
similar to that of the Sufi †aríqas, and that this process was already
well advanced in the latter part of the 7th/13th century, more
than a century earlier than the time when, during the Íafawid
period, the Ismaili Imams and their da™wa organisation emerged
in the public domain under the mantle of Sufism.
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Meetings with Friends in Tabríz

It was in the middle of Dhu’l-Qa™da (mid-March) that Nizårí
Quhiståní and Tåj al-Dín set off from I˚fahån for Ådharbåyjån,
arriving in Na†anz, a town situated to the north of I˚fahån and
west of Ardistån.44  This part of their journey is likely to have taken
no more than two weeks, since he describes the time of their ar-
rival as the ‘season of flowers,’ presumably early summer. As in
I˚fahån, Nizårí was captivated by the beauty of the place, compar-
ing it to heaven, which made him feel happy and joyful. Here too
the poet reports having met some of his ‘friends’ and ‘drinking
wine’ in a spiritual assembly.

On the third day they set off for Tabríz, the capital of
Ådharbåyjån some thirty miles from the lake of Urmiyya. Nå˚ir-i
Khusraw found Tabríz in to be a flourishing city when he visited it
437/1046,45  and Yåqït notes that it was a major manufacturing
centre in the early part of the 7th/13th century.46  After the death
of Hülegü in 663/1265, his son and successor Abaqa Khån trans-
ferred the ìl-Khånid capital from Maråghah to Tabríz. According
to Barthold, the Mongols favoured Tabríz because of its strategic
location in the north of the country and its open, natural envi-
ronment which was more attractive to nomadic people.47

At the time when Nizårí and Tåj al-Dín arrived in the city, on
the first day of the month of Dhu’l-Óijja, 679/1280,48  Abaqa was
gathering a large army for an invasion of Syria. The reign of Abaqa
(663–680/1265–1282) was largely determined by his efforts to
prevent encroachment of his Persian empire from the predatory
designs of rival Mongol powers, the Golden Horde based in the
steppes of southern Russia and the Chaghatayids of Transoxania,
as well as his own ambition to extend his empire into Syria which
was then ruled by the Mamlïk sultans of Egypt. In pursuit of his
goals, Abaqa attempted to create a grand alliance with the Chris-
tian powers of Europe and the Saljïqs of Anatolia against the
Mamlïks who, in turn, cultivated diplomatic and trade relations
with the Golden Horde.49  According to Rashíd al-Dín, the imme-
diate cause of Abaqa’s plans for attacking Syria was to seek revenge
for a Mamlïk incursion into Anatolia which was part of his
fiefdom.50  The invading force consisted of between 40,000 and
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50,000 Mongol-Turkish troops, including sizeable contingents of
Saljïqs, Armenians, Georgians and Franks, under the nominal
leadership of Abaqa’s younger brother Mengü Timür.51

When Nizårí composed the Safar-nåma upon his return to
Quhistån, he was undoubtedly aware of the political and military
circumstances of the Mongol invasion of Syria, but he makes no
direct reference to this event in his travelogue, in spite of having
stayed in the city for three months. Instead of describing his im-
pressions of Mongol power and prestige in which he, as a civil
servant, would have taken a keen interest, the poet prefers at first
to write about the exceptional merits of the capital city, praising it
in even more glowing terms than I˚fahån as a paradisical place
inhabited by a hospitable and beautiful people:

We found a place full of food and hospitality,
Like a paradise it was, full of handsome youths
And angelic maidens (˙ïr) all around me,
A place where my heart (rejoiced) within me.52

As we follow Nizårí’s Safar-nåma, a certain pattern emerges in
which he likens some places he visits to paradise or heaven, in
contrast to others for which he expresses his distaste clearly. The
frequency of the paradise image in the Safar-nåma suggests that
Nizårí is using the term not as a rhetorical device but symbolically
in the spirit of the Ismaili ta¢wíl (allegorical interpretation) of the
Qur¢anic descriptions of Paradise (Arabic, janna; Persian, bihisht)
consisting of heavenly gardens, rivers of pure water, milk, honey
and wine, palaces with beautiful youth and maidens, etc. Accord-
ing to Na˚ír al-Dín al-®ïsí’s Raw{at al-taslím (Paradise of Submission):

Both Paradise and Hell are products of man’s mental concep-
tions and such conceptions are of no more than three categories:
sensory (˙issí), psychical (nafsí) and intellectual (™aqlí) concep-
tions. If his mental conception started out [at the level] of sensory
perception and proceeds no further, then such a conception
makes of itself a sensible hell for him in his soul, his soul being
in his very own hell. If his mental conception begins on a psychi-
cal level and proceeds no further, that conception will effect a
glimpse of paradise within his soul, his soul sensing the effects of
his inner heaven. If his mental conception proceeds from
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intellectual knowledge and remains at that level, that concep-
tion will become a real paradise within the soul for him, his soul
being in its very own paradise.53

For al-®ïsí, paradise is the perpetual state of the genuine seeker
after the truth. Whoever is on the spiritual path, actively seeking
and finding the inner meaning of the words of scripture is al-
ready ‘a denizen of Paradise.’ As one progresses steadily through
various spiritual stages, he encounters a series of paradises, one
after the other, which al-®ïsí calls ‘paradises of relative perfec-
tions,’ until the soul attains its ideal perfected condition which is
its ‘real Paradise’. He describes this ultimate state in terms of ‘the
attainment of God in all His aspects,’ ‘the upright (mustaqím) in-
tellect united with the divine volition (amr),’ ‘the gnosis of pure
intellect,’ and ‘total freedom of the will (ikhtiyår-i ma˙{).’54

Since Nizårí makes multiple references to paradise in his Safar-
nåma with some of the meanings conveyed by al-®ïsí’s discussion,
it is likely that he was familiar with the great philosopher’s text. It
is interesting, moreover, that the places which Nizårí praises so
extravagantly as paradisical are those where he encounters his
spiritual ‘friends’ and joins them in private audiences of mystical
conversations, music and wine-drinking. The poet’s use of the term
‘paradise’ in this context can therefore be interpreted in al-®ïsí’s
sense of a ‘relative paradise,’ that is of an occasion when he was
able to make a specific advance in his spiritual understanding, or
as a progression from one stage to another on his journey through
the hierarchical structure of the Ismaili da™wa.

Of all the places Nizårí visited in the course of his journey, he
found Tabríz the most heavenly and spiritually rewarding because
during the three months he stayed in the city the poet was able to
interact with a number of like-minded individuals on the spiritual
path. It is noteworthy that Tåj al-Dín is conspicuously absent from
these activities, suggesting that he was probably occupied most of
this time with his official duties as tax-collector. Nizårí’s extended
stay in Tabríz would have certainly given him plenty of opportu-
nity to make contact with other people of similar interests in poetry
and spirituality. But as in the case of Nizårí’s friends in I˚fahån
and Na†anz, he gives us no information about these personalities
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and we are never sure of their precise standing or relationship
with him. One of the people Nizårí met in Tabríz was someone
called Khwåja Fakhr al-Dín, about whom he writes:

We struck the canopy of our pleasure on the Pleiades,
We shared a cup of wine with Khwåja Fakhr al-Dín.
Day turned to night and night into day,

listening (samå™) to the harp (chang) amidst lovely faces.55

Nizårí had a similar session with another man of whom he says:

May a friend sacrifice himself for Sayf Kåshåní!
May he benefit from the fruit of the tree of life!
Day and night continuously he spent with us.
He was in our company enduring both pain and pleasure.
When I was with him, I was unaware of the cup of drink.
For a time I was free of the pain
And the mind was taken away from desire.56

As noted before, this precautionary style is a characteristic fea-
ture of the Safar-nåma and an expression of poet’s observance of
taqiyya, which he sometimes carries to the point of obscurity, leav-
ing it to the readers to figure out the circumstances of his meetings
according to their own capabilities. Some readers would prefer to
see these activities taking place in an entirely Sufi setting, but an
Ismaili reading of the text would suggest strongly that these
‘friends’ of Nizårí may have been his co-religionists resident in
Tabríz who had adopted some of the customary practices of Sufi
or darwísh orders in Ådharbåyjån when he visited the region.

The Ismaili presence in Ådharbåyjån and the adjacent areas of
the Caspian Sea has been recorded since the early part of the
4th/10th century, when their då™ís succeeded in converting the
local ruler of the Musåfirid dynasty, Marzïban b. Mu˙ammad (d.
346/957).57  As a result, the Ismaili faith began to be dissemi-
nated openly and established a strong presence in Tabríz and other
areas (which was probably one reason why Nå˚ir-i Khusraw visited
the city in 437/1046). Although they subsequently came under
severe persecution when the Saljïqs took control of the region, a
good number of Ismailis seem to have survived in Ådharbåyjån
well into the Mongol period, possibly developing links with a
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number of Perso-Turkish darwísh orders in the region with a strong
Shi™i colouring and particular reverence for the Imam ™Alí.58

One of the practices which Nizårí reports having participated
with his friends is the samå™ ceremony, the musical sessions which
became popular among certain Sufi orders in the Persian world.
The samå™ typically involves the performance of poetry, music and
sometimes dance with the chanting of dhikr for the purpose of
inducing religious ecstasy (wajd). This practice appears to have
been first introduced into Sufism by the Khuråsånian poet and
mystic Abï Sa™íd b. Abi’l-Khayr in 5th/11th century,59  after which
it was adopted by many Sufi †aríqas. The lawfulness of music and
dance provoked much debate among Sufis and theologians. Some
Sufi orders such as the Chishtiyya permitted samå™ as a legitimate
outlet for religious devotion, whereas others such as the
Naqshbandiyya rejected it as against the religious law. The most
widely known example of this practice today is the whirling dances
of the Mevlevi order founded by the successors of Jalål al-Dín
Rïmí.60

In the various references which Nizårí makes to such musical
sessions in the Safar-nåma, there is no specific mention of danc-
ing, but he refers frequently to wine-drinking. As discussed in the
previous chapter, the imagery of wine and wine-drinking, together
with the associated motifs of lover and beloved, is one of the most
distinctive aspects of Sufi literature, a poetic idiom which the Su-
fis derived from earlier Arabic and Persian traditions of a more
secular kind. In fact, the love and wine vocabulary of the Sufis
became so popular that it was adopted by virtually all poets and
became part of the common linguistic stock of Persian-speaking
peoples everywhere. The Sufi poets deployed these terms sym-
bolically to express a whole range of spiritual meanings – thus,
wine represented the extremity of love (™ishq), intoxication (sukr)
as the experience of ecstasy (wajd), and the cup-bearer (såqí) as
the image of the divine Beloved.61  It is arguable that much of the
power and beauty of Persian mystical poetry, exemplified in the
verses of Rïmí and Óåfiú, arise from their use of this symbolism
in such a skilfully ambiguous way that the boundaries between
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the profane and the sacred, the human and the divine, are never
clearly delineated.

As in the case of these Sufi poets, Nizårí’s allusions to wine-
drinking are infused with ambiguities and equivocations, so that
it is often difficult to decipher whether he is referring to wine in
the literal sense as an intoxicating beverage or in the metaphoric
sense of love for the Divine. The drinking of wine was a common
practice in medieval Persia, especially in the courts and among
the ruling classes, and the glorification of wine was one of the
major themes of early Persian poetry. It is possible that Nizårí first
acquired this habit during his career with the Kart dynasty in Haråt,
which is reflected in the numerous references he makes to wine-
drinking in the qa˚ídas composed in this period, some of which
may be understood in the literal sense. It is possible, further, that
the spiritual crisis which overtook Nizårí in his final year in Haråt
was connected, in one way or another, with his aversion to the
epicurean pattern of his life there. It seems, however, that like his
mentor Nå˚ir-i Khusraw who renounced wine-drinking on the eve
of his journey to Cairo, Nizårí too may have abandoned this habit
upon his departure from Haråt, as hinted in the following lines
from the Safar-nåma:

You did not give thanks for all you had before.
You were caught up in the chains of bad fortune.
You are in the sleep of negligence – wake up,
At last be wise about drinking the wrong drink.
Kill the thief of the cheerful self,
Go towards the truth and seek forgiveness.62

What is certain is that in his old age, the poet developed a more
critical attitude to the inebriating drink as indicated in one of his
later mathnawís, the Dastïr-nåma, a didactic poem which he com-
posed for his sons on the subject on wine-drinking. In addition to
admitting its forbidden nature (˙aråm) and criticising the exces-
sive drinking of wine as the cause of human strife, the poet has a
highly revealing passage about the metaphorical character of his
own language of wine-drinking and his addiction to a different
kind of drink – the wine of spiritual ecstasy:
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Now I will say for whom it is permitted.
Wine is food for the body and strength for the soul.
How can I describe it since it is more than this?
For forty years I have composed words in praise of it,
Still I do not praise it out of necessity.
Night and day I have praised and boasted about it,
But not because of habit or custom.
I have nurtured it like the soul in its body,
So that with every breath I take, the intoxication
Of it lifts up my soul to its greatness.
Sometimes I call it ‘my sweet soul’ because
The cup of Jamshíd is the cup of my ancestors.
Sometimes I call it ‘the remembrance of the Messiah,’
But I may be wrong in taking the example of Jesus.
Sometimes I say its mother is Maryam (Mary) since
The son of Maryam was blessed with the (divine) breath.
Sometimes I give it the name of the ‘the second spirit,’
Since it sets fire to the water of the grapevine.
If I am to describe the peculiar nature of it,
I do not know how can do justice to it.
Although I have made a thousand descriptions of it,
I have been unable to give single (true) description of it.63

In these verses Nizårí is alluding that, at some point in his po-
etic career, there was a transformation of signification associated
with wine. Whereas in some of his early poetry wine may have
referred quite literally to the grape, it later came to symbolise for
him an internal state of mystical intoxication generated in a con-
templative state. The poet compares this experience with the
magical goblet of Jamshíd (jåm-i jam) wherein the legendary king
of ancient Persia perceived the knowledge of all things, and the
miraculous breath of Jesus by which he revived the dead to life.
The point of transition, when the spiritual meaning began to pre-
dominate decisively over the profane in Nizårí’s poetry, may have
occurred around the time when he embarked on the journey nar-
rated in the Safar-nåma, the poet’s most spiritually-orientated work,
where he expresses a similar hermeneutical outlook:

There is another sun for the sky of the learned ones.
For our Adam there is another mix of earth and water.
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For those intoxicated by sitting in seclusion
there is another drink.

For the throat of al-Óallåj (when he said) ‘I am the Truth,’
there is another rope.64

It is reasonable to suppose from these verse that in many places
of the Safar-nåma where Nizårí refers to ‘sharing a cup of wine’ or
‘becoming intoxicated’ with his friends, he is most likely to be
alluding to devotional practices involving mystical ecstasy and the
transmission of gnosis. Nonetheless, the metaphorical ambivalence
of Nizårí’s wine symbolism remains potent in all his works, which
is precisely what the poet probably intended. It is this quality of
Nizårí’s poetry which seems to have much impressed Óåfiú and
influenced the development of his own inimitable poetic style in
the next century.65

Another person Nizårí met in Tabríz was ‘a close, young friend’
whom he typically does not name except to say that they spent
much time together. In the course of their conversations, the
young man gradually disclosed to Nizårí the story of his life and
finally described meeting a handsome young man of exceptional
spiritual authority with a large following in the city:

Once someone stole my heart away.
There were others like me who had lost

their hearts to him.
No one could get enough of him.
The feet of many were willing to walk

on swords (for his sake).
His beauty was immeasurable and the marketplace

was inflamed by him,
While he was always fleeing from the tumult

of the common folk.66

The young man continued that because of his love for this per-
son and the difficulties of meeting him, he suffered terribly until
he discovered that his beloved was in the habit of visiting a place
called the dår al-shifå¢ (literally, a ‘house of healing’) where the
mad and the mentally distraught were looked after, and that who-
ever wanted to ‘circle him’ (†awåf kardan) would have to go there.
So he pretended to behave like a madman and was admitted to
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the dår al-shifå¢ where he was able to meet the beloved. The young
man completes his story by advising Nizårí that should he wish to
see this beloved he would have to use the same approach. For
reasons which Nizårí does not explain, he too develops an intense
desire to see this person and, following his friend’s example, he
begins to feign lunacy, as a result of which a group of people he
calls the Ikhwån al-Íafå¢ take pity on him and escort him to the
dår al-shifå¢. Here he meets the beloved, whom Nizårí refers to as
‘the intoxicated one,’ and confides to him the secret of his love.
However, the beloved is not amused and reprimands Nizårí for
coming all the way from Khuråsån to meet him. He tells the poet
that the lover and the beloved are in reality never apart: ‘When
was Qays ever without the face of Layla?’ he asks.67

Nizårí’s account of this unusual sequence of events in Tabríz
constitutes one of the most complex and obscure passages in the
Safar-nåma. The difficulty of the text is caused partly by the con-
voluted way in which Nizårí presents it, making it difficult to
distinguish one character from the other; but it is also due to the
poet’s unwillingness to identify the mysterious person who is the
object of his devotion or to shed any more light on the incident –
no doubt out of his zeal for maintaining taqiyya. Perhaps the key
to unlocking this puzzle lies in the psychological connection be-
tween passionate love (™ishq) and ‘lunacy’ (díwånagí) which in
Sufism denotes the distracted, bewildered or intoxicated state of
the lover. The reference to Qays and Layla is significant for it tells
us that Nizårí’s experience in the dår al-shifå¢ was of an intensely
spiritual rather than a pathological character. It will be recalled
by those familiar with Niúåmí’s Persian rendition of the old Ara-
bic romance that Qays is the love-sick hero who is so grief-stricken
when denied access to his beloved Layla that he behaves like a
majnïn (madman), until he comes to recognise the divine nature
of his passion.68

There is also a certain resonance between Nizårí’s account of
this experience and the relationship of the great Persian poet and
mystic Jalål al-Dín Rïmí with the wandering darwísh Shams-i Tabríz.
As is well-known, Rïmí was completely enraptured by this man
when they met in Konya in 642/1244 and to whom he became
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devoted as his spiritual guide and personification of the divine
beloved. For the next two years, Rïmí spent much of his time
with Shams, conferring in private, listening to music (samå™) and
dancing. This caused much resentment among Rïmí’s sons and
disciples, whose hostility caused Shams to flee on several occa-
sions and resulted in his murder around 645/1247. Shams-i
Tabríz, who was reportedly born in an Ismaili family, had a pivotal
bearing in Rïmí’s life, transforming his personality and inspiring
in him an outpouring of magnificent lyrical poetry. It was in
memory of Shams that Rïmí composed the mystical odes collected
in the Díwån-i Shams-i Tabrízí and introduced among his followers
the Mevlevi dance with its reed flute and drum accompaniments.69

It is not possible for us to examine here the manifold dimen-
sions of mystical love in its human and divine expressions, but
given the highly spiritual flavour of Nizårí’s description, his meet-
ing with the mysterious beloved in Tabríz can only be understood
within the spiritual context of a master-disciple relationship.
Moreover there is strong possibility that this event took place within
an Ismaili setting. Also, according to the Shåfiya, a 9th/15th-cen-
tury treatise in Arabic on Ismaili doctrines attributed to the Syrian
då™í Abï Firås b. al-Qå{í Na˚r b. Jawshan al-Maynaqí,70  the name
Ikhwån al-Íafå¢ (Brethren of Purity) was used by the Ismailis of
Ådharbåyjån to designate themselves during the Mongol period.71

This appellation was obviously derived from the famous group of
Ismaili-inspired scholars of the 4th/10th century who composed
the encyclopaedic work of philosophical and scientific thought,
the Raså¢il Ikhwån al-Íafå¢.

The same Syrian author also confirms Persian sources that the
Ismaili Imam of the time, Shams al-Dín Mu˙ammad, was living in
this region at a place called Qu˚ïr, which is now a little village six
kilometres north of Ridå¢iyya, just outside of Tabríz. Mu˚†afå Ghålib
mentions that the Imam lived in the town of Zardïz and was there-
fore referred to as Mu˙ammad Zardïzí, but according to Daftary
this nickname could also have been derived from his outward trade
in embroidery.72  We know very little about the activities of this
Imam, apart from the report that he arrived in Ådharbåyjån when
he was four or five years old, having been despatched there by his
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father Rukn al-Dín Khurshåh, the last Ismaili Imam of the Alamït
period, just before the fall of Alamït to the Mongols in 654/1256.

Furthermore, there is a curious tradition of the Indian Ismailis
associating the Imam Shams al-Dín with Shams-i Tabríz, the spir-
itual mentor of Rïmí.73  According to this legend, this Imam went
to India in 710/1310 under the name of Shams-i Tabríz where he
studied Sanskrit and other languages and performed many mira-
cles. There is even a mausoleum dedicated to the memory of this
Shams-i Tabríz in Multan and maintained to this day by the local
Sunni community. The same tomb is, however, also venerated by
the Indian Ismailis as the tomb of the Nizårí Ismaili då™í and
preacher Pír Shams who propagated the faith in Sind, Kashmir
and Punjab, and is credited with the same miracles attributed to
Shams-i Tabríz. The threefold identification of Shams al-Dín,
Shams-i Tabríz and Pír Shams is obviously spurious since the Is-
maili Imam was born about 650/1252, five years before the
murder of Rïmí’s mentor, and the Ismaili pír flourished in the
first half of the next century.74  The confusion seems to have arisen
partly from the allegedly Ismaili parenthood of Shams-i Tabríz
and the fact that the Ismaili Imam acquired the same title (mean-
ing ‘the Sun of Tabríz’) on account of his handsome appearance.

In any case, what appears to be certain from Persian and Syr-
ian Ismaili sources is that the Imam Shams al-Dín was living
somewhere in the vicinity of Tabríz at the time when Nizårí
Quhiståní visited the city in the summer of 679/1280. He would
have been about thirty-three years old at this time, which is more
or less the same age as the poet himself. We also know that there
was an Ismaili community in Ådharbåyjån who called themselves
the Ikhwån al-Íafå¢. These facts point to the possibility that the
Ikhwån al-Íafå¢ of Tabríz who befriended Nizårí there were a group
of Ismailis. It can further be deduced that the dår al-shifå¢ was
their religious centre since Nizårí uses this term in his Dastïr-nåma
to refer to a place where one may be healed of the sickness of
ignorance through the teachings (ta™lím) of the Imam.75 Such a
reading of the text is supported by the only other reference to the
Ikhwån al-Íafå¢ towards the end of the Safar-nåma where, among
the various friends and companions whom the poet singles out
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for praise, he invokes the memory of ™Abd al-Malik, whom he is
very likely to have met in Tabríz:

The pride of the Prophet’s family was ™Abd al-Malik.
He was the candle of the Ikhwån al-Íafå¢,
Without equal in his time with regards to speech;
His writings in verse was the envy of all the poets.
A friend of the Så˙ib-i ™ahd, in happiness and grief,
On the path of friendship he was very firm.
In his enlightening majlis, by the morning

we were totally intoxicated.76

Besides conveying to us the religious character of the Ikhwån
al-Íafå¢ and the high status of ™Abd al-Malik in the organisation,
this verse is significant for its mention of the Så˙ib-i ™ahd, an ex-
pression which literally means ‘the Master to whom allegiance is
given’ and in the terminology of Persian Ismailism is synonymous
with ‘the Imam of the time’. There is thus a strong probability
that it was through the intervention of this ™Abd al-Malik that Nizårí
was able to obtain access to the dår al-shifå¢, and that the hand-
some, young man to whom Nizårí confided his secret there was a
very important dignitary of the Ismaili da™wa, probably the Imam
Shams al-Dín himself. It is impossible to establish the identity of
this person conclusively, but such appears to have been the con-
sidered judgement of Ivanow, the foremost authority on Persian
Ismaili literature, who asserted that the purpose of Nizårí’s jour-
ney was in fact to offer dídår (homage) to the Imam of the time.77

With the Mongol Army in the Caucasus

We have noted several times that Nizårí Quhiståní’s narrative of
his journey in the Safar-nåma is interspersed throughout with reli-
gious teachings and moralistic tales of an inspirational kind. Apart
from these didactic passages, the poet has been concerned so far
mainly with recording his meetings with certain ‘rafíqån’. It is only
after his departure from Tabríz that Nizårí begins to describe the
social and political environment in which he was moving and to
convey a sense of the official or governmental aspect of his jour-
ney with Tåj al-Dín. On the morning of the 5th day of Íafar 679,
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18 June 1280, Nizårí says that they left Tabríz in a large party of
government officials in the entourage (nawkarån, literally ‘serv-
ants’) of the chief minister of the ìl-Khånid government, Shams
al-Dín Juwayní. The poet refers to this wazír by several honorific
titles such as Íå˙ib-i ˚å˙ib qirån, Íå˙ib-i díwån ™ålam and Shåh rå
dastïr-i a™úam (approximating the English expressions ‘minister
of finance,’ ‘chief minister’ and ‘prime minister’ respectively).78

It is important to note that precisely at the time when Nizårí
set off from Tabríz, the chief minister was involved in an intense
power struggle in the court of Abaqa Khån. According to Rashíd
al-Dín,79  the wazír’s position had become extremely tenuous be-
cause of accusations of conspiring with the Mamlïks while, at the
same time, his brother the historian ™Alå¢ al-Dín ™A†å Malik, who
occupied the governorship of Baghdad, was under investigation
for misappropriating state funds. These charges were brought
against the Juwayní brothers repeatedly over several years by a
certain Majd al-Mulk with the support of Abaqa’s son Prince
Arghun.80  The Khån was so alarmed by these allegations that he
had ™Alå¢ al-Dín arrested, put on trial and executed in 679/1280;
and he also appointed Majd al-Mulk as joint wazír with Shams al-
Dín, thus placing him in the invidious position of having to work
with his own accuser. Although Shams al-Dín survived the remain-
ing two years of Abaqa’s reign, he too was later executed by Arghun
for having supported Hülegü’s son, Tegüdar (A˙mad), in the suc-
cession dispute that followed Abaqa’s death in 680/1282.

Nizårí makes no mention of the precarious political position
of Shams al-Dín in his Safar-nåma, nor does he tell us explicitly
the purpose of the wazír’s tour, or why he and Tåj al-Dín accom-
panied him. But from the poet’s account of the various military
bases and encampments they visited subsequently, it was evidently
connected with the organisation of a large army of Mongol, Turk-
ish, Armenian and Georgian troops who were then assembling in
the frontier areas of northern Ådharbåyjån for an imminent inva-
sion of Syria.81  It is very likely that one of the wazír’s objectives
was to ensure that the military campaign was adequately organ-
ised and funded; this may explain why his first destination was
Telah, an island in the middle of Lake Urmiyya, a large expanse
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of salt-water located approximately thirty miles to the west of
Tabríz.

That Telah was bewitching, strange and subdued.
In the middle of it was built a fortress,
the place of the treasure of the powerful king.
At its head thirty dragons protected it.82

Nizårí’s description of Telah is essentially correct, for accord-
ing to Le Strange, this island was the storage house of the treasure
collected by Hülegü Khån during his conquest of Persia, as well
as his burial place; to which Howorth adds that during the time of
Hülegü, it was guarded by 1,000 men, with its commander chang-
ing each year.83

The next morning Shams al-Dín Juwayní’s retinue proceeded
to Khoy, a small town in the northern basin of the lake by a stream
that flows to the Aras (or Araxes) river near the border with Ar-
menia,84  where a large force of Khitay Turks loyal to the ìl-Khånids
had gathered. Their next stop was Alåtåq in Armenia, the site of
Abaqa’s summer residence where the bulk of his army was based.85

Nizårí does not refer to the presence of the Khån here because
apparently he was on a hunting expedition on the banks of the
Euphrates river in Iraq at this time.86  However, he mentions that
this army was under the command of ‘the Shah,’ by which he
presumably means Abaqa’s son Mengü Timür. Subsequently, this
Shah gave orders for his army to decamp, and everyone, includ-
ing the wazír and his companions, proceeded towards Armenia,
possibly with the aim of joining up with the Christian forces of
Leon III who was a vassal of Abaqa Khån.87

For much of the next six months, Nizårí and Tåj al-Dín appear
to have either accompanied the ìl-Khånid army in its movements
or occasionally travelled a few days ahead of it with Shams al-Dín’s
party. The sight of a large concentration of troops including in-
fantry, cavalry, animals, numerous slaves to carry supplies and their
attendants, etc., must have been a rare and awesome sight for
Nizårí (even if it was a small proportion of the total Mongol-led
force of more than 50,000 men who invaded Syria in the follow-
ing year). But Nizårí gives few details of the scale and logistics of
this operation; in fact, throughout this part of the Safar-nåma, he
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gives the impression of being quite unconcerned with, or deliber-
ately evasive of, the military manoeuvres taking place all around
him. What Nizårí prefers to record instead at this point when he
is with the army in Armenia are his observations of the Christian
people of this region. In a style somewhat reminiscent of Nå˚ir-i
Khusraw’s travelogue, he is impressed by the structure and design
of the buildings which he finds strange and innovative (badí™).
The poet is equally curious about the churches which he claims
are used by the people for ‘idol-worship’. Referring possibly to
the ancient city of Aní on the Arpa-Chay tributary of the river
Aras,88  he remarks:

Built on very hard stony earth
Was the town; before it a deep river.
The ceilings, walls and beams of every place,
Were completely made of shaved stone.
The walls of stone were raised high
With strange workings and new ideas.
They built places for idol worship in such a way
That you would have been completely shocked.89

It took the ìl-Khånid army several days to pass through Arme-
nia to Georgia (Gurjistån), possibly to meet up with a contingent
of troops supplied by the young King Dimitri.90  Nizårí found this
part of the journey very depressing because of the cold and wet
weather, for which reason he also seemed to have taken a dislike
to the people of this region:

The sky was covered night and day,
The clouds laden like the cloud of my tears.
The world was warm from my heart
(But) the sun was hidden behind a veil of shame.
If I say that I saw a man in Gurjistån
That would be a lie.
People were uneducated, scarlet of face,
With yellow skin and green eyes,
Always covered from the (light of the) sun…
Their beards never saw a comb.
On top of their hats they wore a veil,
A black veil like the clothes of mourning.91
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There is no need for us to follow in detail Nizårí’s account of
his travels in the Caucasus region with the wazír Shams al-Dín.
After passing through the mountainous region of Kitu Karakh
and resting briefly by the lake of Gukchah Tangiz in Armenia,92

the army returned to Ådharbåyjån via the plain of Arrån, a great
triangle of land lying to the west of the junction point of the riv-
ers Kïr and Aras. In 617/1220, when the Mongols stormed this
region, they destroyed many of its towns which appear to have
been rebuilt since then. At the time when Nizårí passed through
Arrån, it was under the governorship of the Armenian ruler Leon
III.93  Nizårí observes that the plain was so full of Turkish troops
that it took nearly one month for all of them to cross the Kïr
river. From Nizårí’s description it appears as though all of Abaqa’s
invading force was converging upon Arrån for the attack on
Syria.94

Nizårí reports that on Friday, the 8th day of Jumådå II 679/4
September 1280, Shams al-Dín’s retinue arrived in Man˚ïriyya
ahead of the army, where they teamed up again to go to Darband,
a major port on the Caspian, known to the Arabs as the Båb al-
abwåb, where the Caucasus sinks into the sea. At this time Darband
and the surrounding area was the scene of constant warfare be-
tween the ìl-Khånids and their Mongol rivals of the Golden
Horde.95  The poet narrates that after passing through Baku and
Barmak,96  as they approached the city of Darband, they came
across a force of armed and hostile Turks, probably belonging to
the Golden Horde, but because their numbers included many
wounded troops and the heavy snowfall around them, the Turks
withdrew to the north.

Subsequently, the ìl-Khånid army came upon the enemy strong-
hold of Aníq97  to which they laid siege and, after a fierce battle,
managed to kill all the defenders. This is the only military inci-
dent which Nizårí narrates in his Safar-nåma, and it appears to
have upset him a great deal, especially because his sympathies lay
with the people of Aníq. Leaving the army to assert its authority
in and around Aníq, Shams al-Dín and his party returned to Baku
where they stayed for thirty to forty days until they received news
of the victorious army.
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It appears that the wazír parted company with the ìl-Khånid
army when he decided to leave Baku for the Kïr river. The poet
was so overjoyed by this that he describes himself as a bird freed
from its cage or a prisoner forgiven for his crimes. We assume
that the reason for his happiness was that he had become thor-
oughly tired of marching with the troops for several months over
difficult terrain and in freezing weather with little or no freedom
to pursue his own interests. Indeed there were times during the
latter part of this portion of the journey when Nizårí had felt much
discomfort, even loneliness and despair. On their way to the Kïr
river, the wazír was requested by the Khån to go to Arrån, where
the party stayed for the first twenty days of Rama{ån. Tåj al-Dín
was then instructed by the chief minister to move to Ardabíl to
help with the collection of taxes there. Ardabíl had been the capi-
tal of Ådharbåyjån before the region was conquered by the
Mongols under Chingiz Khån in 617/1220 and the administra-
tion transferred to Tabríz. Although Nizårí expresses criticism of
its people for their ignorance and its governor for his tyrannical
rule, the two companions appear to have been based in this place
through the rest of the winter.

During this period, Tåj al-Dín and Nizårí made several excur-
sions to the surrounding areas as well as visits to the Arrån. Among
the various places they visited were Pilsuwår (approximately 150
kilometres from Ardabíl, just south of the Aras river98) Man˚ïriyya,
Shirwiyåz (in the fertile district between Zanjån and Abhar, where
the town of Sultåniyya was later built by Arghun Khån99), Zanjån
(a small town to the west of Qazwín100) and Abhar (a town in the
Jibål province, which lay to the west of Qazwín on the road to
Zanjån).101  Needless to say, the poet offers no explanation for
these trips, other than to say that Tåj al-Dín had certain appoint-
ments to keep, presumably with the wazír or other government
officials.

Having recounted in summary Nizårí’s six-month expedition
in the retinue of Shams al-Dín Juwayní, a large part of which was
devoted to visiting military forces gathering for the invasion of
Syria, it is worthwhile revisiting the question of the purposes be-
hind the poet’s journey. The role of Tåj al-Dín ™Amíd requires
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little explanation, for as a senior official of the ìl-Khånid treasury
charged with tax collection in Ådharbåyjån, it was perhaps neces-
sary for him to be by the side of the Íå˙ib-i qirån. But Nizårí’s
contribution to all these activities is far less clear. Not only does
he give us little information about the military movements taking
place all around him, but he has little to say about the chief min-
ister himself in whose company he travelled for many months. At
no point does he tell us of having been introduced personally to
the wazír or of assisting Tåj al-Dín in his official duties, even though
he possessed first-hand experience of tax collection in Khuråsån.
Thus, the overall impression Nizårí conveys is that of being a de-
tached observer rather than an active participant in this part of
the journey, and his presence in the wazír’s caravan may have been
seen by others as that of a personal assistant or attendant to Tåj al-
Dín. These observations reinforce the view presented earlier that
the poet was travelling with Tåj al-Dín purely in a personal or
private capacity.

In fact, it was during the time when Nizårí and Tåj al-Dín were
stationed in Ardabíl, freed of the encumbrance of following gov-
ernment officials and military forces all over the Caucasus, that
the poet took the opportunity to seek out his spiritual friends
wherever possible. Thus, during one of his trips to Arrån with Tåj
al-Dín when they spent a week near the Kïr river, he had meet-
ings with several good friends, including Shihåb al-Dín Futï˙ of
whom he says, ‘When I was with him, it was better than Paradise,’
and Íadr al-Dín.102  Similarly, when Nizårí was in Barmak, close to
the port of Baku in the region of Shirwån, he met Tåj-i Munshí, a
person of ‘incomparable knowledge,’ with whom he had discus-
sions over several days, leaving him in a state of intoxication and
ecstasy. He acknowledges his gratitude to this person later in the
Safar-nåma:

You are a real soul, a pure soul without any stain.
Your outside (úåhir) and inside (bå†in) are both pure.
I have become totally unaware of myself because

you snatched me from myself.103

During his stay in Ardabíl, Nizårí also made special trips to visit
friends in Zanjån (Zangån)104  and Shirwiyåz (Shirïyåz). The poet
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provides an interesting glimpse of the polite and learned atmos-
phere of these meetings (mulåqåt) of which the poet was so fond
and from which he took much pleasure:

Shirwiyåz was pleasant like a bright heaven.
Night and day we were a group drinking together,
Good friends with no end, with no equal,
With sharp understanding and speech most excellent

and ingenious,
with sweet logic and experts in theology.
We were one in both humour and seriousness.105

Perhaps as a result of these inspirational conversations, Nizårí
reverts to his didactic style again at this point of his narrative with
several uplifting stories conveying a religious teaching or a moral
lesson. For instance, he recounts the anecdote of a rich and greedy
man who fell into the Kïr river. Instead of grabbing a rope to save
himself from drowning, the man held on to his beautiful turban
which he did not want to lose. According to Nizårí, this allegory is
meant to illustrate the man’s stupidity for clinging to the exo-
teric, his turban, rather than the esoteric, his precious soul. The
poet adds that in all circumstances of life one should hold on to
the ̇ abl-i matín (strong rope), thus alluding to the Qur¢anic verse,
‘Hold fast to the Rope of God,’ (3:103), often quoted in Ismaili
literature as a symbol of the perpetual link between God and
mankind preserved through the Prophet Mu˙ammad and his ahl
al-bayt, the Imams.

Return to Quhistån

At the beginning of the month of Dhu’l-Óijja/March 1281, when
Nizårí was resting in Ardabíl between his various excursions out-
side the city, a messenger arrived with letters for him from
Quhistån. He describes his reaction to the receipt of these letters
in the following words:

One day when I had many thoughts in my head,
a hundred thoughts of every type inside my heart,

A young man suddenly came to my door,
And said there was a message from Quhistån.
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I jumped up from my place like a flea
And bowed down at the feet of the messenger out of joy.
He entered and I was very overwhelmed.
I kissed the sole of his shoes forcefully
And told him: O your shoes should be the crown of my head,

One nail of your shoe is like a payment of tax for me.106

Nizårí does not tell us the contents of his letters, but one of
them in particular encourages him to compare the messenger to
the hoopoe bird sent by Sulaymån (Solomon) to Sabå (Sheba),
and the message he received to the ones from Yïsuf (Joseph) to
Ya™qïb (Jacob), from Layla to Majnïn and from Shírín to Khus-
raw. It is possible that Nizårí received instructions to return home,
since from this time on his mind is occupied with the happy
thoughts of returning to Quhistån. The poet describes himself in
lyrical language as a bird released from its cage and of a soul re-
turning to the body with renewed life.

However, Nizårí was unable to depart immediately for home
because Tåj al-Dín had several engagements to fulfil and it was
not until two months later in Rabí i/June 1281, that they set off
from Abhar for Quhistån. Before his departure, Nizårí called upon
his friends to request their forgiveness for his shortcomings. He
also despatched a messenger to rush ahead of him with a letter
addressed to his friends in Quhistån, with specific instructions for
him to go by way of Turshíz, Qå¢in and Bírjand, all important cen-
tres of the Ismaili community in Quhistån, where his friends
presumably lived. Nizårí explains that in this letter he gives an
account of his journey, together with the names of the people he
met and the discussions they shared, in the hope that it would act
as a cure for all the pain and suffering people have to endure in
life. He also admits that he did not reveal the full names of his
friends in the letter, undoubtedly out of his customary prudence
in case the letter was intercepted and compromised the people
concerned.

Since Nizårí’s Safar-nåma ends with a similar list of individuals
whose memory he wished to honour, it is possible that the names
in both the letter and the mathnawí were identical, and that the
letter was perhaps an early version of the Safar-nåma written during
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the course of his journey. From the few lines of praise the poet
devotes to each person, it is difficult to establish their identities,
but it can be assumed that many if not all of them were Ismailis.
The two dozen names or so he enumerates could even be seen as
a roll-call of the Ismaili da™wa operating in parts of Persia and
Ådharbåyjån at the time of his journey. Nizårí begins this final
section of his narrative in characteristic style:

O wine-bearer, fill up the first glass of wine, give it to me,
so that I drink to remember the happiest people of
the world!107

By thus invoking the symbolic purveyor of mystical wine in Su-
fism, and then recalling the wine-bearer to replenish his cup each
time he mentions the name of a friend, the poet creates the im-
pression of addressing all of them gathered before him in a grand
assembly (majlis) of intimate comradeship and spiritual fellowship.

Among the various people Nizårí praises with a quaff of wine
are the following: Sayf al-Dín, described as a man of high reli-
gious ranking, ‘without like, without similarity and without equal’;
Jamål al-Dín Mu˙ammad, a person ‘as rare as a cypress tree with
fruit’ and ‘one from whose opinion light is transmitted’; ™Abd al-
Malik, ‘the pride of the Prophet’s family’ and ‘the candle of the
Ikhwån al-Íafå¢’ whom Nizårí probably met in Tabríz; Zayn al-Dín
™Alí Fakhår, a clever, witty and skilled poet, ‘without like in all the
gates of friendship’; Sharaf Mas™ïd with whom Nizårí shared much
laughter; Na˚ír al-Dín Óasan, whose speech ‘removed grief from
sad people like me’; Jamål, Tåj and Sa™d, ‘hermits of the world’
who ‘made the second heaven their dwelling’; Shihåb, ‘the pride
of Irån’ and ‘leader of all his peers’ with ‘a high degree of author-
ity (˙aqq)’; Shams al-Dín Muúaffar, ‘the light of my dark heart’
from whom Nizårí could not bear to be separated; Majd al-Dín
Mubårak Shåh, at whose memory ‘a flood of blood comes from
my eyes’; Jamål al-Dín Ra¢ís, a ‘pure and exquisite jewel’; Shams
and Asa™d, both learned and pious sons of Sa{íd; Óasan Mas™ïd,
famous for his sweet music at the harp; Shihåb-i Najd, ‘my closest
and oldest friend, equal to me in everything’; Shams al-Dín ™Abd
al-Rahím, who was totally obedient to the Divine; ™Alí Såbiq, in
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whose company one felt like flying through the sky; and Tåj al-
Dín Óasan, compared to whom the poet counts himself quite
insignificant. Nizårí concludes his Safar-nåma by dedicating the
work to a certain Amín al-Dín or Amín al-Dín al-Ma™adí. The po-
et’s reverential eulogy of this person as the ‘second Jesus’ (a term
that the Ismailis applied only to the ˙ujja of the Imam)108  and
obedient to the commandments of the lord of the time
(khudåwand-i zamån)’ suggests that he was the most senior digni-
tary of the Ismaili community in Persia:

This testimony I am addressing to Ma™adí.
I do not do it with any ill intention but out of faith.
My secrets are known to the Supreme Master

(shaykh al-shuyïkh),
The essence of the Divine Light of reality (˙aqq).
He whose name is Amín al-Dín is the second Jesus,
Before whom all the heavens prostrate in magnanimity.
The uprooter of innovation, he is the sword of the time
And the follower of the commandments of

the lord of the time (khudåwand-i zamån).
O Amín al-Dín! You are a soul unique in creation,
And like intelligence, a pure and unravelled jewel.
In my company are those whose glory is to keep the secret,
Like the Virgin Mary with Jesus in her womb.
Your magnanimity is the highest in the world.
I invoke the names of all these friends for their intercession.
If I have committed a mistake, don’t chastise me.
If this (dedication) is an unforgivable mistake,

accept it from me.
I finish this memorandum in your name.
May God bless the completion of my task with good things.109

Concluding Remarks

The Safar-nåma of Nizårí Quhiståní is a unique document for the
invaluable information it provides about the Ismaili community
of Persia during the Mongol period which is not available in any
other source. It makes clear that despite the destruction of their
political power and territorial independence, a sizeable number
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of Ismailis survived in Quhistån and other parts of Persia. Nizårí’s
work also illustrates the continuing existence of the long-stand-
ing tradition of the Ismaili da™wa after the fall of Alamït. Through
Nizårí’s own example as a då™í, it becomes evident that the da™wa
must have continued to exist in some form with its characteristic
functions and sense of mission within the community.

At the same time, it appears that the Ismaili da™wa of the post-
Alamït period adapted some of its methods and expressions to
the prevailing religio-cultural milieu dominated largely by Suf-
ism. Among the many fascinating insights to emerge from Nizårí’s
work is the close association between the Ismailis and the Sufis
already underway during his lifetime and which was to become
more pronounced in the following centuries. This interaction is
vividly reflected both in the content and the narrative style of the
Safar-nåma, lending support to the view that the phenomenon of
Sufism was much more fluid, diverse and heterogenous than has
been suggested in the standard works on the subject.

Although our study of Nizårí Quhiståní’s life and writings has
been conducted mainly from the perspective of his relations with
the Ismailis and based largely on the Safar-nåma, we have none
the less been able to catch glimpses of the poet’s complex person-
ality – as a highly skilled and ambitious poet, a dedicated Ismaili
då™í steeped in the Sufi tradition, and an outspoken social critic.
We are also offered an insight into the tension between writing
and persecution, between secrecy and disclosure, and between
conscience and conformity, that characterises much of his poetry.

Thus, quite apart from their value for students of Persian Is-
mailism, Nizårí’s works are of wider interest for their intrinsic
poetic and literary qualities, the light they shed on the evolving
nature of Sufism and their depiction of political and social condi-
tions of Persia during the Mongol era. But since the major portion
of Nizari’s writings remains unedited and accessible to scholars
only in manuscript form, the significance of his poetry and con-
tribution to Persian literature in general has yet to be fully
investigated and assessed. For these and other reasons, it is hoped
that the present study will pave the way for further scholarship on
this important Persian Ismaili poet.
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Mu˙ammad b. Ismå™íl, early

Ismaili Imam  18, 21, 23
Mu˙ammad b. Ja™far  17
Mu˙ammad b. Khwåndshåh

(Mírkhwånd)  59
Mu˙ammad al-Nasafí  76
Mu˙ammad Zardïsí  133
al-Mu™izz, Fatimid Imam-caliph

24, 25
Mujtahid Zåda, ™Alí Ri{å  59, 60
Mullå Íadrå  90
Mu¢minåbåd  39, 52, 64
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Munåúara-i shab wa rïz (Nizårí)
63, 81, 82

murshid-muríd (master-disciple)
relationship  122

Mïså al-Kåúim, Twelver Shí™í
Imam 17, 18

Mu˚affå, Maúåhir  60, 67, 112,
121

Mïsafirid dynasty  127
mustajíb (respondent)  30, 105,

106
al-Musta™lí, Fatimid Imam-caliph

31
Musta™lían Ismailis  11, 32
al-Mustan˚ir bi’llåh, Fatimid

Imam-caliph  30, 31, 32, 33,
45

al-Musta™˚im, Abbasid Caliph  45

Nahråjån  52
Najm al-Dín Kubrå of Khwårazm

89
Naqshbandiyya  128
Na˚ír al-Dín Mu˙ammad b. Abï

Fat˙ Mas™ïd (Na˚ír al-Dín
Sijiståní)  70

Nå˚ir-i Khusraw  28, 61, 67, 71,
90, 93, 110, 115–17, 124, 127,
129, 138

Nasr, Seyyed Hossein  122
na˚˚ (designation)  17, 98
Na†anz  124, 126
nå†iq (speaking prophet)  13, 28,

29
al-Naysåburí, A˙mad  27
Neoplatonism  11, 105
Ni™matullåhiyya  89
Níshåpïr  45, 58, 64, 68, 120
Niúåmí  67, 132
Nizår b. al-Mustan˚ir, Nizårí

Ismaili Imam  31, 32, 33, 34,
59

Nizårí Ismailis  7, 32–42, 51, 58,
76, 112, 119, 120, 124, 126,
127

Nizårí Quhiståní  6, 7, 53, 62;
and Kart and Mihrabånid
dynasties  68–74, 80–2, 102–3,
106–7; life of  3, 57, 63–8, 82–
3; and Sufism 93–100, 104–5,
110, 122–3, 128–9; and Sunni
™ulamå¢  78–80, 96; takhallu˚
59; and taqiyya  102–5, 127;
and Ismailis 13–14, 80, 84,
105–7, 127, 134–5, 144–5;
journey of  108–42; poetry of
58, 74–82; commentators on
58–63

Noah  75, 95
nubuwwa (prophecy)  13
Nuq†awís  92
Nïrbakhshiyya  89
Nïr al-Dín (Zangid ruler of

Aleppo)  38
Nïr al-Dín Mu˙ammad  40
Nu˚rat (son of Nizårí)  82, 107

Ögedei  45
Öljeytü  82
Oxus  1, 45, 47, 69

Palestine  23, 25, 33, 50, 110
Persia  33, 34, 37, 38, 92, 110,

130, 144
Pilsuwår  140
Pír Shams  134
pírs  53, 122, 134
poetry, Persian  57, 59, 60, 62,

83, 87, 117, 129, 132 s
Punjab  134
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al-Qå{í al-Nu™mån  16, 24, 28
Qadmïs  38
qå¢im (Resurrector)  14, 21, 99
al-Qå¢im bi Amr Allåh see Abu’l

Qåsim
Qå¢in  35, 52, 64, 66, 143
Qarma†ís  23, 24
qa˚ídas (panegyric odes)  72, 76,

87, 115, 129
Qåsim al-Anwår  92
Qayrawan  23
Qays  132
Qazwín  46, 49, 64, 140, 174, 176
qiyåma (Resurrection)  12, 39, 99,

114, 115
Qiyåma, age of  41–4
Quhistån  5, 6–7, 34, 35, 37, 39,

41, 43, 46, 47, 49, 52, 57, 60,
61, 64, 65, 68, 69, 71, 73, 74,
75, 76, 80, 83, 96, 100, 107,
108, 120, 142, 143

Qumm  33, 179
Qur¢an  11, 12, 13, 14, 48, 95,

100–1, 119
Qu˚ïr  133

Ra¢is Óasan  93
Ra¢ís Muúaffar  35
Rå˙at al-™aql (al-Kirmåní)  29
rafíq/rafíqån (‘friends’)  110,

116, 117, 135
Raså¢il Ikhwån al-Íafå¢  22, 133
Rashíd al-Dín Fa{l Allåh  37, 49,

124, 136
Råshid al-Dín Sinån  38
Raw{at al-taslím (al-®ïsí)  91, 125
ra¢y (subjective opinion)  96
Rayy  33, 73, 120
al-Råzí, Abï Óåtim  19, 76, 123
Råzí, Amín A˙mad  59, 60

Ridå™iyya  133
Risåla al-mïjaza (A˙mad al-

Naysåburí)  27
Rïdbår  5, 33, 34, 35, 37, 52, 64,

68
Rukn al-Dín ™Alå¢ al-Simnåní  89
Rukn al-Dín Kart  70
Rukn al-Dín Khurshåh, Nizårí

Ismaili Imam  47, 48, 49, 51,
65, 121, 134

Rïmí, Jalål al-Dín  58, 91, 92, 94,
104, 128, 132, 133, 134

Rypka, Jan  6, 62, 64, 72

Ía™ådatkïh  37
Saba™iyya (Seveners)  20
Sabzavår  89
de Sacy, Silvestre  4, 180
Sa™d Akbar  71
Sa™dí  67
Íadr al-Dín Ibråhím  90
Íafå, Zabí˙ Allåh  60
Íafawid dynasty  52, 90, 92
Íafawiyya  90
Safar-nåma (Nå˚ir-i Khusraw)

110–11, 115–17, 138
Safar-nåma (Nizårí)  7, 63, 74,

107, 108–47; comparison with
Nå˚ir-i Khusraw’s Safar-nåma
110–11, 115–17, 138;
encounters with Ismailis  113–
14, 127, 134–5, 144–5; in
I˚fahån  120–3; and Mongol
army  135–41; precautionary
style of  127; spiritual themes
114–15, 117–20, 125–6, 130–
1, 132–3, 142–3; Sufi
influences  110, 122–3, 128–9;
in Tabríz  124–5; 126–7, 131–
2, 134–5
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Íalå˙ al-Dín (Saladin)  31, 38
Salamiyya  19, 23, 180
Saljïqs  33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 44,

48, 50, 78, 85, 88, 91, 120,
123, 124, 125, 127, 172, 179

samå™ ceremony  94, 110, 128
Samarqand  45, 68
Sanå¢í  67, 92, 128
Sanjar (Saljïq sultan)  37, 41
Sarbadårids  89
Sargudhasht-i Sayyidnå (Óasan-i

Íabbåh)  32
Sayf Kåshåní  127
Sayr wa sulïk (al-®ïsí)  119
Shabistarí, Ma˙mïd  91, 92
Shåf™í™í  school  85
Shåfiya ( attributed to Abï Firås)

133
Shåh ™Alí Sijiståní see Shams al-

Dín ™Alí
Shåhdiz  35, 123
al-Shahraståní, ™Abd al-Karím  36
Shamanism  44, 84
Shams al-Dín, governor of

Quhistån  46, 47,
Shams al-Dín, father of Nizårí  66
Shams al-Dín ™Alí (™Alí Shåh or

Shåh ™Alí)  52, 75, 76, 77, 80,
81, 82, 96, 100, 103, 108, 112

Shams al-Dín ™Alí b. Mas™ud
(Mihrabånid ruler)  70

Shams al-Dín Kart  70, 71, 72, 75,
100, 102

Shams al-Dín Mu˙ammad, Nizårí
Ismaili Imam  51, 110, 133–4,
135

Shams-i Tabríz  132–3, 134
sharí™a (law)  22, 85, 91
Shaykhiyya  89
Shi™i Islam, Shi™is  2, 11, 12–13,

15–17, 22, 25, 33, 36, 37, 39,
40, 43, 52, 63, 71, 76, 80, 81,
84–8 passim, 94–104 passim,
122, 128; and Sufism  89–93;
Twelvers  3, 60, 63, 76, 85, 86,
94, 95, 98, 100, 101, 102 see
also da™wa, imamate, Ismailism

Shihåb al-Dín ™Abd Allåh b. Fa{l
Allåh of Shíråz see Wa˚˚åf-i
Ha{rat

Shihåb al-Dín Futï˙  141
Shirwån  141
Shirwiyåz (Shirïyåz)  140, 141
Sijilmåsa  23
al-Sijiståní, Abï Ya™qïb  19, 28,

67, 114, 180, 181
silsila (chain of spiritual

transmission)  88
Simnån  120
Sístån  64, 68, 70, 73, 75
Soviet Union  61
Sprenger, A.  60
Stern, S.M.  30
Strauss, Leo  104
Sufism, Sufis  5, 6, 7, 51, 58, 59,

61, 63, 67, 78, 84, 85, 86–9,
102, 109, 115, 117, 127; and
Ismailism  52, 91–3; and
Shi™ism  90–1; †aríqas 53, 94,
112, 114, 123, 128 see also
Nizårí Quhiståní

Suhrawardiyya  94
Sultan al-Muúaffar Qutïz  50
Sultåniyya  140
Sunni Islam, Sunnis  6, 22, 24,

25, 31, 33, 37, 42, 44, 61, 63,
66, 71, 72, 76, 79, 80, 81, 85,
86, 90, 94, 95, 101, 103, 104,
134; Sunni ™ulamå  26, 38, 46,
52, 87, 96, 100, 102 see also
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Nizårí Quhiståní
Syria  2, 4, 19, 20, 23, 25, 32, 33,

35, 37, 38, 44, 50, 52, 110,
124, 125, 133, 134, 136, 137,
139, 141, 173

Tabríz  85, 124–5, 126–7, 131–2,
134–5, 136, 137, 140

Tadhkirat al-shu™arå¢ (Dawlatshåh)
59

Tåj al-Dín ™Amíd  76, 112–14,
120, 121, 124, 126, 136, 137,
140–1, 143

Tåj-i Munshí  141
Tajziyat al-am˚år wa tajziyat al-a™˚år

or Ta¢ríkh-i Wa˚˚åf (Wa˚˚åf-i
Ha{rat)  3

ta™lím (authoritative knowledge of
the Imam)  36, 37, 99, 106,
113, 114, 117

Ta™límiyya  37
taqiyya (precautionary

dissimulation)  4, 20, 42, 52,
100, 101–5, 109, 114, 127,
132

Ta¢ríkh-i adabiyyåt dar ìrån (Zabí˙
Allåh Íafå)  60

Ta¢ríkh-i jahån gushåy (Juwayní)  3
Tarshír  75
taslím (submission)  30, 68, 98,

117, 118
ta¢wíl (esoteric interpretation)

14, 29, 88, 99, 125
Tegüdar  136
Telah  137
Thackston, W.  115
Tímurid dynasty  58, 59, 89, 90
Toghan (Tuga Khån)  71, 75
Transoxania  20, 44, 45, 64, 68,

87, 115, 124
Tripoli  38
Tïn  46, 47, 52, 64, 108, 120
Turks, Turkish  31, 33, 67, 136,

139
Turshíz  58, 143
al-®ïsí, Na˚ír al-Dín  47, 48, 60,

67, 86, 90, 91, 114, 119, 125,
126

Twelfth Imam  17, 98

™Umar-i Khayyåm  67
Umayyad dynasty  15
Umayyads of Spain  24

wajd (religious ecstasy)  128
Walker, Paul  20
waqf  system  78, 87
wa˚í (‘legatee’)  14, 28, 29
Wa˚˚åf-i Ha{rat (Shihåb al-Dín

™Abd Allåh b. Fa{l Allåh of
Shíråz)  3, 46

William of Rubruck  46

Yåqït al-Óamawí, Shihåb al-Dín
Abï ™Abd Allåh  64, 124

yarligh (decree)  69, 70, 76
yasa  50, 84
Yemen  32

úåhir (exoteric)  13, 25, 29, 82,
99, 114, 141

Zangids  38
Zanjån  140
Zaydiyya  16
Zayn al-™Åbidín, early Shí™í Imam

16
Zikrawayh b. Mihrawayh  20
Zubdat al-tawåríkh  (al-Kåshåní)  3
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